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ABSTRACT

In 1849, duBois-Reymond discovered that a potential difference exists between the
cornea and the retina of the human eye, ,permitting the eye to be electrically
characterized as a rotating dipole. Whenever the dipole changes its position the
surrounding electric field is altered. Skin electrodes placed around the eye, can record
the electric field change, which is called electro-oculogram (EoG). The EoG is
clinically used to monitor eye movements, nystagmography and in the diagnosis of
vision abnormalities. Besides its clinical use, EoG is used for eye-tracking, gaze-
control and other novel eye-movement control applications. Appropriate models and
analytical solutions are of considerable importance for non-invasive investigation of
the electric potential distribution in the head and eye region as well as in inner
tissues. So far such models do not exist. Information about the effect of the tissue
conductivity and head size on EOG signals are missing too. This study was a response
to the above needs and also to study the asymmetry nature of the EOG signals.
Objectives of the thesis were as follows:

l. The main objective of this thesis was for the first time: to propose an
eccentric spherical model for the head and eye; to derive required analytical-
mathematical equations in spherical coordinates; to solve for the electric
potential distributions in the head region generated by corneo-retinal constant
bioelectric source and to validate the model by comparing the results to
measured EOG values.

2. The second objective was to investigate the effect of different tissue
conductivity change on EOG signals. Also the effect of the head size on EOG
signals was studied.



3. Third objective of the thesis was to study and analyze the presence and the
structure of the asymmetry in EOG signals recorded for saccadic horizontal
eye movements.

An eccentric spherical model was proposed to represent head, eye and constant
bioelectric source of the eye. Using Laplace's equation, a set of mathematical
equations for electric potentials in different compartments of the model was derived.
Boundary conditions were applied and unknown coefficients were defined. Analytical
solution was provided and the complex matrix was solved for determining the
unknown coefficients. Experimental part of the study composed of EOG and video-
oculographic (VOG) measurements carried out for 6 subjects.

The solution of the proposed model described the electric potentials not only on the
surface of the head but also inside the head and eye tissues, where measurement is not
practically possible. Calculated results were in good agreement with measurement
results. The solution besides providing detailed quantitative information about the
electric potentials in the entire head region gives an insight about the quantitative
meaning of bipolar and unipolar EOG recordings. The solution also suggests that all
points located in the ear or points further to the back of the head are in the same
electric potential level.

Possible clinical application of the model includes examination of retinal
degenerations such as Best's diseases by using the relationship between the measured
EOG signal and extension of the retina layer in the model. The model has
indispensable value in easy evaluation of the electric potentials and will be very much
appreciated in the eye movement's research field. Example of non-clinical
commercial applications of the model include, systems for assisted mobility and EOG
eye-controlled interfaces in general by providing quantitative data about the electric
potentials, linearity and sensitivity of the EOG method.

The results of conductivity variation and head size effect on EOG signals suggest that
the changes in the EOG signals for most of the considered tissue variation cases are
marginal. Among all tissues in the head, the variation of the conductivity of the extra-
ocular tissues has the largest effect on the signals recorded from different points on
the surface of the head and eye region. Changing the head size, significantly affect
potentials measured from the backside of the head. The clinical application of results
of the second part of the study includes the correct interpretation of the EOG signals
recorded from individuals differing in gender, age and health status.

Analysis of the EOG and VOG measurement results suggest that the asymmetry exists
in saccadic horizontal eye movements for all measured angles. The asymmetry is
more significant when the EOG signals, measured from the same electrode for
opposite horizontal saccades were compared. The overall conclusion of third part of
the study is that the asymmetry and differences in the EOG signals have their origin
in different velocity profiles rather than bioelectric source in the retina. The saccades
of the abducting eye (eye moving away from nose) show in general a shorter time



constant, larger size, a higher peak, a shorter duration than the adducting (eye moving
toward nose) saccades.
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INTRODUCTION & OBJECTTVES

Electrical potentials exist across the enveloping membranes of living cells, and many
cells have the ability to propagate a change in these potentials, which is also
accompanied with the generation of magnetic fields. Many organs of the human body
produce electric fields as well as magnetic fields. Among various electro-magnetic
sources in the body, electrical sources arising from the eye have been studied for a
long time. In the dark, a standing potential exists across the various layers of the
retina. Furthermore when the retina is stimulated with light, complex photochemical
and neural processing events take place resulting in neural transmission to the brain
and ultimately in visual perception IByzov 1960]. Electrical potentials originated
from the eye can be recorded if proper instrumentation is applied. Both Electro-
oculography (EOG) and Electro-retinography (ERG), which are two different methods
to record constant and alternating current types of signals originating from the human
eye have been in clinical use for many years.

1.1 Potentials generated by sense receptors

It is very difficult to detect the electrical activity associated with most of the sense
receptors in the body. Receptors are small and are not located in clusters of sufficient
size to permit detection of the electrical activity associated with a group of receptors.
Most sense receptors are not electrical in nature but contain sensors, which convert
the signal to electrical form to transmit the information [Hille 19921. There are two
groups of sensors that do produce easily detectable electrical activity, the middle ear
and the retina. Besides light dependent production of detectable alternating transient
electric potential, retina of the human eye possess so called constant potential because
of the different constant metabolic rate which exist through pigment epithelium
fArnaldo et al. 1966].
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1.2 Bioelectric sources and volume conductor fields

In view of the conception of the origin of the bioelectric fields, it is soon realized that
in seeking an explanation for any bioelectrical phenomenon in living bodies, the
bioelectric source and a medium in which the field is distributed come together.
Bioelectric fields are produced as a result of electrochemical activity of certain class
of cells. The current density arising from membrane activity of the cell is strongest in
the immediate vicinity of the active region however there will be current everywhere
in the surrounding medium, which is called volume conductor [Clark and Plonsey
I 9681.

1.3 Bioelectric signals related to the electrical activity of the eye

A result of some of the activities in the retina is the production of an electric field
with both temporal and spatial variations throughout the eye and surrounding tissue.
The retina and the pigment epithelium of the human eye that contains electric sources
give rise to intra- and extra-ocular electric current densities. The steady potential
difference across the retina and pigment epithelium changes when the position of the
eye in the orbit changes, it is called EOG. Fast potential changes occur when light
impinges upon retina, which is called ERG.

Early in this century, when experimenters were busy recording electrical potentials
from every conceivable part of the body, it was soon noticed that electrodes placed in
the region of the eyes registered potentials that changed in synchrony with eye
movements. It was Dewar and M. Kendrick and some other researchers in lgthcentury
who discovered that a definite potential difference exists between the outer and inner
sides of the retina or between the cornea and the sclera [Dewar and M. Kendrick,
18741. The polarity of this potential difference is in the eyes of invertebrates opposite
to that of vertebrates.

The movements of eye which causes potential changes around the eye is the basis for
a signal measured as a pair of surface electrodes, the EOG. The EOG is a mass
response and provides only indirect and nonspecific evidence about the anatomical
and physiological substrate generating it. In both EOG and ERG, currents are also
generated in the surrounding volume conductor and the aSsociated potential field may
be sampled with surface electrodes to register them.

1.4 Eye movement characteristics

The position of the eye and the characteristic movements it executes are often factors
of interest. ln humans, the various types of eye movements all subserve the same
goal; the projection of the image of the object of interest on to the most sensitive part
of the retina, the fovea. Through very short latency connections between the
vestibular system and the extra-ocular muscles, head movements can be compensated
within as little as 5-8 ms fTabak et al., 19971. Visual information takes about 150 ms
to reach the extra-ocular muscles, which is much too slow to compensate for the head
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movements we produce in everyday life. There are three pairs of muscles, which
control the direction of eye movements. Main types of eye movements are, conjugate,
vergence, saccadic and smooth pursuit eye movements. Saccadic eye movements will
be the focus of our interest, because it is the kind of eye movement that asymmetry
profile is observed in EOG signals.

1.5 The examination of eye movements and asymmetry in horizontal
eye movements

There are different ways of investigations concerning the movements of the eyes. The
analysis and the recording of eye movements can be classified according to their
principles as: subjective method, mechanical method, electrical method (EoG),
magnetic method, video-oculographic (voc) and optical method [Leigh and zee
leell.

An ideal eye movement measuring system would be able to measure rotations of the
globe about all three axes, yet be completely insensitive to transitional movements,
linear over a range of more than 90o, yet sensitive enough to record micro movements
of a few minutes of arc, and have a bandwidth extending from zero to a few hundred
Hertz. Perhaps it is not surprising that no system has yet been devised that meets all
these conditions, and the experimenter must compromise by choosing the method that
is least inappropriate for the kind of the investigation he or she wishes to make.

The EOG is still one of the widely used techniques for recording eye movements in
clinical testing. It is inexpensive and non-invasive. Use of EOG is usually restricted
to horizontal recordings, since vertical EOG contains eyelid artifact [Oster and Stem,
19801. One of the latest applications of EOG is in the elucidation of the pathogenetic
mechanism in autosomal dominant vitreoretinochoroidopathy (ADVIRC) [Leroy et al.
20061.

There have been some reports that horizontal EOG signals are not symmetric when
opposite eye-movements are compared with each other [Jiintti 1982, Baloh etal.l975,
Boghen et al. 197 41. The asymmetry is observed in saccadic horizontal eye
movements if the amplitude of the signals measured from the electrode towards which
the eye moves is compared to the signals measured from the electrode where the eye
moves away. Because the source of the EOG is the retinal pigment epithelium, it is
important to investigate that does the asymmetry has its origin in the retina or
somewhere else. So far the nature of the asymmetry in EOG signals has not been
investigated systematically.

1.6 Modeling and mathematical derivation of the fields

The complex geometry and electrical properties and inhomogeneties of the volume
conductor in which the electrophysiological source (for example the eye) is embedded
are rather complex. It is therefore very useful to consider models, which are simple
and yet realistic enough to allow a systematic study of the effects of various factors
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on the surface potentials. The general behavior of the fields could be examined if the

model is based on reasonable assumptions that do not deviate too much from their

biological origin. Models provide new insight and valuable knowledge, which will
assist-in the inlerpretation of surface potentials in terms of underlying source activity.

Models are also useful if quantitative and parametrical studies are required'

Modeling together with mathematical and analytical solution provides a powerful

means to relate observed electric and magnetic fields to the underlying physiology.

The main advantage of an analytic solution over numerical is its inherent

characteristic to include parameters in the model. For the case of geometrical model

including many layers, it means an easy manipulation of the geometrical parameters'

A nume-rical met'hod would require a new discritization procedure and careful

convergence tests whenever geometrical variations are introduced in the model.

Among many geometrical models modeling the head and the eye as eccentric spheres

represints moie faithfully the anatomy of the head and the eye. Compared to the

spherical modeling of heart and torso, eccentric spherical model for the eye and head

is much smaller simplification. For the eccentric spherical model it is also possible to

carry out analytical solution.

1.7 Earlier works using spherical models

Canfield [Canfield 19211 gave electrocardiography its first mathematical solution of
the poteniial produced by the heartbeat. The model used by canfield was that of a

homogeneous insulated spherical conductor and the field source was that of a centric

dipole-. Wilson and Bayliy [Wilson 1950, Bayley 19621made the second important

exiension of this modei wLen they used this same model but changed the field source

to an arbitrary eccentric dipole. Another extension was made by Frank [Frank 1953]

when he used the radial ecientric double-layer in place of the radial eccentric dipole

as a field source. The homogenous model was then replaced by the nonhomogeneous

conduction by Bayley and Berry [Bayley and Berry 1962]'

An attempt to solve a similar model but with eccentric spherical model was made by

Bayley und B".ry [Bayley and Berry t9621. In another work Bayley and Berry

tnayfey and Berry tbO{ constructed an eccentric spheres model for the heart to study

the heart,s conducting media and the electric field of such an eccentric dipole in the

heart wall of the noiho*og"neous volume conductor. A further attempt to use the

same model with a *or" u""u.ute study was carried out by Rudy and Plonsey [Rudy
and Plonsey 1979] who noticed the error of the previous study of Bayley and Berry

which arises because of their incorrect application of an inversion technique to

transform the eccentric heart sphere into a concentric one. There have been also some

efforts to model the eye und itt surrounding medium and solve it by different
mathematical methods using analytical or numerical approach. Studies by Doslak,

Plonsey and Davey et al [Doslak and Plonsey 1980, Davey et al. 1988] are examples

of these efforts. None ofihe solutions use eccentric spherical model to model eye or

head. The details of these models are presented later in chapter 5.
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1.8 Motivation and objectives

How theoretically the potential distribution on the head caused by retinal electric
sources can be predicted? How potential distribution in the inner tissues of the head
and the eye can be calculated? How linear region of the EoG signals can be
quantitatively investigated? What is the best reference point in meisuring EOG
signals? What is the effect of head size and tissue conductivity variation oi gOC
signals? Is there an asymmetry associated with EOG signals and what is the structure
of that asymmetry? These were the questions which were the main motivation of this
thesis.

Up till now, there does not seem to be any reported modeling study using three
dimensional spherical models with analytical solutions to study EOG slgnatJ. Sucfr
model besides surface potentials would give information about ihe electrii potentials
inside the head region which is almost impossible in practice to measure. In addition
to quantitative information about the potential distribution on the entire head region,
the solution of the model would also provide basis about which reference points ciuld
be used when performing EOG measurements.

Knowledge about the conductivity of various tissue types are of basic importance in
the study of bioelectric phenomena. Depending on age, gender, weight and health
status the conductivity of the tissues in different individuals may diifer from each
other. Geddes and Baker fGeddes and Baker 1967] reviewed a large number of early
studies and since then, the 'Geddes and- Baker' tabulation has been updated, revised
and expanded in a number of publications [e.g. Stuchly and Stuchly t9b4, Geddes and
Baker 1989, Duck 1990, Gabriel et al, l996al. A careiul comparison of these reviews
demonstrates the presence of considerable differences between resistivities reported
for the same kind of tissue. These differences reflect a lack of consensus in the
literature about tissue resistivity. Given this lack of consensus, our present knowledge
about the resistivities of biological tissues might be afflicted with uncertaintiJs,
possibly large. Also the head size of different individuals differs from each other.
Theoretically this difference has an effect on the potential distribution generated by
corneo-retinal potential. Are EOG signals sensitive to changes in ttre tissue
conductivities as EEG signals? For physicians and researchers in ttre field of eye-
control applications it is important to know how the conductivity variation of
different tissues in the eye and head region and the head size would affect the EOG
signals. Answering this question was the motivation for the second part of the study.

There have been some reports that EOG signals of horizontal eye movements recorded
from the same electrode are not symmetrical if the signals of opposite eye-movements
are compared to each other. What is the possible origin of asymmetry in EOG signals?
Is there any asymmetry associated with EOG signais? Whai is the itructur" uni horv
large is the asymmetry of EOG signals? The moiivation for this part of the study was
to respond to these questions. The objectives and methods are briefly pr"r.nt.d i,
1.8.1 - 1.8.3.
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1.8.1 An eccentric spherical model with analytical-mathematical method

to study electric potential distribution in the entire head and eye region

The main objective of this thesis was for the first time to propose an eccentric
spherical model with analytical mathematical solution to represents the potential
distribution on the head and the eye region. The proposed model also gives
information about the electric potentials inside the head region which is almost
impossible to measure.

A geometrical eccentric spherical model was constructed. The model consists of two
eccentric systems of concentric spheres, which contains all the important
compartments of eyeball. Laplace's equation is applied to solve the forward problem
for an idealized eccentric spherical model. An analytic solution is found in the form
of a double series expansion in Legendre polynomials. The analytical method permits
manipulations of the variables, such as the model dimension and electrical parameters
of the tissues. The boundary conditions at the boundary of different layers are used to
solve for the unknown coefficients. The coefficients were solved using a commercial
software program. Having calculated the coefficients and related equations, the
variation of the potentials caused by the retinal double layer source are plotted as a

function of the polar angle around the largest circular shell region representing the
head, around the surface of the eye, and also inside the eye region. The predicted
results from the model were compared to those of measured values.

To compare the analytical results to those of experimental, EOG measurements were
carried out for 6 normal subjects at the department of Cognitive Neurobiology
laboratories in Helsinki and Central Hospital of Vaasa. The EOG results together with
VOG measurement results are used in later sections to analyze the asymmetry of EOG
signals.

1.8.2 The effect of conductivity variation and head size on EOG signals

There are already some studies which have addressed the relationships between tissue
conductivities and voltage gradients during cardiac defibrillation [Jorgenson et al
1995, Karlon et al 19941, between tissue conductivity, and electrocardiograms

[Lepeshkin et al 1970, Rudy et al L979), between head tissues and magneto-
encephalogram [Robert Van Uitert, 2004], between tissue conductivity and magneto-
cardiogram [Czapski et al 1996) and between tissue conductivity and ERG [Doslak et
al 19801. Also Haueisen et al [Haueisen et al. 1997] reported that the electric surface
potentials on the head (EEG) are sensitive to changes in the tissue resistivity or
conductivity in the vicinity of the source and in the vicinity of the position of the
electrodes. Also in higher frequencies, such as RF frequencies the effect of tissue
conductivity variation on field distribution and energy absorption is investigated
[Drossos et al 2000, Gajsek et a1.,2001, Peyman et al 2001, Keshvari et al. 2006].
There are no published data on the dependence of the electric fields generated by
corneo-retinal constant potentials (EOG) on tissue conductivities or head size
variations.
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Are EOG signals as sensitive to changes in the tissue conductivities as for example
EEG signals are? The second objective of the thesis was to carry out a computational
study on the effect tissue conductivity variations on electric potential (EP)
distribution, i.e. EOG signals. The effect of head size variation on electric potentials
in different regions of the head and eye is studied too. The potential of the average
sized head is compared to the potentials calculated for increased and decreased head
sizes. The dimension of natural variations of head size and tissue conductivity
compared to the potential variations will also be discussed. The conductivity values
of eye and head tissues were varied between -5Oo/o and +100% and the corresponding
potentials for each case were calculated. All calculated values were compared to the
reference value, i.e. electric potential for unchanged conductivity. The head radius
variation between -43%o and +43o/o werc considered.

1.8.3 Asymmetry of EOG signals in horizontal eye movements

Third objective of the thesis was to investigate the existence of the asymmetries in
EOG signals recorded for the horizontal saccades. In analyzing the EOG signals,
anatomical and physiological nature of the eye movements will be considered in
seeking explanation for the EOG asymmetry. Only horizontal saccadic eye movements
are considered for saccades between 5 and 60 degrees.

A set of measurements were carried out to measure the corneo-retinal potential
response by performing AC and DC recordings of EOG. The eyeball orientation
response was also recorded by applying VOG method. Also simultaneous EOG and
VOG recordings were carried out for a healthy 25 years old subject for eye movement
angles from 5 degrees up to 60 degrees. A period of EoG and voG signal was
reconstructed from the measured signals by averaging l0 cycles for each rotation
angle. The analyses are based on the reconstructed EOG signal.

1.9 The structure of this thesis

The whole study is divided into 4 major parts:

Part I: chapters l-5 present a short introduction to the thesis, a brief review of
physiology, the structure of the human eye, movements of the eye, electrophysiology
of the eye and also examples of previous modeling studies of ocular system.

Part II: chapter 6 presents the EOG and VOG measurement methods.

Part III: chapters 7-ll cover modeling and methods, both introduction of the model
and analytical solution. Also methods used in the case study and asymmetry of EOG
signals are presented.

Part IV: chapters l2-15 presents the results, conclusions and summary.
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2 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE
HUMAN EYE

Leonardo da Vinci (1452- l5 l9) rediscovered the camera obscura (rnentioned by Ibn-al
Haitam as early as 1038) after he noticed the inverted image of objects forrned on the
wall opposite a window by which light entered a dark room through a hole in a

window shutter and assumed that this phenomenon occurred in the same manner in the
cavity of the eye. Since it is the eye, and more particularly the nervous membrane
called the retina. with its various cornpartments and geonretrical structures that will
construct the geometrical model in the later works of this thesis, various structures of
the eye, geometrical shape, its dimensions and characteristics will briefly be
reviewed.

2.1 Shape of the eye

Although no organ possesses a strictly geometrical form, it is often useful to describe
the adult human eye as a sphere with an average radius of l2 mrr completed
anteriorly by a transparent portion of a sphere of 8 mm radius. The distance between
the centers of these tuo curvatures is approximately 5 mm. The geornetrical axis (axis
ofa revolution) goes through the anterior and posterior poles ofthe eye (Figure 2.1).

The equatorial plane crosses the center of the large sphere and is in a plane
perpendicular to the geometrical aris. Every plane that passes through the geometrical
axis determines a meridinal section. This geometrical diagram is idealized. In reality,
the eye is slightly flattened posteriorly and the larger sphere is somewhat conical
anteriorly. The geometrical axis is in tact not an axis of revolution. In equatorial
plane, the radius of the curvature is generally smaller temporally than nasally. The
outer coat of the eye may lose its shape because its forrr is determ ined by its
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resistance to the pressure of the liquids that constitute the greater part of the interior
[Le Grand 19671.

2.2 Yarious Structures of the Eye

The exterior envelope, or the outer coat of the eye, is a strong fibrous structure, which
protects the eye, maintains its form, and serves as a skeleton. The extra-ocular
muscles, which rotate the eye within the orbit, are inserted in the sclera (Figure 2.1).
Brief description of various parts of the eye, which are important in the modeling of
this study, are as follows:
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FIGURE 2.1 Schematic horizontal section of the right eye, modified from Malmivuo
and Plonsey IMalmivuo & Plonsey 1995]. The area outside the opening angle (retina)
is the area where retinal layer. photo-sensitive receptors and bioelectric source ol the
EEC and EOG exist. The extension of the retinal is about 230 degrees.

The sclera has a weight of (without cornea) 1.2 g, thickness I to 1.5 rrm at
the posterior pole,0.5 at the equator on the nasal side and somewhat thicker
temporally, 0.3 mm under the tendons of the extrinsic rnuscles. 0.8 rnm near the
cornea. A large nurrber of arteries, veins, and the nerves penetrate the sclera, and
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there is a large opening through which the optic nerve passes. This conical opening

(diameter: 1.5 mm internally and 3 mm externally) has its center 3 to 4 mm nasal and

I to 2 mm inferior to the posterior pole [Le Grand 1967).

The cornea constitutes the anterior portion of the fibrous tunic or outer coat.

Corneal transparency is due to its extremely regular microscopic and ultrascopic
structure fMalmivuo & Plonsey 1995]. The thickness of the cornea at the anterior pole

varies from 0.4 to 0.7 mm and increases towards the periphery. The cornea is made up

of several layers which are, from anterior to posterior as follows:

The choroid, found between the sclera and the retina, lines the posterior

portion of the eye and extends anteriorly to the serrata, which is almost 7 mm

posterior to the limbus on the nasal side and 8 mm on the temporal side. The retina

t""o*", insensitive to light at the ora serrata. The thickness of the choroid varies

from 0.2 mm posteriorly to less than 0.1 mm towards the ora serrata. This thickness is

only approximate, because the thickness of the choroid varies with the state of
inflation of the blood vessels, which make up the bulk of this tissue. The choroid is
therefore, an erectile tissue capable of influencing intraocular pressure. The choroid

becomes thinner in the older person, owing to sclerosis of the blood vessels. In the

newborn the choroid is 0.35 mm thick'

The ciliary body extends from the choroid at the ora serrata to the root of the

iris and the origin of the citiary muscle at the scleral spur. It has, in meridional

section, a triangular shape with two sides 6 to 8 mm long and the third 0.8 mm long.

In addition to muscle the ciliary processes are also found in the ciliary body' The

ciliary processes form about 70 to 80 large crests that are oriented meridionally. They

are2-mm long and 0.15 mm wide. There are also small ones [Le Grand 19571.

The iris is the anterior expansion of the uvea and has a slightly elliptical
form. The smaller vertical axis is approximately 12 mm. The horizontal axis is 1/4

mm longer. The peripheral iris is hidden behind the limbus. Centrally, the iris is

pierced by a variable circular opening, the ptrpil, which can vary in diameter from 1.5

io 10 mm. For example, strong light can produce a2mm pupil, whereas in darkness

the pupil can dilate io 8 mm. In moderate light, the pupil diameter is approximately
4mm. Owing to the magnifying effect of the cornea, the pupil appears somewhat

larger than it actually is. The center of the pupil is slightly displaced from the center

of the iris. It is usually displaced slightly nasally and inferiorly, compared to the

center of the iris. The posterior portion of the pupillary edges slides against the

anterior surface of the lens [Le Grand 1957].

The retina is a part of the central and peripheral nervous systems. The

function of the retina is to convert an optical image focused on it into nerve impulses

that travel along the optic nerve. The retina is a thin transparent membrane that is
permeated with blood vessels, which are derived from the central retinal artery and

vein. The thickness of the retina is at maximum (0.5 mm) near the papilla, which is

the region where the optic nerve leaves the eye. At the equator, the retina is 0.2 mm

thick.lowards the ora serrata the thickness decreases to 0.05mm. The macula, located
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close to the posterior pole, is elliptical with its wider axis horizontal (approximately 2
mm). Its color is yellow. At its center, the fovea, the retina is 0.1 mm thick. ihe
edges of the foveal funnel are thicker on the nasal side (0.3-0.4 mm) than on the
temporal side (0.2 mm). At the center of the fovea, the image of the point of fixation
is formed. When the image falls on the center of the fovea or within 0.3 mm away
from it, the vision is said to be central or foveal. Central vision is much more acute
than peripheral vision [Vander et al. 1990].

The lens develops during the entire human life. Its dimensions increases as
new layers are superimposed over the older layers, like the rings of the tree, forming a
stratified structure like an onion. The lens of the newborn is 3.5 mm thick with 6 mm
diameter at the equator. The shape is more spherical in adolescence than that of the
adult lens. At the age of 20 to 30, the lens measures 4 by 9 mm and weighs
approximately 175 mg, whereas in an older person these Figures become a.s byb.5
mm and 200 mg, respectively. As a result of its continuous growth, the lens also
progressively hardens with age. The water content of the adult lens, approximately
66%o, is low for a tissue, and decreases with age. The water within the lens contains
numerous mineral ions, especially potassium (170 mgil00g in man) and sodium (91
mgig in man) [Le Grand 1957].

The aqueous humor fills the anterior chamber (vorume in man is 0.3 cm3),
which is limited by the cornea, the iris, and the anterior surface of the lens, and the
posterior chamber (volume in man is 0.2 cm3), which is bounded by the iris, ciliary
body, lens, and the zonular fibers. This is a transparent liquid which, like blood
plasma, contains 7 to 8 g NaCl per liter, but there are considerably fewer proteins in
aqueous humor than in blood plasma. The normal intraocular pressure varies from
10.5 to 20.5 mm Hgi*95.5% of all healthy eyes [Leyedhecker et al. 195g].

The vitreous body is a transparent gel that has a little greater consistency than
the white of a raw egg. It is homogenous in the child, whereas in the adult the
consistency increases from the lens towards the retina and from the center towards the
periphery. The vitreous body contains more fluid with age. The water content is very
high, varying from 98 to 97.7%o. The vitreous body contains 7 g Naclil and 0.5 g/l
soluble proteins, which suggests that it is no more a dialysate than the uq,r"ol,rt
humor. The glucose content is 0.5 to 0.6 gll, but the glucose concentration is lower in
the posterior than the anterior vitreous body. The explanation to this variation of
glucose concentration is that the retina takes up glucose for its metabolism.
Hyaluronic acid gives the vitreous body its viscosity.

2.2.1 DC potential across retinal pigment epithelium

It is well known that a DC potential of a few mV can be recorded across the
vertebrate retina, the vitreous humor being positive with respect to the sclera [Granit,
1947). This potential is generated largely by the transepithelial current across retinal
pigment epithelium. It varies from one to several mV, depending upon the state of
ambient retinal illumination, because light leads to a polarization o1 the basal pigment
epithelial membrane that translates into changes in the transepithelial potential.
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Retinal illumination causes an initial rapid fall in the standing potential over 60-75
seconds the fast oscillation followed by a slow rise over 7-14 minutes the light
response or slow oscillation [Lasansky et al. 1966].
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3 BYE MOVEMBNTS & EYE MOVEMENTS
RECORDING TBCHNIQUES

Many animals, for instance the batrachians, some reptiles, even some birds and some
small mammals have eyes that do not move inside the orbit. In contrast, the human
eye is very mobile. The reason is that the cones are most concentrated in a specialized
area of the retina known as the fovea (Figure 2.1), and the images focused there are
seen with the greatest acuity. In order to get the most important point in the visual
image, the fixation point, the eyeball must be able to move. Kepler in 1604 was the
first to suggest the importance of these movements. Before giving a brief description
of the geometry of different kind of eye movements, the anatomy of the skeletal
muscles of the eye, which play a fundamental role in these movements, will be
introduced.

3.1 EYE MOVEMENTS

Ductions are monocular eye movements. Nasally movement of the eye is called
adduction, temporal movement are called abduction. The primary muscle that moves
an eye in a given direction is known as the agonist. A muscle in the same eye that
moves the eye in the same direction as the agonist is known as the synergist, while a
muscle in the same eye that moves the eye in the opposite direction of the agonist is
the antagonist. For example, in abduction of the right eye, the right lateral rectus
muscle is the agonist; the right superior and inferior oblique muscles are the
synergists; and the right medial, superior, and inferior recti are the antagonists. By
the Sherrington law, increased innervation to any muscle (agonist) is accompanied by
a corresponding decrease in innervation to its antagonists [Le Grand and El Hage
l 9801.
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Binocular eye movements are either conjugate (versions) or disconjugate (vergences).
Versions are movements of both eyes in the same direction (e.g. right gaze in which
both eyes move to the right). Dextroversion is movement of both eyes to the right,
and levoversion is movement of both eyes to the left. Sursumversion and
deorsumversion are elevation and depression of both eyes, respectively [Le Grand and
El Hage 19801.

Yoke muscles are the primary muscles in each eye that accomplish a given version
(e.g. for right gaze, the right lateral rectus and left medial rectus muscles). Each
extra-ocular muscle has a yoke muscle in the opposite eye to accomplish versions into
each gaze position. By the Hering law, yoke muscles receive equal and simultaneous
innervation; the magnitude that is determined by the fixating eye. Since the
magnitude of innervation to yoke muscles is determined by the fixating eye, the angle
of deviation between eyes (strabismus) may vary depending on which eye is fixating.
The primary deviation is misalignment with the normal healthy eye fixating. If the
paretic eye fixates, the ensuing secondary deviation is typically larger than the
primary deviation [Le Grand and El Hage 1980].

3.2 Anatomical basis of eye movements'

The orbits are cavities that contain and protect the eyeballs. Each orbit is made up of
seven bones of the skull. The orbit contains seven muscles, known as extrinsic
muscles (as opposed to the intrinsic muscles of the ciliary body and iris). Four recti
muscles (superior, inferior, medial and lateral), and two oblique muscles (superior
and inferior) are involved with the rotation of the eyeball. A seventh muscle, the
levator palpebrae superioris, elevates the upper lid (Figure 3.1).

super or rectus
muscle

laleral recl!s
nruscle

inferior rectus
muscle

inferioLobliQue

F'IGURE 3.1 The extra-ocular muscles of the right eye which lnove the eye to direct
the gaze and give convergence ILe Grand and El Hage 1980].

The muscle f ibers of the extra-ocular muscles are finer than elservhere in llre body.
The innervation is very rich compared to elservhere in the body.'Ihe nerve/muscle
fiber ratio is l:3 [Le Grand ancl El Hage I9t30]. This latio is 29 tir.nes that of the
average muscle of the body. This helps to explain the remarkable control the brairr
exerts over ocular urovelnents. All extra-ocular nruscles except the lateral rectus and
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the superior oblique receive innervation from a common source, the oculomotor
nerve. On all sides except the front, the eye is enclosed by a thick, soft fatty mass, the
adipose cushion, which fills the empty spaces of the oiuit Jre Grand uro et gug.
l e801.

Medial and lateral rectus muscles have only horizontal actions. The medial rectus
muscle is the primary adductor of the eye, and the lateral rectus muscle is the primary
abductor of the eye.

Superior and inferior rectus muscles are the primary vertical movers of the eye. The
superior rectus acts as the primary elevator; the inferior rectus acts as the primary
depressor of the eye. This vertical action is greatest with the eye in the atducted
position. The direction of pull of the muscles forms a 23" angle relative to the visual
axis in the primary position, giving rise to secondary and tertiary functions. The
secondary action of vertical rectus muscles is torsion. The supeiior rectus is an
incyclotorter, and the inferior rectus is an excyclotorter. The teriiary action of both
muscles is adduction [Le Grand and El Hage 1980].

Superior and inferior oblique muscles are the primary muscles of torsion. The
superior oblique creates incyclotorsion, and the inferior oblique reates excyclotorsion.
As the direction of putl for both muscles forms a 5lo angle (ielative to the visual axis
in the primary position), secondary and tertiary actions oi"rrr.

The secondary action of the oblique muscles is vertical, and it is best demonstrated
when the eye is adducted with the superior oblique acting as a depressor and the
inferior oblique acting as an elevator of the eye. Thi tertiary action for each muscle is
abduction.

3.3 Dynamics of eye movements

The six skeletal muscles attached to the outside of each eyeball (Figure 3.1) perform
two basic movements, fast and slow. The fast movements, called saccade rapidly
bring the eye from one fixation point to another to allow a sweeping search oi the
visual field. Saccades also occur during iertain periods of sleep when the eyes are
closed and may be associated with watching the visual imagiry of dreams. The
amplitude of the saccade can be only a few minutes of arc (micio iaccades) or many
degrees. Large saccade, for instance, accompany a change of fixation poini from the
right to the left of the visual field. The duration of the saccade varies between aboutl0 and 80 ms. The larger saccade often occur along with supplementary head
movements. Between the saccades are fixation periods lasting ordinarily between 150
and 300 ms' Slow eye movements (pursuit movements) are involved in iracking visual
objects as they move through the visual field and during compensation for movements
of the head. At speeds less than about 120ols the angular velocity of the eyes
corresponds approximately to that of the moving object [Altner et al. i98l]. Conirol
systems for the movements of the eyes require the continuous feedback of visual
information about the moving object [Vander et al. 1990].
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When vertical and horizontal movements are combined the eye moves diagonally, in
directions that can be set at will by appropriate programming of the external eye
muscles [Altner et al. 1981]. Even when the eye is apparently at rest, the continuous
action of the extra-ocular muscles causes movements [Le Grand and El Hage 1980]. If
one of the six ocular rotatory muscles slightly modifies its state of contraction, the
equilibrium will be broken and the eye will undergo a small movement. The dynamics
of the solid bodies tells that this elementary displacement can be broken down into
translation and rotation, but the translation is usually negligible [Altner et al. l98l].

TABLE 3.1 Types of eye movements and its characteristics fTasman and Jaeger
1994

Tvoe of eve movement Latency (ms) Velocitv (o/s)

Saccade 200 30 - 800

Pusrsuit t25 <90
Vestibulo-ocular l5 < 400

Optokinetic > 100 <60
Vergence 160 <20
Corrective saccade 125 < t50
Microsaccade 3-12

The type of the movement when the two eyes move in the same direction with respect
to the coordinates of the head are called conjugate eye movements. The
characteristics of the various types of eye movements are summarized in Table 3.1.
The major conjugate eye movement systems are saccades and pursuit. The saccadic
systeni controls rapid eye movement and maintains fixation on the object of regard.
Contralateral frontal eye fields in the frontal lobe control horizontal saccades. The
right frontal lobe controls saccades to the left, and the left frontal lobe controls
horizontal saccades to the right [Robinson 19641. The pursuit system controls smooth
tracking to follow slow-moving objects. The right pursuit is driven by the right
parietal lobe, and left pursuit is driven by the left parietal lobe). Pursuit eye

movements are slow eye movements used to monitor a moving target constantly by
utilizing a negative visual feedback [Robinson 1981, Schaldn et al 1982, Leigh and
Zee l983bl. Most voluntary eye movements are a combination of saccade and pursuit
eye movements. [Robinson 19759

3.4 Geometry of eye movements

Two laws rule the geometry of eye movements. The first is Donder's law (1847)
which states that the position of the eye is given by two independent parameters.
Actually three degrees of freedom of the eye around the center of rotation are reduced
to two independent parameters. That is if the line of fixation point is known (which
sets two parameters), the position of the eye around this line is determined. The
orientation is always the same irrespective of where the eye came from. For example
the orientation of the eye when looking up and right is the same when the eye reached
this position by first rotating right and then up or first up and then right (Figure 3.2)
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FIGURE 3.2 Donder's (Left) and Listing's (right) law [Tasman and Jaeger 1994].

The second law is Listing's law (1854), which states that: for a given position of the
head, when the line of fixation is brought from its primary position to any other
position, the torsional rotation of the eyeball in this seiond position will be th" ,urr"
as if the eye had been turned around a fixed axis perpendicuiar to the initial and final
direction of the line of fixation. On the sphere of the field vision, the geometric
interpretation of listing's law is easy [Tasman and Jaeger, 19941. Donder's i=aw states
that the orientation of the eye when looking in a specific direction is always the same
and Listing's law specifies this orientation. Note the axes (the bars protiuding from
the eyes) used to rotate from center to various eccentric positions. tiiting found that
all these axes are confined to a common plane. This plane is called LiJing's plane
(Figure 3.2).

3.4.1 The center of rotation

If we assume that the eye is a solid, in terms of mechanics its position relative to the
head depends on six parameters. This is because it has six degrees of freedom. The
steadiness of the center of rotation is only an approximation, but its displacement
hardly exceeds I mm [Le Grand 1961]. The idea of a center of rotation goes back to
Kepler and Scheiner, however Muller [J. Muller 1825] was the first to iniestigate the
matter.

3.5 Basic principles of generating horizontal saccades

Saccades are one of 5 types of eye movements. They are used to point our fovea
quickly from one object of interest to another, such as the words of tfrir sentence
[Tutis & Tweed 1998]. The speed ofthe saccades varies between 20ols and 700./s. A
normal saccadic response to a rapidly moving target is described in Figure 3.3. After
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latency, the eye rapidly moves towards the new position, undershoots, and moves a

second time. The movements are illustrative of saccades, and the parameters include
latency, amplitude, velocity, duration, overshooting and undershooting. The stimulus
movement is described as a step, and eye movement speeds of 700"is are not
uncommon. The object of the oculomotor system in a saccade is to rapidly move the
sight to a new visual object in a way that minimizes the transfer time.
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FIGURE 3.3 An illustration of the eye movement response to step stimulus (i.e. spot
of light whose horizontal position instantaneously shifts) fMalmivuo & Plonsey
r eesl.

The parameters commonly employed in the analysis of saccadic performance are the
maximum angular velocity, amplitude, duration, and latency. The trajectory and
velocity of saccades cannot voluntarily be altered. Typical parameters are 400'is for
the maximum velocity, 20o for the amplitude, 80 ms for the duration, and 200 ms for
the latency [Malmivuo & Plonsey 1995].

Abducens nerve (VI) abducts the eye, i.e., moves the visual axis away from the
midline. The muscle that does this is the lateral rectus on the lateral side of the orbit,
and this is the only structure innervated by the sixth nerve. The lateral rectus develops
from the third pre-otic somite. Axons of the nerve arise from the (paired) abducens
nucleus at the anterior ventral medulla, and the tract passes as a bundle ventrally so
that the two nerves, each a single root, exit just beside the mid ventral groove where
the medulla joins the pons. The lateral rectus is innervated by the adduce nerve and
all other muscles of the orbit are served by branches of oculomotor nerve (III). The
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command for a saccade begins in a structure called the Paramadian Pontine Reticular
Formation (PPRF). Burst neurons in the PPRF generate phasic movement command
which is proportional to velocity. Tonic neurons in prepositus hypoglossi (ppH)
convert the phasic command to a tonic command. This is like an integrator, which
converts velocity to position. Motor neurons (MN's) combine phasic and tonic
commands which contracts muscles and quickly rotates the eyes (phasic component)
and then holds (tonic component) them there against the elastic restoring forces
[Altner et al. 1981].

After an appropriate latency, the saccadic response to target displacement consists of
a period of acceleration to peak velocity and deceleration of the eyes onto the new
target position. The muscular activity in the agonist-antagonist pair is characterized
by a burst of maximal facilitation in the agonist, and total inhibition in the antagonist
during the movement deceleration is not consequent to active braking by the
antagonist muscle. Rather, the two muscles merely assume the relative tensions
necessary to hold the new target position. This is sufficient to accomplish the rapid
deceleration because of the damping effect of the ocular system.

3.6 Methods of recording eye movements

Eye movement measurements play an essential part in clinical diagnosis by providing
the clinician important information regarding eye-movements. In recent years eye
movement recording has also found some new applications in the eye-control
technologies using EOG signals. A good example of eye control technology is the
technology that lets for example severely disabled people control a computer using
eye movement. The measurement of eye movements presents also an engaging
technological problem. An ideal system would be able to measure rotations of the
globe about all three axes, yet be completely insensitive to translational movements;
linear over a range of more than 90o, yet sensitive enough to record micro movements
of a few arcs; and have a bandwidth extending from zero to a few hundred hertz.
Perhaps it is not surprising that no system has yet been devised that meets all these
conditions, and the experimenter must compromise by choosing the method that is
least inappropriate for the kind of the investigation he or she wishes to make.

Several methods have been described in the literature for the recording of eye
movements [Yung & Sheena, 191 5]. In general, the following techniques can be
distinguished:

- direct viewing

- motion picture recording

- photo-electric viewing

- devices using reflection

- electro-oculography
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- electromagnetic search coil

- photo-electric oculography.

Some of EM measuring methods are based on clinical observations and are
qualitative, and other methods assess the extent of ocular movements. However
quantitative assessment of oculomotor parameters requires accurate and reproducible
measurements of the movements of the eyes in terms of measures of their size
(usually in degrees of visual angle), their speed (usually measured in "is) and their
timing. This means using some apparatus, which will give a signal of some sort that is
proportional to the position of the eye in the orbit, and changes when the position of
the eye changes in some direct way. This signal can then be recorded, calibrated and
analyzed to provide the required information [Yung & Sheena, 19]51.

In the following section only EOG method which was used to collect data for
validation purposes will be explained. EOG has both advantageous and
disadvantageous over other methods. The disadvantageous is its dependency on the
fatigue, state of dark adaptation, and is affected by metabolic changes in the eye

[Carpenter,1988]. The advantages are: price, easy, non-invasive, reasonable
accuracy, and still the most frequently used eye movement method by clinicians. The
application of digital computers has considerably increased the diagnostic power of
EOG as an eye movement recording method [Rahko et al. 1980]. Besides its clinical
use EOG is the one of the most widely used technique in eye movement control
applications [Kim et al 2001, Tomita et al 1996, Barea et al 2002, Kauffman 1994,
LaCourse 1990, Sutter 1992, Patmore 1995, Choudhury et al 20051. The EOG
recording method will be explained in details in the following sections.

3.6.1 EOG as eye-movements recording method

Emil du Bois-Raymond was the first scientist in 1848 to observe that the cornea of the

eye is electrically about lmV positive relative to the back of the eye. Since this
potential was not affected by the presence or absence of light, it was thought of as a
resting potential. In fact, it is not constant but slowly varying and is the basis for the
EOG. Corneo-retinal potentials are well established and are in the range of 0.4 - 1.0

mV [Marg 1951, Malmivuo & Plonsey 1995] depending on the illumination intensity.
This resting or "standing potential" is generated largely by the transepithelial
potential across retinal pigment epithelium. With the eye at rest the electrodes on
cantai are effectively at the same potential and no voltage is recorded. The rotation of
the eye to the right results in a difference of potential, with the electrode in the
direction of movement (i.e. the right canthus) becoming positive relative to the
second electrode. Ideally the difference in potential should be proportional to the sine
of the angle. The opposite effect results from a rotation to the left, as illustrated in
Figure 3.6. The calibration of the signal may be achieved by having the patient look
consecutively at two different fixation points located a known angle apart and
recording the concomitant EOG. Typical achievable accuracy is about 2o, and
maximum rotation of about 70o, however linearity becomes progressively worse for
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angles beyond 30'[Young and Sheena 1998]. Typical signal magnitudes range from
5-20 ytYl' [Oster & Stern, 1980].

The EOG is a mass response and provides only indirect and nonspecific evidence
about the anatomical and physiological substrate generating it. tdealiy the difference
in potential should be proportional to the sine of the angle. Typical achievable
accuracy is about *2", and maximum rotation is +70o however, linearity becomes
progressively worse for angles beyond 30" [Young, 1988]. Typical signal magnitudes
range from 5-20 pYl". Recording the potential can be done either measuiing the
potential of two electrodes referenced to each other, or referenced to the potential of a
reference electrode placed some where in the head.
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FIGURE 3.6 An illustration of the electro-oculogram (EOG) signal generated by
horizontal movement of eyes for 30o to the right and 15o to the left is shown. The
polarity of the signal is positive at the electrode towards which the eye is moving
[Left Figure from Malmivuo & Plonsey, 1995).

3.6.1.I General EOG recording procedure:

Patient isolation: The amplifiers should electrically be isolated from the patient,
according to standards for safety of biological recording systems used clinically.

Fixation targets: Most typically constructed from red LEDs that are illuminated
sufficiently to be visible during the dark and light phases of the test.

Skin electrodes: Relatively non-polarizable material such as silver-silver chloride or
gold. Impedance of the applied electrode should measure <10 kO over a frequency
range that includes 30 to 200 Hz.
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Electrode application: The skin should be cleansed of oils with alcohol or a

commercial skin-preparing material. The electrodes should be applied with a

conductive paste. If non-disposable electrodes are used, they should be suitably
cleaned after each use to prevent transmission of infectious agents. The cleaning
protocol should follow current standards for devices that contact the skin.

Recording equipment: Direct current (DC) amplification most faithfully reproduces
the square wave voltage changes that occur when a subject looks back and forth.
However, for practical purposes the use of alternating current (AC) recording systems
is easier since the problems of drift and stability are minimized. In general, it is
recommended that an AC system with a low frequency cutoff at0.lHz or lower, and
a high frequency cutoff no lower than 20 Hz (but preferably below 50 or 60 Hz to
minimize interference). DC recording may be utilized by experienced laboratories, but
will usually require some type of electronic baseline compensation to avoid drift.

Display system: It is very important that the original waveforms be displayed during
the recording of the EOG. This allows the individual performing the test to judge
whether the signals are stable, and to observe artifacts, jerky saccades, unacceptable
overshoot, etc., which might necessitate re-application of electrodes, re-instruction of
the patient, or an altered interpretation of the results. ln systems which automatically
measure the amplitude of collections (epoches) of waveforms, and plot the values, it
is important that the raw data be displayed transiently as it is gathered, to allow for
these judgments.

Sampling: Sampling rate of digital recording should not be less than 100 Hz.

3.6. 1.2 General EOG characteristics

In the EOG, the standing potential is measured indirectly, using the fact that the
spatial orientation of a polarized eye is detected by skin electrodes placed nasal and
temporal to the eye. Patients follow an alternating fixation target to generate

consistent saccades, which means that infants, small children and uncooperative
subjects cannot be tested with this method. This technique can also be used to
measure standing potential changes other than the light response such as the fast
oscillation and non-photic responses to pharmacologic agents.

In the EOG signals following parameters could be distinguished:

Amplitude: the size of the saccade, measured in micro-volts which is proportional to
the eye movement angle.

Duration: the time taken to complete the saccade. This is most easily measured from
the velocity profile. Partly because of the high velocities involved, most saccades are

complete within a few tens of milliseconds (ms). As it takes about 80 ms for visual
information to reach the visual cortex, these short durations mean that saccades
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cannot be modified "in-flight" by visual information. If a target moves, new
information is used to trigger a corrective saccade.

Latencyi this is the time taken from the appearance of a target to the beginning of a
saccade in response to that target. Whereas the other parameters tend to fall in a
narrow range for a given set of circumstances, latency is extremely variable. The
latency for most medium amplitude saccades (5'-10"j is usually around 200 ms.
However, it can be as low as 100 ms, or as high as 350 ms.

EOG consists of an isolated instrumentation amplifier coupled to a chart recorder or a
computer with following general characteristics:

- Spatial resolution is about I degree.

- Temporal resolution is about 40 Hz at best.

- Vertical recording is possible, but it is confounded by blink artifact (Oster &
Stern, 1980).

- Noise is about I deg or more.

- Setup is slow requiring careful application of electrodes and skin preparation.
Calibration is needed.

3.7 Asymmetry of saccade velocities and EOG signals

There are two independent factors which generate EOG signal, the constant corneo-
retinal potential source and the complex movement of the eye-ball, which in turn is
detected as EoG signal. saccadic velocity for given amplitude, appears to be equal
between eyes and velocity seems also be equal whethir the eye is abducting or
adducting. It seems that opposite eye-movements for the same degree should 

-also

result in the same quantitative EOG value. However there have been some reports
a_bout the asymmetry of EOG signals [Jtintti 1982, Baloh 1990]. It has been claimed
that the amplitude of the signals measured from the electrode towards which the eye
moves is different compared to the signal measured from the electrode from which tire
eye moves away. Similar asymmetrical waveforms can also be recorded from
magnetic recordings [Jousmiiki et al. 1996].

The three saccadic parameters most relevant to eye movements are peak velocity,
latency, and accuracy. Unfortunately, the method by which velocity is-measured can
create an artifactual asymmetry. Studies done using EOG recordings suggest that
adducting saccades are faster, while studies perfolmed with infra-red i"cordings
suggest that abducting saccades are faster [Becker, 1989]. The difference between tte
peak velocities of abducting and adducting 20 degree iaccades reported by Fricker
and Sanders (1975) in a population of 40 normal ranged from -70 to 200"/s. Saccadic
velocity is approximately proportional to saccadic amplitude for sizes between 5 and
20 degrees. After amplitude reaches 20 degrees, saccadic velocity undergoes a soft
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saturation with respect to fulther incleases in arnlrlitucle. This patterlt is seen ou tnain
sequences, which plot peak velocity against saccade size. -I'he usr.ral r.rpper lirnit for
saccadic velocity, no tlatter horv big the saccade, is abor-rt 750'/s IFricker & Sanders
191 s).
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4 ELECTRIC SOURCES AND VOLUME
CONDUCTOR OF' THE OCULAR
RE GION

The fundamental problem in electrophysiology consists of two parts, the bioelectric
source and the volume conductor. The bioelectric source is the active cell membrane
that behaves approximately as a constant electric source. For the case of the eye the
bioelectric source is the constant potential across retina. The volume conductor is the
surrounding medium or electrically speaking, electrical load. The solrrce delivers its
current to the volume conductor under a large range of loading conditions.

Electrostatic fields can be generated by volume or surface charge densities or even a
point charge and this concept has been carried over into electrophysiology. However,
bioelectric sources arise only within the plasma membrane whose ihickness is
ordinarily negligible with respect to remaining geometries [Plonsey lg74). A study ofthis problem provides considerable insight into other more- 

"o*pi"* volume-
conductor-field problems, such as the electro-neurogram (ENG), electro-myogram
(EMG), electrocardiogram (ECG), electro-oculogram (EoG), electro-retinolram
(ERG), magneto-cardiogram (MCG), and so forth. It should also be noted that electric
potentials recorded at surface sites such as around the eye, represent the sum of many
electric signals that propagated to those surface sites and that were generated not only
by movement of the eyes, but also that of eyebrows and eyelids,ly brain activity,
twitching muscles, and sometimes the heartbeat, among othlr things. The way these
signals propagate to the scalp is not trivial. Electric signals travel through the various
tissues of the head and face before reaching the scalp surface and thus are attenuated
to varying degrees depending on the conductive properties of the tissues. The exact
distribution and shape of the tissue through which the signals travel are particular to
each individual, and without knowledge of the exact tiisue geometries, we cannot
accurately estimate the effects these tissues have on the signals.
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4.1 Bioelectric sources

The individual excitable cell maintains a steady electrical potential difference
between its internal and external environments. This resting potential of the internal
medium lies in the range -50 to -100 mV, relative to the external medium.
Maintaining steady-state ionic imbalance between the internal and external media of
the cell requires the continual active transport of ionic species diffusing out of and
into the cell, according to their passive diffusion gradients [Barr et al. 1965]. The
active transport mechanism is located within the membrane, and is referred to as the
sodium-potassium pump. lt actively transports Na* out of the cell and K* into the cell.
Since the electrical source is critical part of the modeling electrophysiology of the eye
and AC and DC signals generated by retina will be reviewed briefly.
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Another property of some excitable cells are their ability to conduct an action
potential when adequately stimulated. The origin of the action potential lies in the
voltage and time-dependent nature of the membrane permeability (or equivalently, in
electrical terms, membrane conductivities). For an action potential propagating along
a single nerve fiber, the region of the fiber undergoing a transition into the active
state at an instant of time is usually small relative to the length of the fiber. Figure
4.1 shows schematically the charge distribution along the fiber in the vicinity of the
active region [Plonsey 1969].

From the Figure 4 it is clear that the direction of propagation of the action potential
(considered frozen in time) and the membrane lying ahead of the active region is
polarized, as in the resting state. The membrane lying behind the active zone is a

repolarized membrane. The nerve, muscle and sensory receptors are good examples of
the excitable bioelectric tissues, which may behave as a bioelectric source within the
physiological volume conductor.

Sr

FIGURE 4.1 Charge distributions in vicinity
impulse [Redrawn from Plonsey 1969].
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4.2 Physiological volume conductors

While the current density arising from membrane activity is strongest in the
immediate vicinity of the active region, there will be current everywhere in the
surrounding medium. The surrounding medium of a bioelectric source is called
volume conductor, and designate thereby the aggregate of passive tissue which
supports current from active sources. Using proper instrumentation technique with
suitable electrodes and bio-amplifier, the electric potential field which in moit of the
cases is the summation of all action sources can be recorded. The volume conductor is
in most of the analysis considered infinite in extent (that is, large relative to the
extent of the electric field surrounding the source).

The volume conductor representation of the eye could be described with a layered
spherical medium with a bioelectric source at one pole on the optic axis. At the
corneal pole of the eye, the boundary is essentially with air, whereas for the
remainder of the eye, the boundary medium adjacent to the sclera is the fat-bone
medium of the orbit of the eye. In all cases, the eye is bounded by a highly resistive
medium with little or no outward flow of current through the scleral coat fWebster
1978]. In Figure 4.2 the resistive structure of the surrounding medium of the eye is
clearly shown. It is because of this resistive structure that the conductivity of the
extra-ocular region is much smaller (l/5000) than the conductivity of the eyeball.
Therefore for the extra-ocular region the conductivity of bone is a proper value to be
used in field calculations.

4.2.1 The electrical conductivity of tissues

Conductivity is different for different tissues and fluids. In general, the conductivity
varies from point to point within the tissue, but for practical purposes, volume
conductor models consist of compartments, where each compartment has a constant
conductivity: compartmental homogeneity. For simple compartmental models analytic
solutions exist, such as those based on Lagrange polynomials for spheres (used to
model the head) or those based on Bessel functions for cylinders (used to model
nerves). For slightly more complex models numerical methods, such as boundary
element methods, finite difference methods, or finite element methods have to be
used.

The primary concern in considering the influence of tissue electrical properties on the
recorded surface potentials is specification of the constitutive parameters. Both direct
measurements and indirect evidence suggest that capacitive effects within the body
are of little consequence at low frequencies such as electrocardiographic [Schwan and
Kay 1957] and electro-oculographic signals. The resistivity increases with decreasing
frequency. Values at l0 Hz are about 20Yo larger than those obtained at I KHz
[Schwan and kay 1951].
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FIGURE 4.2 The anatomy of the eye and its periphery marked with the conductivity
data. (I) a sagittal section through the eye ball viewed from the lateral aspect. (II) and
(III) show coronal sections where (II) is more posterior than (III). Recognize that the

high-conductive vitreous body (G) and blood vessels (D) are embedded into less

conductive sclera (H), fat (C) and bone (B), surrounded by non-conductive air (A),
which fills the body cavities [G Lindenblatt and Silny, 2001].

As is seen from Figure 4.2, the eyeball is embedded in fatty tissue (C) which fills the
cavity of the orbit. Its envelope consists of a white tight connective tissue, the sclera
(H), which has an aperture closed by the transparent cornea (K). Sclera and cornea are

both poor conductors at power frequency. They form an insulating layer around the
interior of the eyeball which consists of the following elements: the anterior eye

chamber filled with the highly conductive ocular fluid (J), the much less conductive
lens (L) which separates the anterior and the posterior eye chamber and the posterior
eye chamber filled with ocular fluid and the vitreous body (G) of which the latter is
also a good conductor. The lens is held by a fine web of zonula fibres and is partly
covered by the iris. Their conductivities have not been determined, but they can be
safely neglected since their volume is small and several spaces allow a crossover of
the conductive ocular fluid.
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In most physical applications conductivity is treated as a macroscopic property. This
is an approximate model of the actual situation. On the scale of one or two molecules
of a typical medium, a term like conductivity, which relates current flow to the
electric field, has no meaning. Its utility comes from an average over many inter-
atomic distances. The scale of these distances is measured in Angstro ms or tenths of
nanometers. In living tissue the scale is much greater, being measured in tens of
micrometers. An appreciation of the reason for this difference is basic to an
understanding of the current flow properties of the human body. Living tissue may be
thought of as a suspension of cells in a conducting fluid electrically equivalent to
blood serum. Table 4.1 presents the conductivity of the different compartments of the
eye and surrounding tissues at 60 Hz taken from three different sources fDuck 1990,
Gabriel 1996, Lindenblatt 20011. Average values given in this table will be used as
conductivity value later in the filed calculations of the proposed model.

The articles on head tissue resistivities most frequently referred to the data which
have been published in the 1960s fGeddes and Baker, 1967; Rush and Driscoll, 1969].
The compendium published by Geddes and Baker consists of an extensive material
measured in different circumstances (e.g. temperature and frequency) using several
different species.

4.2.2 Inhomogeneties of volume conductors

The biological volume conductor problem is somewhat unusual in the sense that the
sources are contained in the conductor and do not result from induction. Several
important conclusions relevant to the analysis of the problem can be drawn from
studies of the electrical properties of body tissues and related inhomogeneties of the
volume conductor.

The complex geometry and electrical properties (inhomogeneties) of the volume
conductor in which the source is situated is very complex. Because of the theoretical
limitations to the solutions of the problem, only portions of the volume conductor
(physiological tissues surrounding the source) could be taken into account. For
example, those compartments of similar conductivity may be united to decrease the
number of inhomogeneties. The problem then reduces to a physiological medium,
which is made up of regions of constant conductivity separated at the cellular level
by a membrane interface and at a tissue level by a simple physiological interface]
Volume conductor fields of bioelectric origin can always be viewed in terms of
appropriate surface discontinuities [Plonsey 1974].
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TABLE 4.1 Conductivity (o) of the
tissues from three different sources

different compartments of the eye and surrounding

[Duck 1990, Gabriel 1996, Lindenblatt 2001].

Lindenblatt
(2001)

Duck
(1ee0)

Gabriel
(1ee6)

Tissue oIS/m] olS/ml olS/ml

Bone (cortical) NA 0.02 0.02

Cornea 0.50 NA 0.42

Fat NA NA 0.02

Lens 0.32 NA 0.32

Vitreous humour 1.55 NA 1.50

Sclera 0.s6 NA NA
Intraocular fluid 1.62 NA NA
Muscle NA 0.4 0.23

Nerve NA 0.4 0.03

For the case of the infinite volume conductor, if resistivity is increased, the potential
at the field point increases, as it would in the case in which the volume conductor is
made smaller (the field point, of course, lies within the volume conductor). In each of
these cases, the total extra-cellular resistance to current flow from the constant-
current bioelectric source is greater. As it is remembered from Ohm's law, a greater
opposition to the current flow (greater resistivity) is followed by an increased
potential drop. Therefore, from Ohm's law applied to this passive volume conductor,
potential in the extra-cellular medium is increased [Plonsey 1974).

4.2.3 Difference in tissue conductivity between children and adults

Besides the size difference of the volume conductor between different individuals, the
conductivity of the tissues may also vary depending on multiple factors, such as

temperature, chemical or structural content [Rush et al 1963, Geddes andBaker 1967,
Stuchly and Stuchly 19801. In addition, tissue conductivity differs between the in vivo
and in vitro measurements [Foster and Schwan 1989]. Also a careful comparison of
the different reviews fStuchly and Stuchly 1980, Geddes and Baker 1989, Duck 1990,

Gabriel et al 1996a] shows the presence of considerable differences between
resistivities reported for the same kind of tissue. These differences reflect a lack of
consensus in the literature about tissue resistivity. Given this lack of consensus, our
present knowledge about the resistivities of biological tissues might be afflicted with
uncertainties, possibly large.

4.3 Electrophysiology of the eye

The electrical phenomena connected witli vision have altracted attenlion lor uore
1l.ran two centuries and have been the subiect of extensive research. The filst
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description related to the electrophysiology of the eye is the electrically excited
phosphene. In 1755 Le R.ay described the electrical phosphene produced by the
discharge of a Leyden jar between the head and the legs of a young man who was
suffering from cataract and who thereupon perceived a blaze of light. The simplest
way to demonstrate this phenomenon is to place a small electrode on the eyelid when
the eye is closed, while another electrode touches any part of the body. A weak
continuous current (a fraction of a milli ampere) produces a flash of light when it is
initiated and when it ceases.

4.3.1The electrical response of the eye

Light waves are propagated in all directions from every point of a visible object.
These divergent light waves pass through the optical system of the eye that focuses
them back into a point before an accurate image of the object is achieved. The image
of the object being viewed is focused upon the retina, a thin layer of the neural tissue
lining the back of the eyeball. As a general rule in sensory organs, the stimulus is
translated into receptor output by the following chain of events:

Stimulus ) Receptor molecule ) Transduction channel ) Receptor potential )
Transmitter release ) Spike train

Almost all of the sensory receptors act directly or indirectly on ionic channels to
modify ionic fluxes and to make electric signals lHille 19921. In each case, a signal
type of channel (called transduction channels) initiates translation of sensory energy
into electric signals, called receptor potentials. The stimulus impinges on a receptor
molecule that may itself be the transduction channel or may communicate with the
channel via a second messenger. The receptor potential is shaped by the interaction of
receptor current with a typically complex background of voltage-gated and Ca-
sensitive channels. The receptor potential controls either the firing rate of the axon of
the receptor cell or, in non spiking compact receptors, the rate of the neurotransmitter
release onto a second order cell. The dc potential of the eye and its relation to
neurotransmitter has recently been reinvestigated by several investigators. [Frambach
et al. 1988, Linsenmeier 1986, Pautler and Tengerdy 1986, Nilsson 19891.

In 1865 Holmgren discovered that, superposed on the resting potential, there was a
sudden variation of potential at the onset of illumination. The study of these rapid
variations of potential remained difficult for a long time, in the absence of an
appropriate technique, and it was not until 1903 that Gotch, using a capillary
electrometer, was able to record, as a function of time, the first electro-retinogram.
Later, the string galvanometer [Brucke and Garten 1907] and above all, the valve
amplification [Chaffee et al. 19231 made it possible to study the different phases of
electro-retinograms, which became the objects of a large number of researchers.
Among these, pride of place must be given to the works of Ragnar Granit and his
collaborators that was carried on uninterruptedly between 1932 and 1954.
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4.3.2 Bioelectric source of EOG

As mentioned in previous sections the credit for the discovery of the standing
potential is generally given to du Bois-Raymond [1849]. Here, in his own words, is

the announcement of his discovery in the tench, a European freshwater fish. "... with
the eye on its side, the cornea and the optic nerve could be brought into contact with
the electrodes. From this it was shown that an arbitrary point of the surface of the

eyeball was positive relative to the cross section of the optic nerve". It is clear that he

was measuring simultaneously the physiological standing potential and the current of
injury (demarcation current) at the same time. The properties of corneo-retinal
potentials reviewed by [Kohlrausch 1931] are as follows:

l. In vertebrates the cornea is positive relative to the retina. In invertebrates,
however, the anterior of the eye is negative. This corresponds to the difference in
orientation of the retinas of subphylum Vertebrata and the retinas of the invertebrates,
the visual cells pointing outward in the former and inward in the latter.

2. The polarity of the standing potential is increased by light (the illumination
potential) whether the animal has a positive cornea (vertebrate) or not (invertebrate).

3. There is a sudden discontinuity at the ora serrata, when one measures the

topographic distribution of voltage.

4. Under certain influences, such as ionic changes or mechanical insults, there are

independent changes of the standing and the illumination potential.

The facts concerning the corneo-retinal potentials give the idea that, the retina may be

thought of as a combination of a selenium photoelectric cell and a battery in series

where there is a constant electric current (standing potential) which increases with
irradiation (illumination potential). The situation could be compared to a rotatable
battery situated within a conducting medium, which is actually the case in our model,

with the difference that the battery is a spherical double layer situated in
nonhomogeneous conducting medium. The current from the eye flows in an infinite
number of paths through the orbit and head. Assuming symmetry for the eye

movements, the closer the electrode is to the eye, the stronger the potential. With
given electrodes and the eye fixed, the size of the observed potential depends also, to
some degree, on the passive electrical characteristics of the surrounding tissue, in
addition to the activities of the cells in which the potential originates. The effect of
the surrounding tissues on the generated electric potential in different parts of the

head will be studied using the proposed model and the solution in this study.
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5 PREVIOUS STUDIES ON VOLUME
CONDUCTOR AND EYE MODBLING

Using a model seems to be rather an indirect way to study a process or system.
However, modeling as a powerful tool for examining the unknown, has seived a
valuable role in many scientific studies. To model the physiological systems and
organs a lot of work has been carried out by several scientists in different fields. This
is not surprising if we note that physiological organs are so complex in nature that it
is almost impossible to directly examine the nature and differeni functions related to
these organs. The head and the tissues around the eyes form an inhomogeneous three-
dimensional conductor, which is at least as difficult as other physiological organs and
tissues to model.

For modeling the source although numerous methods have been proposed to resolve
the problem either by restricting the form of the solution or by tooting beyond the
time domain information, for example, differentiating signals based on fiequency and
phase information, to date no technique can claim complete and accurit" ,o.r.""
identification. Because the signal of interest and the interfering signals have
overlapping frequency content, the latter set of methods does not work well for
finding eye movements, that is, there is no band pass that will leave the signal of
interest unabated while excluding the unwanted electrical activity.

Among the first category of methods, those that work by restricting the particular
form of the solution, there are: source modeling, the most well known of which are
dipole modeling methods [Berg & Scherg, 1991], solution modeling via optimization
constraints, for example, minimum norm constraints; and component decomposition,
most notably principal components analysis [Berg & Scherg, 1991].
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5.1 Spherical volume conductor models

Spherical volume conductor models can be solved by means of analytic expressions.
Such models are used to study the field distribution of heart and brain. ISchneider,
19'72, Gaumond et al., 1983, Cuffin and Cohen 1977,Kearfott et al. 1991, Gerson et

al. 1994, Geva et al. 1995, Rush and Driscoll 1969, Schneider 191 4, De Munck et al.

1988, Salu et al. 1990, Cuffin 1993, Schlitt et al, 1995, Stok 1986, Cuffin et al. 1991,

ZhouandvanOosteromlgg2, l994,Mosheretal. l993,Rosenfeldet al., 1994, Tseng

etal. 1995, Eshel et al. 1995, Radich and Buckley 1995, Malmivuo and Suihko 2004,
Diekmann et al. 1998, Suihko 1998, Krings et al. 1999, Meijs andPeters 1987, Cuffin
1991]. One of the first original works that is used to study the electrical behavior and

field distribution of a physiological source in its surrounding medium is Canfield's
study [Canfield 1927} where he gave electrocardiography its first mathematical
solution. His model was that of a homogenous insulated spherical conductor and the

field source was a centric dipole. Bayley, Berry, Rudy and Plonsey presented the
general solution of which Canfield's was a particular part by using eccentric spherical
models to study the ECG field distribution [Bayley 1965, Bayley and Berry 1962,
1969, Rudy and Plonsey 19191.

The complexity of the eye is no less than that of other physiological organs, therefore
the requirement for simplifying the system by proper modeling to examine the field
behavior of the system is essential. There have been efforts to study the field
distribution of the retinal source around the eye using different models. To solve the

model for the field, two methods may be used, analytic, numeric or finite element
methods (FEM). Examples for numeric and analytic solutions are work of [Doslak,
Plonsey 1980, Davey et al. 1988 and Nuh & Prayitno 20031 where a mathematical
model to calculate the electric and magnetic filed in the eye were used. Eye volume
conductor is assumed to consist six layers where each layers assumed to be

homogenous. Each layer was solved numerically by Linear Triangular Finite Element
Method (FEM). None of these solutions used eccentric spherical model for the eye

and surrounding medium as in the present work.

5.2 The spatio-temporal source models of the eye

It is known that the retina is electrically charged, positive at the front and negative at

the back of the retina, which is the source of EOG signals. Electric source of the eye

can be modeled in different ways. Some common source models of the eye will be
presented shortly.

5.2.1 Monopole

The most simple source model for the eye is a monopole. In this model the potential
distribution is assumed to be generated only by the anterior part of the eyeball, which
is described as a positive monopole (Figure 5.1.a). The effect of the posterior part is
neglected, since the formation of the potential field near the cornea is dominated by
the anterior part. When recording electrodes are further from the cornea, for example
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on the scalp, the behavior of the etrectric field would becorne more affectecl by the
retinal generator IBerg et al, l99l].

The potential field caused by a n.ronopole is radial and inversely proportional to the
distarrce:

o- Io
(5. l)4nor

Where, Io is the current generator, o conductivity and r distance between the source
and the field point. From equation 5.1 it is noticed that equipotential surfaces are
indeed concentric spheres and that the potential magnitude is inversely proportional
to the radius with the origin at the monopole source. The field described byiquation
5.1 for apoint current source is identical to the electrostatic field from apoint charge.

5.2.2 Two poles

In this model a negative pole is added to the retina, while the positive pole remains in
the same position as in the previous model generator [Berg, l99l].

5.2.3 Dipole

In reality one can never have a single isolated monopole current source because of the
need to conserve charge. The simplest form of the source, which reflects a
fundamental bioelectric source, is a dipole [Plonsey R, 1974]. The dipole consists of
two monopoles of opposite sign but equal strength Io, often termed as source and sink
separated-by u r"ry r-all difierence; d. In fact, the strict definition require, a > o, i)
) oo with P: Iud remaining finite in the limit. The quantity p is the dipole moment or
dipole magnitude.

If the coordinate axes are oriented so that the dipole is directed along z-(the polar)
axis and the dipole is placed at the origin, then the potential field generated by the
dipole is [Plonsey R, 1974]:

-l)Qrl =,----TUr.(lZ =+fi6 r-
- DCOSq(D --''d 

4nnr2
(s.2)

Where, r is the distance from the dipole to the field point, p is the dipole magnitude
and Qr. az is the dot product of unit vectors. In equation 5.2 the angle 0 is the polar
angle. The dipole field varies as (llr)2 whereas the monopole field varies as (1/r). In
addition, the dipole equipotential surfaces are not concentric spheres but, rather, are
more complicated, because of the factor cosO. The maximum dipote potential, for a
given value of r, is on the polar axis (z axis).
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Scherg et al have assumed a dipole rotating about a single location in the center of the

eyeball (Figure 5.1.c). During eye movements, any change in the orientation of the

dipole will-also change the generated field. The start and end points of the ocular

dipole define the difference dipole.

Double layer

ffi#0
a) Monopole b) Two poles c) clipole cl1 Solid angle

FIGURE 5.1 Illustration of the eye source models.

5.2.4 Application of dipole model

Dipole modeling has been used to study the field distribution of signals related to the

electrical activity of the eye. Among them the works of Scherg and Berg IScherg et

al. 1984.1985, 1986, 1990; Berg 19901 could be mentioned. In these investigations

clipole modeling was carried out using a method, which is designed to distinguish the

efiects of temporally overlapping activities generated at various locations by

rnodeling each generator with an equivalent stationary dipole. For a given set of
dipoles it u giu.n location and orientation, the source wave forms are computed

*t1i.h provide the best fit to the data. More details of the study are given by Scherg

and Berg [Scherg et al. 1984, 1985, 1986, 1990, Berg 1990].

In this rnoclel it is assumed that electromagnetic field can be represented at distances

corresponding to those sensors placed on the head and around the eye by an

equivalent current source dipole located somewhere in each eye and oriented

approximately in the direction of gaze. The changes in the signals were represented in

the rnodel by equivalent dipoles, resulting fronr the vector difference between the

starting and end positions of the ocular dipole. Using this rnethod they have

succeeded in explaining to some extent some of the difficulties associated with eye

artifact correction in EEG recordings, and also has demonstrated why differences in

dipole orientation illustrate vertical eye rrovements. Another conclusion they reached

in this study is, that dipole lnovements will have little effect on distant electrodes.

5.2.5 Monopolar solid angle model

In this model the generator is described as a double layer over the cornea (Figure

5.1.d). and the calculation of the field is based on the solid angle theorem. The solid

angle is the angle seen from the electrode point and limited by the surface of the
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double layer, or the angle subtended at a point by a surface (Figure 5.2). when the
eye turns, the shape of that surface changes as seen from the stable electrode point.
The changes in the solid angles will be interpreted as the eye movement potentials
[Malmivuo & Plonsey, 1995).

For an infinite, homogenous, isotropic and linear volume conductor the potential field
caused by a double layer is:

o= 1

4no

And r1s is a surface element
elenret IPIonsey R., 1974].
proportional merely to the
potential field is reduced to:

o=- I ,o
4no '

Ir).,,
[ .,/Jr,(-d fi), where -df)=V (s 3)

directed perpendicularly to the surface and Q solid angle
If the double layer is uniform, the potential field is
total solid angle subtended at the field point and the

According to equation 5.5 the potential depends only on the apparent
from the field point and is independent of the detailed shape of the
t97 sl.

(s.4)

size of the Iayer
layer IStanford,

FIGURE 5.2 Solid angle element which is referred to opening angle in our model
[Malmivuo & Plonsey, 1995].

5.3 A two dimensional circular model with numerical sorution

In the model by Doslak and Plonsey a two-dimensional circular model, depicting the
ERG source and volume conductor inhomogeneties was constructed [Doslak and
Plonsey 1980]. The retina and retinal membrane impedance are represented together
by the double layer (Figure 5.3).
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The volume conductor was modeled numerically with a nodal network incorporating
variable spacing between nodes and point wise variation of conductivities
corresponding to the particular eye region represented. The axial symmetry of the eye

was used to reduce the three dimensional geometry effectively to a two-dimensional
model (Figure 5.3). The inhomogeneties considered in the model were as follows:

l) The aqueous humor and vitreous body, which were together considered as a single
volume because of their close conductivity values. 2) The sclera. 3) The structures
outside the eye, which were lumped together as one effective conductivity allowing
the model to be soluble within reasonable constraints of numerical techniques. The

realistic effect of the extra-ocular region on the field was considered by varying its
conductivity in the model over a large range. 4) The lens. 5) The cornea. 6) The air in
front of the eye. 7) The R-membrane. For the solution, half of the plane through the

eye and surrounding region was utilized. More detail of the model and its solution are

given by Doslak and Plonsey [Doslak 1978, Doslak and Plonsey 1980]. The retina was

depicted as a bioelectric source consisting of an axially symmetric double layer,
covering a little more then a hemisphere and having spatially constant strength. The

double layer (or dipole) representation was assumed as radially oriented source-sink
or dipole layer retinal activity for most of the major components of the ERG signal.

Using the model and its solution Doslak and Plonsey have shown that variations in the

conductivities of the sclera and R-membrane could produce changes in the corneal
potential of up to 25 percent. The model demonstrated no changes in the ERG
magnitude, when the lens was removed.

FIGURE 5.3 The two-dimensional model depicting the ERG source and volume
conductor inhomogeneties. The retina and R-rnembrane impedance are represented
together by double layer and RR and RC respectively [Doslak and Plonsey 1980].
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In Figure 5.3 o1 is the conductivity of the aqueous and vitreous body, o2; sclera, o3;
extra-ocular region, o'4; lens, o5l corre&, ag air in front of the eye. The R-membrane
was modeled as distributed resistivity and capacitance in parallel. With this model
they have demonstrated that the spatial resolution is linked intimately to the amount
of information one can extract from the cornea, in particular, to the number of
potentials measurable over the eye surface.

5.4 A retinal double layer and analytic solution

In the model by Davey et al. the eye is separated into three regions [Davey et al.
1988]. Surface S12 represents the R membrane; the double layer potential jump across
the surface. The surface S13 represents the cornea-air/sclera-air interface (Figure 5.4).
A finite difference model of the eye was formulated paralleling the work of Plonsey
fPlonsey 1984; Doslak and Plonsey 1980]. In their field theoretic approach to predict
the distributed retinal source activity they have used integral field theory. Also using
some simplifying assumptions as to the constitution of the intra- and extra-ocular
region, a prediction of retinal activity commensurate with a corneal potential scan
was realized through a matrix inversion [Davey et al. 1988].

Extraocular Region 2
Conductivity sg

n

ft.1.1 1=oons12

l"l,_ I!lilrn ;11 i-urrPrrt -f;4-**s12
(JI I ,}IJ Conductivity q

Region 1

stl-
n

Region 3
Air: u' 6

Front of the Eye

FIGURE 5.4 Configuration
outward to the vitreous

of the eye separated
and extra-ocular

into three regions. Normal's are
regions [Davey et al. 1988].
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PART II

MEASUREMENT METHODE,S AND
SIGNAL ANALYSIS
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BOG & VOG MEASUREMENTS

One way to evaluate the validity of a model and the computational results is to
compare them to the corresponding measured values. Also in this study in order to
validate the electric potentials calculated for the proposed model, they were compared
to the corresponding EOG signals measured for various horizontal saccadii eye
movements. rn analyzing the asymmetry question of EoG signals AC and DC
recording of EoG signals were needed. This is why AC and DC recordings of EoG
signals were carried out in different measurement sets. Simultaneous EOG and VOG
were also carried out, to compare the EoG signals of the same eye movements'recorded by other method than EOG. Measurements were carried out in three sets:

l't set of measurements: During the first measurement set the EOG of 6 normal
subjects were recorded. The results of these measurements were used for validation of
the computational results. EOG measurements have been carried out at the
Department of Clinical Neurophysiology of the Tampere University Hospital and
Central Hospital of Vaasa city.

2'd set of measurements: During the second measurement set, simultaneous recording
of EoG and voG was carried out for a young healthy subject. This part of the
measurements was carried out at Finland Occupational Health office, Cognitive
Neurobiology laboratories in Helsinki.

3'd set of measurements: During the third measurement set the DC recording of EOG
signals for horizontal eye movements was carried out for the same young healthy
subject as in measurement set 2. DC recordings of EOG were carried out at FinnisL
Occupational Health Office, Cognitive Neurobiology laboratories in Helsinki.
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6.1 EOG measurements

EOG is the oldesl eye-movelnents recorcling method. It had already been usecl for
neurological research during 1930's. The clevelolltnent of other eye-moveruents
recording nrethods started after 1950's [Heide 1999]. This is u,hy measuretnent
standards are developed to carry out EOG measurelrents. l'he standard procedure
described by Marmor [Malrnor and Zrenner 1998] was used in all EOG tneasurements
of this study.

6.2 Subjects

'I'he data fbr the validalion of er-:centric splrerical model w'as collectecl fiorn 6 nonnal
subjects,3 males and 3 fen.rales ranging in age from 22 to 50. The AC and DC
recorclings of EOG signals were carried for all sr-rbjects. All subjecls I'rad normal
visr-ral acuily with no optical corrections.

For the simultaneous EOG ancl VOG lreasurelnents a 25 years heallhy t-emale was
tused as the subject. She had a norrral visual acuity u,ith no optical con'ection. Using
TOPCON-KR7000P Autokerato-Retiactrorneter the optical pararreters of the sr"rbjecl's
vision was assessed to make sure that the sr"rb.iect had norrnal vision.

6.3 Measurement procedure

Measurenrent equipnrent called NeuroScan was r-rsed for EOG lreasurerrents

INer-rroSoft 1998]. lt is a mulli-channel instrument used to register neulophysiologrcal
signals whrch has both AC and DC recording tnodes. 'Ihe sarnpling rate ol the
instrument could be adjusted between 0.1-20 KI1z. ln oLlr measurements the highest
sarnpling rate rvas chosen. Other specitications of the EOG recorcling device used in
this study, was as follows:
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6.3.1 Fixation targets

Instead of diffusing sphere, fixation targets that induce eye movements of angles up
to 70o in the horizontal direction were constructed in a 1.5 m of distance. Fixation
targets were constructed from red LED's that are illuminated sufficiently to be visible
during the test. The subjects were required to make saccadic l5o, 30o, 45",70o
horizontal eye movements away from and back to the intended position (Figure 6.1).
one of the LED's was placed on 0 degrees, and the rest to a position to obtain
different angles (15, 30,45 and 70 degrees).

6.3.2 Skin electrodes

Electrodes made of relatively non-polarizable material, silver-silver chloride,
disposable 'ograss" Ag/AgCl electrodes were used. Impedance of the applied electrode
were <10 k ohms over a frequency range of 30 to 200 Hz as required by
Standardization Committee of the International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology
of Vision (ISCEV). The skin was cleansed of oils with alcohol and then electrodes
were applied with a conductive paste. The reference electrode (I) was attached to a
point near the ear (270'), and the second reference electrode (II) to the back of the
head (180"). The data was recorded at 100 Hz low pass and 0.01 Hz high pass filter.
Approximate electrode positions and rotation angles are shown relative to two
reference points (Figure 6.1 and 6.2).

The signals were recorded through two electrodes, one of the electrodes (electrode A)
was placed on the nose making an angle of about 0" with the Z-axis and the other
electrode (electrode B) just outside the eye making an angle of about 70" with Z-axis.

6.3.3 Electronic recording equipment

It is recommend that the bandpass of the amplifier and preamplifiers include at least
the range of 0.3 to 300 Hz and be adjustable for oscillatory potential recordings and
special requirements. It is also advised that the input impedance of the preamplifiers
be at least 10 MO. In the case of AC recording amplifiers should generally be AC
coupled (i.e. capacitatively coupled) and capable of handling offset potentials that
may be produced by the electrodes. DC amplification most faithfully reproduces the
square wave voltage changes that occur when a subject looks back and forth.
However, for practical purposes the use of AC recording systems is easier since the
problems of drift and stability are minimized. Instead an AC system with a low
frequency cutoff at 0.1 Hz or lower a high frequency cutoff no lower than 20 Hz
could be used [Marmor and Zrenner 1998].

6.3.4 Display system

It is very important that the original waveforms be displayed during the recording of
the EOG. This allows judging whether the signals are stable, and to observe artifacts,
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jerky saccades, unacceptable overshoot, etc., which might necessitate re-application
of electrodes, re-instruction of the subiect, or an altered interpretation of the results.
In systems, which automatically measure the amplitude of collections of waveforms,
and plot the values, it is important that the raw data be displayed transiently. The
amplifiers were electrically isolated from the patient, according to current standards
for safety of biological recording systems used clinically.

Subjects were in ordinary room light, and were pre-adapted to room light levels, l5
minutes prior to the testing. Stronger light levels or sudden changes in illumination
may excessively stimulate the dark trough and slow oscillations, and they will make it
more difficult to reach a steady baseline. Each test took about half an hour.

The eyes direction changed every 2 seconds, which is equivalent to a complete back
and forth cycle 2-5 seconds. Faster alterations became uncomfortable and unstable,
whereas alternations at the slow end make it more difficult for subjects to maintain a

steady alternating rhythm. Since continuous saccadic movement was tiresome, a set

number of saccades about 20 were recorded per minute throughout the test.

Electrode position A on the nose

{- .,,..v +
..,J' C ...,.r"' 1l \

.r' I

\
\
I

\
Frsation iliodes

Ret'erence electrotle I Electrode positiotr B

Ret-et'etlce electrode II

FIGURE 6.1 Approxirnate electrode positions and fixation diodes. The position of the
recording electrodes are shown by capital letters A and B. Small letters a, b. c and d

ref'er to rotation angles 15. 30, 45 and 70 degrees, respectively. Position of reference
electrodes are denoted by I and ll.7,ero angle lies on Z-axis.
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6.3.5 Saccade recording

The measurement of EOG was carried out for saccadic eye movements. The subject
was sitting in a chair with the head fixed during the measurement in front of the
screen marked with targets for desired angles. Before starting the actual measurement,
subject trained to perform the desired gaze directions *15", +30oand +60o. Three
desired gaze types were as follows: i) eye moves from zero optical angle to the left of
the subject, centre to left (cL), ii) eye moves from zero optical angle to the right of
the subject, centre to right (cR), iii) eye moves from left to right (LR) or right io left
(RL) covering half of the angle in the right side of optical line, and the other half on
the left side of the optical line.

The EOG recordings were amplified with an amplifier using a high-cut-off frequency
of 70Hz and a time constant of 8 s (0.02 Hz). Electrode impedances were kept below
3kO. The EOG signals were digitized on-line with a ru*piiog frequency of 200 Hz.
The recorded EOG signals was filtered at 70Hz and numerically differentiated with
an interactive program.

Elechode p4:ihon E

FIGURE 6.2 Electrode positions to record horizontal E,OG signals.

6.3.6 Convergence movement EOG recording

E1'e Inuscles have dorninant role in dictating which kind of movement the globe is
going to perfbrnt. Moving the eye inward employ diff-erent kind of r.nuscle actions
than when the eye tnoves outward. To study this asyrnmetrical behavior of the eye
movement convergence ntovements were recorded. The subject was asked to jump her
gaze frorn a fixation diode u,hich was in a distance of -5crr frorn the rniddle oi he.
nose to the fixation point 45 cm awav.

rdF,} L {i-5"}
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6.4 VOG measurements

6.4.1 F.yeLink VOG system

For VOG measurements in this study the EyeLink VOG system (Figure 6.3), was

used. It has a spatial resolution of <0.01o, sampling rate of 250 Hz with head position
compensation and binocular eye-tracking. A third camera tracks 4lR markers

mounted on the visual stimulus display for head motion compensation and true gaze

position tracking. An image processing system, EyeLink Operator PC. analyzes

synchronously the images from all cameras in real time at 250 Hz sampling rate to
determine pupil position of both eyes.

FIGURE 6.3 The commercially available EyeLink VOG system used in the study.

The headband-mounted eye-tracking system allorvs subject head motion. Measurement

set up and schematic diagram of VOC recordings is shown in Figure 6.4.
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FIGURE 6.4 VOG set up (above) and measurement diagram (below).
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One of the PC's was running a program, which allows the subject to interact with the
machine, while the interaction was recorded. The distance of the eye to the jumping
dotes on the screen is adjusted so that the desired saccadic angle is acquired. The
Eyelink subject machine is still needed to perform calibration and start/stop gaze
data gathering.

6.4.2 Y OG Measurement steps

I) Calibration

Gaze calibration is made to identify the upper left and lower right of the screen in
gaze coordinates. An X application fills the screen, displaying markers at opposite
corners. Markers placed at four corners to allow for correction of any trapezoidal
distortion between Eyelink and a screen is run with a button box to signal Eyelink to
record the current gaze.

II) Subject set up

The headset is put on the subject's head, sitting in front of the subject PC. The
cameras on the headset were adjusted so that they are in about the right position
capturing subjects eyes (Figure 6.4).

III) Camera setup

T.he camera corresponding to the eye is adjusted to note that the pupil is in the center
of the onscreen picture with the width of the eye roughly equal to the width of the
image.

IV) Calibration and recording

The purpose of calibration is to make sure that the movement of the eye corresponds
to the correct angle of the gaze.The calibration is carried out according to the LED's
at the corners of the subject machine. During recording the subject was asked to stay
as still as possible. Most movements, including raising of eyebrows or crinkling of
brow, could disalign the cameras.

6.5 Simultaneous EOG & VOG measurement

Measurement set 1:

First the skin was cleaned of oils with skin preparing material. Then disposable
"grass" Ag/AgCl electrodes (Neuroline disposable neurology electrodes, type 720115-
k) were applied with conductive paste.

The subjects were required to make saccadic 15o, 30o, 45",70o horizontal eye
movements away from and back to the 0'E (Figure 6.1). This is accomplished by
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using flashing light-emitting diodes (LED). one of the LED,s was placed on 0
degrees, and the second LED to a position to obtain different angles (lj, 30, 45 and,
70 degrees). The signals were recorded through two electrodes, one of the electrodes
(electrode A) was placed on the nose making an angle of about 0o with the Z-axis and
the other electrode (electrode B) just outside the eye making an angle of about 70o
with Z-axis. Electrode positions of EOG for experiment I se-ries in lhown in Figure
6.5. Figure 6.6 picture of the subject with attached EOG electrodes and VOG."rr-rorc
is shown. Impedance of EoG electrodes for left and right eyes was as follows:

Electrodes, Right Eye Electrodes Left Eye

The voG was set up according to the procedure described in section 6.4.2.
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FIGURE 6.5 Electrode positions for measurement set l, EOG measurement set up. Ll
to L6 are electrodes around left eye and Rl to R6 electrodes around right eye.

FIGURE 6.6 Electrode positions for EOG and attachment of video-oculography
sen sors.

Ground
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Measurement set 2:

The process of attaching EOG electrodes and VOG sensor were the same as in
measurement set l. However number of electrodes, position of reference and ground
electrode was different. Figure 6.7 shows the position of EOG electrodes und th"
picture of subject with EOG electrodes and VOG head set.

Measurement set 3:

The purpose of the measurement series 3 was to carry out dc recording of EoG
signals. The process of attaching EOG electrodes were ih" ru*" as in meisurement
set l, however number of electrodes, position of reference and ground electrode was
different. In this measurement series the filter low pass value was set to zero. In
Figure 6.8 the position of EoG electrodes and the picture of the subject with attached
EOG electrodes are shown.
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FIGURE 6.7 Above: Measurement set 2 electrode positions. L1 to L4 are electrodes
around left eye and Rl to R4 electrodes around right eye. The subject with VOG head
set and EOG electrodes attached to her head.
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FIGURE 6.8 Measurement set 3 electrode positions for DC recording of EOG. Top:
L1 to L6 are electrodes around both eyes shown with electrode impeJances. Bottom:
Subject with electrodes attached to record horizontal saccadic eye movements.
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6.6 Signal processing methods

Normally, when a signal is measured with a bio-amplifier, it is accompanied not only
with artifacts but also with unwanted biological signals. In signal conditioning such
as eye movement waveforms, the cut-off frequency is only slightly less than the
interference frequency. This is why signal processing is needed before the signal can
be analyzed. Signal processing involves ways to improve the quality of information
contained in recorded data. There are many ways to atalyze signals, most common
ways are filtering, averaging and estimation of frequency spectrum. For the case of
EOG the signals originated from eye muscles are considered as noises and should be
removed from recorded original data. Simple signal processing often involves the use
of gates to isolate the signal of interest or frequency filters to smooth or reject
unwanted frequencies. When the frequency content of the signal is of interest, it
makes sense to view the signal graph in the frequency domain.

The EOG signals are recorded by a computerized system. Channels of analog signal
are repeatedly sampled at a fixed time interval (sampling interval), and each sample is
converted into a digital representation by an analog to digital (A/D) converter. The
A/D converter is interfaced to a computer system so that each sample can be saved in
the computer's memory. The resolution of the converter is determined by the smallest
amplitude that can be sampled. Sufficient sampling rate is required, at least double of
the highest frequency component of our interest.

Data analysis was conducted separately fbr
record i ngs.

6.6.7 DaIa import and visualization

all collected data from AC, DC and VOG

In order to visualize the recorded signals they have to be imported into a software
which is capable of reading the format of the measured signals. MathCad which is
suitable software for matrix calculation and signal analysis was used for data import,
visualization and data analysis. Figure 6.9 shows the visualized form of two AC
recorded EOG signals which are not filtered. The signals correspond to the 60 degrees
eye movement for right-left-right saccades. The signals were recorded for electrode
positions B in Figure 6.1.
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FICURE 6.9 Two AC recorded EOG non-filtered signal visualized in MathCad-12
platfbrm for 60 degrees of right-left-right saccades. The signals are recorded for
electrode positions B in Figure 6.1. The signal starting with positive value
corresponds to the right eye, and with negative value to the left eye saccades.

6.6.2 Data filtering

An EoG signal has a ranse of 200 500 prv with the sampling rare of 0.1-20 KHz.
EOG signals contain limited information above 50 Hz. The EOG signals have a
frequency range between DC and 40Hz as it is seen from frequency spectrum (Frgure
6.10). In order to get an EOG signal r.vith a better signal quality, the raw signal was
filtered. A short program was written in MathCad software platform to li lter the
signal and then tlie signal was visualized in signal processing platfbrm. The filtering
prograrx included a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT'). The FFT is a way for analyzing
signals which extracts the frequencies of the raw signal and then calculates the power
spectrum of those frequencies. Applying 40 Hz of lorv pass fi lter was followed by an
Inverse Fast Fourier Transforrr (IFFT). An erarnple of low pass filtered signal for left
eye recorded for electrode position B (Figure 6.1) is presented in Figure 6.1 l. The
FFT does not directly give the spectrum ofa signal. The FFT can vary a lot depending
on the nurnber of points (N) of the FFT, and the number of periocls ol the signal that
are represented. As rnentioned earlier the signal spectrum should be entirely below
fs/2, the Nyquist frequency. where fs is the sarrrpling rate.
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FIGURE 6.10 The spectrum of an AC recorded EOG signal for the left eye, showing
the frequency and coefficients in FFT.

Time [ms]

FIGURE 6.ll An AC recorded EOG signal which is 40 Hz low pass filtered. The
signal was recorded for electrode positions B in Figure 6.1 corresponding to left eye,
for 60 degrees right-left-right eye movement.

6.6.3 Data averaging

Both EOG and VOG signals benefit greatly from signal averaging to enhance their
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Data are generally digitized at a fixed rate to fill a data
array, and a stimulus or other synchronizing event defines the time epoch of interest
within this array. Each eye movement is repeated which we call it here a trial, and a
time-locked signal (ensemble) average is calculated across trials for each time
interval. If X(t) is the electrical potential voltage or position signal as in VOG, at
time t and trial j, the signal average is defined as:

The interval of the eye movelrents in EOG and VOG signals are not identical, that is
why in order to examine the rising and descending part of the signal, each part of the
signal has to be averaged separately (Figure 6.12).
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FIGURE 6.12 An example of averaged signal for an AC recorded EOG signal for a
l5 degrees left-right-left eye movement. The signal on the right hand side is inverted.
to make the comparison easier. The solid line is the recordecl EOG signal when the
eye Ixoves towards the electrode B in figure 6.1, and dashed line when the eve moves
away frorr electrode.
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PART III

THEORETICAL MODELING AND
ME,THODS
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7 THEORETICAL FORMULATION

Helmholtz [1853] is the first scientist who has provided theoretical foundations
concerning bioelectr.icity by examining the spread of electric currents, arising from
biological sources, through surrounding tissue masses and fluids. Subsequentl/many
theoretical papers have appeared especially in the electrocardiograply liierature
[Hecht 19571. They have been concerned with potential distributions in conductors of
various shapes containing various sources, with techniques for handling this type of
problem including use of the reciprocity principle introduced by Helmholtz ani with
the inverse problem of determining a source (equivalent generator) which could have
given rise to potentials observed on the surfaci of a conductor. Results have been
obtained analytically, numerically, and with the use of models for a rather large
number of configurations including the human torso. One might mention in particuiar
the attempt by Wilson et al. IWilson et al. 1933] to relate external potentials to time-
varying distributions of current sources chosen to represent the spreid of activation in
the heart.

The concept of "quasi static" means that the problem can be treated at any instant of
time as if steady-state conditions are in effect, does not concern our study, in the
sense that the EOG signals have a frequency of usually less than 100 Hz *itfr u OC
corneo-retinal potential as its generator.

7.1 Assumptions

First we note that the current density -r, in regions beyond the site of an action
potential (for the case of EOG signals, the dc current through the retinal layer) is
linearly related to the electric field intensity, E [Schwan and Kay 1956]. Furthermore,
the capacitive component of tissue impedance may be neglected at frequencies below
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several hundreds of Hz of interest to electro-oculographic signals. In addition there is
evidence that pulses with rise times of the order of a microsecond suffer minor
distortion through the tissues, which contain fat and bones [Briller et al. 1966].
Therefore, to a good approximation a region containing no bioelectric sources, such
as points outside of the retinal layer can be assigned a uniform bulk conductivity o so

that;

J=oE

A second important point is that electrotttagttetic tvave

[Geselowitz 1963]. Hence, at each instant the eleclric field
gradient of- an electric scalar potential {D;

E=-VO

JE.n ds:

(7.1)

effecrts can be neglected
can be obtained from the

(1.2)

As a consequence the current at any instant depends only on the sources at that instant
and obey the principle of superposition. The physiological media is considered to be

made up of regions of constant conductivity separated by different interfaces of tissue
levels. Laplace's equation is satisfied by the electric potential function @ in each
region IGeselowitz 1967]:

v2@=o (7.3)

In the cases which will be considered in this study, the fields satisfy Laplace's
equation everywhere and are either discontinuous or have continuous normal
derivatives over some specified region. To accomplish this, we employ duality with
electrostatic fields where the aforementioned discontinuity is known to arise at either
single layer or double layer sources at some surface area S.

7.2 Surface potential distributions

One of the common problems in electrostatics is the determination of electric field or
potential due to a given surface distribution of charges. According to Gauss's law;

Where, q is charge, 6 is
t,ector.

(7.4)

electric field, ds is the unil surface and n is nortnal rtnit

It allows us to write down a partial result directly. If a surface S, with a unit normal n

directed from side I to side 2 of the surface, which has a surface-charge density of

an lo?)etv
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p(x) and electric fields
Then GaLrss's law tells

(Ez-Et).n=4np (.7 .s1

This does not determine E1 and,E2 unless there are no longer sources of field and the
geometry and form p are especially simple. All that (7.5) says is that there is a
discontinuity of 4np in the normal component of electric field in crossing a surface-
charge density p, the crossing being made in the direction of r (Figure 7.1).

The tangential component of electric field can be shown to be continuous across a
boundary surface by using the closed line integral of E around a closed path [Jackson
19751. It is only necessary to take a rectangular path with negligible ends and one
side on either side of the boundary. An expression for the poiential, and hence the
field, by differentiation at any point in space not just at the surface of the source can
be obtained from:

(D (r) = i, lflo'' (1 .6)

In equation 7 .6 prime stands for the source a variable.

FIGURE 7.1 Discontinuity in the normal component of electric field across a surface
layer of charge.

El and E2 on either side of the surface, as shown in Figure 7.1
us that:

l

4nt,,

Fot' volutne or sttrface distributions of charge the potential is everywhere contir.ruous,
even within the charge dislribution. This can be shown I'rorn equation 7.6 with point
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or line charges, or dipole layers, which is the case for the retinal double layer where
the potential is no longer continuous.

7.3 Potential due to a dipole-layer distribution

A dipole can be imagined as being formed by letting the surface S have a charge-
density p(r) on it, and another surface S', laying close to S, having an equal and
opposite surface-charge density on it at neighboring point, as shown in Figure 7.2.

The dipole-layer distribution of strength D(r) is formed by letting S' approach
infinitesimally close to S while the surface-charge density o(r) becomes infinite in
such a manner that the product of p(r) and the local separation d(r) of S and S'
approaclres the lirnit D(r):

lirn p(r) d(r) : D (r)
d(r) -+ 0

(7.7)

The direction of the clrpole nroment of the layer is normal to the surface S and in the
direction going frorn negalive to positive charge.

FIGURE 7.2 Limiting process involved in creating a dipole layer (doublet).

To find the potential due to a dipole layer we can consider a single dipole and then
superpose a surface charge density on them, or we can obtain the same result by
performing mathematically the limiting process described in words above, on the

s'
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surface-density expression 7.6. We proceed with the limiting process. With n the unit
normal to the surface s, directed away from St, as shown in Figure 7.3.

s'-'---.,-

f-nd(/)

0

FIGURE 7.3 Dipole-layer geometry.

The potential due to the two close surfaces is:

o (r) = .L | ,PJ!)' \' / 4nt ts 
lr._ ",1

For small d r,ve can expand
where la << rl:

ll
lr + ul ,/, * tt * 2trr

I _t: -{ tt.Y (- ) +.. .

rr

ttr 1ry = =f- L D t t.') tt .y4rc,,'J

ds'- I 
I

4 ne,, Js

It/ _Ll .stlll'-'''l

ds" (7 8)
p (r')

This is a Taylor's series expansion
taking the limit (7.7) becomes:

(.1 e)

in three dirnensions. ln this way the potential upon

'1, - ,'+;il
)r - r' + n d-r. Considering the general expression r+clt ,

1ur
- (l- . +.....)rr'
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The simple geometrical interpretation of equation (7.10) is revealed by noting that:

Where dQ is the element of solid angle subtended at the observation point by the
element ds', as indicated in Figure 7.4.

n.Y'(-llds' : - cos d ds' 
= - df)

l, - ,'l' l, - ,'l'

df) has a positive sign if 0 is an acute
tlre "inner" side of the dipole layer. The

q)(/.)- -.LID1r.',1da
4 Ii t,, '.s

(7.1 1)

angle, i.e., when the observation point views
potential can be written as:

(1 .t 2)

For a constant surface-dipole-moment density (our assumption for the retinal layer)
D, the potential is just the product of the moment and the solid angle subtended at the
observation point by the surface, regardless of its shape.

There is a discontinuity in potential in crossing a double layer. This can be seen by
letting the observation point come infinitesimally close to the double layer. The
double layer is now imagined to consist of two parts, one being a small disc directly
under the observation point. The disc is sufficiently small, that it is sensibly flat and
has constant surface-dipole-moment density D. Evidently the total potential can be
obtained by linear superposition of the potential of the disc and that of the remainder.

From equation 7 .I2 it is clear that the potential of the disc alone has a discontinuity
of 4nD in crossing from the inner to the outer side, being -2xD on the inner side and
+2nD on the outer side. The potential of the remainder alone, with its hole where the
disc fits in, is continuous across the plane of the hole. Consequently, the total
potential jump in crossing the surface is:

@r- @, :4nD (7.1 3)
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FIGURE 7.4 The potential at p due to the
just the negative product of D and the solid

dipole layer D on the area element ds' is
angle element df) subtended by ds'at P.

/// ,'/ ,. r'
/ ., - ?

t'j

This result is analogous to (7.5) for the discontinuity of electric field in crossing a
surface-charge density. Equation (7.13) can be interpreted "physical" as a potential
drop occurring "inside" the dipole layer, and can be calculated as the product of the
field between the two layers of surface charge times the separation before the limit is
taken.

7.4 Poisson and the Laplace equations

Since electric charge is the source of electric field, the electric field at any point in
space can be mathematically related to the charges present. The simplest example is
that of an isolated point charge. For multiple point charges, a vector sum of point
charge fields is required. If we envision a continuous distribution of charge, then
things are more complex mathematically.

One approach to continuous charge distributions is to define electric flux and make
use of Gauss' law to relate the electric field at a surface to the total charge enclosed
within the surface. This involves integration of the flux over the surface.

Another approach is to relate derivatives of the electric field to the charge density.
This approach can be considered to arise from one of Maxwell's equitions and
involves the vector calculus operation called the divergence. The divergence of the
electric field at a point in space is equal to the charge density divided by the
permittivity of space.
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V.E : I'
to

Where, E : electlic field, p: charge density and en: perrnittivity.

In a charge-free region of space where p : 0, then it can be written:

V.E =0

While these relationships could be used to calculate the electric field produced by a
given charge distribution, the fact that E is a vector quantity increases the complexity
of that calculation. It is often more practical to convert this relationship into one
which relates the scalar electric potential to the charge density. This gives Poisson's
equation and Laplace's equation.

Laplace's equation is a partial differential equation named after its discoverer Pierre-
Simon Laplace. The solutions of Laplace's equation which is important in many other
fields of science, especially in the fields of electromagnetism, will be used to solve
the potential distributions in the constructed eccentric spherical model. The equation
describes the behavior of electric potentials in surrounding medium.

In three dimensions, the problem is to find twice-differentiable real-valued functions
O of real variables x, y, and z such that:

1l',
r: '(D a'O A' Q

!-

^ ) ' ^ ) T 
--t-- 

u
r,l.r'- d r'- o:-

This is often written as:

v2 a -o or div grad (D = 0

Where div is the divergence and grad is the gradient.

If the right-hand side is specified as a given function .f(x, y, z), then the equation is
called Poisson's equation. Laplace's equation and Poisson's equation are the simplest
examples of elliptic partial differential equations.

The behavior of an
defined in this study

Y.E=4ttp and

The latter equation
function, the scalar

electrostatic field in the case o1' eccentric
can be described by the following differential

VxE:0

being equivalent to the staterlent that Il is the
potential <lr:

spherical problem
equations:

(7.r4)

gradient of a scalar
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E=-V(D (7.1s)

Equations 7.14 and 7. t5 can be combined into one partial <lift-erentral eqr.ration:

V2o=-4op 0.16)

Equation (7.16) is called Poisson equation. It is applied for the regions where there
exists a charge density p. In regions of space where there is no charge <iensity, the
scalar potential satisfies the Laplace equation, which will be employecl to solve the
electric potential in the regions outside the source.
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8 CONSTRUCTION OF ECCENTRIC
SPHERICAL MODEL

Besides measuring, another way to investigate the function of living organisms is to
construct a simple model that imitates the operation of the organ under consideration
with reasonable accuracy. In order to investigate the fields and electric potentials
generated by bioelectric sources in volume conductors, geometrical models which are

geometrically a simplified shape of biological counterpart could be used. The

constructed model should be much simpler to give the advantage of easy analyses of
the bioelectric behavior of the tissues they represent. After construction of the
geometrical model, mathematical solutions can be applied to solve for the electric or
magnetic field distribution as well as electric potential distribution.

As it is the case for most of the physiological systems, the geometry of the eye and
the volume conductor in which the eye is situated is also very complex. That is why it
is very useful to consider models, which are simple and yet realistic enough to allow a

solution for the electric potential distribution and systematic study of the effects of
various factors on the surface potentials around the eye. The more the model becomes
realistic, the complexity of the associated mathematical formulations increases

accordingly. More complex models cause theoretical limitations to the solutions of
the problem. That is why only portions of the eye inhomogeneties and surrounding
tissues will be included in the model. However all the major eye compartments will
be included in the model to study their integrated effect on the potentials inside and
outside eye-head region.

Following is the detailed theoretical presentation of source-field eccentric spherical
geometrical modeling of the eye and head. Description of the rnodel including the

bioelectric source and conductors in the eye and surrounding tissues will be
introduced. The equations describing the electric field of the double layer source in
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the volume conductor are derived. The electric properties of the tissues in the human
head, which are used in the modeling as a volume conductor, are then characterized..

8.1 Model description

The spherical head model is widely used for estimating sources of the electrical brainactivity which generate magnetoencephalograpihic signals (MEG) and
electroencephalographic signals (EEG) urd elJctrocardiographic (ECG) signals
[Johnston 1997, oster et al. 1997, Cuffin et al. 1977). Besidei simulation studieJ, the
spherical head model accuracy is also tested experimentally using realistic phan[oms
of the head, or implan_ted dipoles in epileptic patients undergoing pre-surgical intra-
cerebral recordings. The spherical model in general has pro,ien to b" un ippropriate
model to study the electric and magnetic fields in the head region.

There are three major parameters involved in the synthesis of the EOG potentials, the
steady electric potential difference across the retina and pigment epithelium, the
passive volume-conductor in which the eye is situated, ,rd th" movlments oi the
eyes. In addition to the electrical characteristics, the geometry is another important
facto-r in determining the current flow in the volume conductor. As far as the auihor of
the thesis knows, no eccentric spherical models have been reported which were used
to study potential distribution generated by corneo-retinal DC potential.

Among the geometrical shapes sphere is the closest to anatomical shape of the eye
and head. For the case of the eye and head, the spherical geometry, unlike tire
modeling in ECG studies, is not a great idealization foi obtaining u, unilyti" solution
to the problem. In the following an eccentric spherical model is proposed, to solve theforward problem for an idealized sphericai model. The modei consists of two
eccentric systems of _concentric spheres, which contain the important eyeball
compartments' The model is shown in Figure 8.1. Based on geometry of tn" ecclntric
spherical model shown in Figure 8.1, the analytic solutioi will be derived in the
following section' The analytical solution was found in the form of a double series
exp-ansion in Legendre polynomials. The boundary conditions at the boundary of
different layers are used to solve for the unknown coefficients.

In the model all the volumes involving a non homogeneous isotropic spherical
conductor is divided into four sub regions each having ils own specific conductivity
or...6+ (Table 8.1).
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TABLE 8.1 Normalized values of volume
Division of oi by 57 gives conductivity in
l e80).

conductor parameters of the model.

[Sicm] (Doslak, Plonsey, and Thomas,

Parameter Structure Value in model Dimension
IS/cml

o Aqueous & Vitreous t.0 51

Or Sclera 0.01 57

O.t Extra-ocular (head) 0.05 57

Or Lens (same as vitreous) 1.0 57

62 Cornea (same as vitreous) 1.0 51

6e Air 0.0 57

There are three interfaces, which separate four compartments. They are separated by
spherical surfaces Sr, Sz, and 53. It is at each of these interfaces that the potential and
the normal components of the current density must be continuous. The
inhomogeneties considered in the model are identified as follows:

1) Since the conductivity of the aqueous humor and the vitreous body are close to
each other [Doslak and Plonsey 1980], they are considered as a single volume with
radii R1 and conductivity o1.

2) The double layer radius, Rq will be given slightly larger value than R1 (in order of
micrometers) to avoid the complexities in the boundary conditions.

3) The sclera and the cornea are modeled with radii R2, and conductivity o2.

4) The structures outside of the eyeball with radii R3 and conductivity o3 are lumped
together as one effective conductivity. It represents the head tissues surrounding the
eye. This allows the model to be soluble within reasonable constraints of analytical
techniques

5) The regions outside the defined compartments, the air in front of the eye and the
head are considered to have conductivity of vacuum, zero conductivity. Although the
value of this conductivity is assumed to be zero, but it can be given any value in the

model. This region is assumed to extend to infinity with conductivity oa. Any point
around the eye is described in the standard spherical coordinates (R1, 0, Q), which is
shown in Figure 8.1.
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FIGURE 8.1 The inhomogeneous spherical conductor is divided into four sub regions
each having own specific conductivity. Ss denotes the surface of sub regions.Zero
angle starts from -z direction in clockwise direction. 180" is the angle in +Z
direction, i.e. the coordinate passing through the middle of the eye.

The corresponding volumes and dimensions of the eye and extra-ocular region in the
model are given proper values to represent an average eye and head size. The center
of the head is O and it is taken as the origin of the XYZ-coordinates and the spherical
coordinates system. The eye on the other hand is modeled by smaller two innermost
concentric spheres whose center is denoted by o'. The (Z) polar axis passes through
O', the eye center, which is located at a distance d from the head-center as shownln
Figure 8.2.
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FIGURE 8.2 Origin of the XYZ-coordinates is at the center of the main conducting
medium (head). The polar axis is taken through the origin of the spherical coordinates
(Rz, 0, O). Ro is the radius of the boundary of the double layer and 06 is its angle of
opening.

Separating four compartments, there are three nonintersecting spherical interfaces of
radii R1 ... R3 (Figure 8.1). The radii of these interfaces could be varied to give
realistic compartmental volumes for different head shapes. The field source is a

uniform double-layer electromotive spherical surface with a constant surface charge
density. The radius of a given boundary is denoted by r, with a boundary center at the
space point Q(r, 0, O) in the spherical coordinates with reference to eye-center.

8.2 Assumptions and simplifications

Physiological modeling is usually accompanied by some assumptions and also some
simplifications to reduce the complexities of the system and make the analytical
solution possible. However the crucial parts of the modeling such as electric source
have to follow as closely as possible the morphology of the physiological organ.
Otherwise the electric distribution caused by the corresponding source will diverge
from the measured signal significantly.

o

Hegion 3: Extraocular
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8.2.1 Assumptions

Studies on biological tissues show that terms concerning permittivity and
permeability in the governing equation of the bioelectricity over the EEG and ECG,
and EOG range of frequency can be neglected. This is called quasi-static formulation
[Plonsey 1969]. Accordingly, the head can be considered as a volume conductor
having only the factor of conductivity and the governing equation formally becomes
the same as that which is obtained under the static condition. Propagation and
inductive effects in the volume conductor are considered to be negligible for the
frequencies less than few hundred Hz [Plonsey 1969, Gulrajani 1998].

The volume conductor problem of the head and ocular system has three important
issues to be considered. Besides quasi-static approach, which means that currents and
potentials throughout the body are instantaneously related to sources in the eye
another issue is the linearity. This means that the potential arising from several
sources is equal to the sum of the potentials contributed by each of the sources acting
alone. The capacitive component of the electric impedance of body tissues is
negligible, which means that the tissues are mostly resistive. For example
experimental verification of the resistive and linear nature of the volume conductor
was obtained by comparing the voltage pulse response observed at the skin with the
current pulse delivered to the heart by an artificial pacemaker [Briller et al. 19661.

The first determinant of the surface EOG recorded signals around the eye is the
related electrical source (active region). The steady electric potential difference
across the retina and pigment epithelium will be referred to as the bioelectric source
of those EOG signals. The equivalent source for the surface DC potentials around the
eye can be described as a double layer surface. Because the geometrical shape of the
eye is quite close to sphere, and for computational convenience in the analytic
method, the boundary of the double layer is taken to be of circular form witi a
spherical shape. Positive poles of the double-layer are directed radially outward from
the eye center (Figure 8.1).

The retina is depicted as a bioelectric source consisting of an axially symmetric
double layer (Figures 8.1, 8.2), covering a hemisphere and having a spatially constant
strength. The double layer representation is used by many investigators before
[Rodieck and Ford 1969; Arden and Brown 1965; TomitalgT2l.In their models they
used radially oriented source-sink or dipole layer retinal activity. Although the results
of some of these studies show a radially distributed source-sink configuration in the
retina, an idealized dipole layer approximation was used in their the model.

The results of the modeling depend substantially on the assumed density of the retinal
double layer and the value used for the angular extent of the double layer (i.e.
opening angle). The value used for the opening angle of the double layer is based on
morphology of the ocular system and on the dimensions of the pigment epithelium
and retina (Figures 2.1 & 8.2). Two values were assigned for the total opening angle,
130 and 200 degrees in order to show the significant effect ofthe value assigned for
opening angle. The strength of the double layer D, i.e. corneo-retinal potential is and
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assumed to be lmV [Marg 195 l, Malmivuo and Plonsey 1995, du Bois-Raymond
1848]. Since the human retina is quite thin compared to the radius of the eye, the
thickness of the double layer source is assumed to be very small compared with other
dimensions of interest. Negative poles of the double-layer are directed radially
outward from eye center O', as shown in Figure 8.2. The double layer possesses the
mathematical properties of continuity of normal current and discontinuity of
potent ials.

In head modeling, the head can be considered to be composed of many spherical
layers representing different layers such as skull, skin and other parts of the brain.
However in all cases, the eye is surrounded by a highly resistive medium with little or
no outward flow of current through the scleral coat (Figures 3.1 & 4.2). This is why
in our model extra-ocular region including the entire head region is assigned with the
conductivity of bone.

8.2.2 Simplifications

A factor having a direct effect on the recorded surface DC potentials is the volume-
conductor. It is considered to be non-uniform and to consist of several compartments
ofdifferent conductivity. and also considered to be a passive region (Figures 8.1 &
8.2). Each region of the passive conducting medium is assurned to be linear, isotropic
and homogeneous, however the whole volume conductor is viewed as inhomogeneous.
The region 4 is assurned to extend to infinity.

The model is assumed to possess axial symmetry along X axis (Figure 8.1). This
assumption u,ill simplify the analytical solution. This reduces the number of variables
fror.n three (r, e, 0) to two (r, e).

The eye is an approximately spherical conducting rredium with a layered, sheet like
bioelectric source at one pole on the topic axis. At the corneal pole of the eye, the
boundary is essentially with air, whereas for the remainder of the eye, the boundary
medium adjacent to the sclera is assurned to be bone medium. The saline-filled lens is
in contact with the fluid medium bathing the outer surfaces of the cornea and can
therefbre be considered a pole of the spherical eye.

8.3 Opening angle and size of the double layer

As mentioned earlier the dimension of the retinal double layer has the largest eff-ect
on the potential distribution generated by the retinal source. What lve mean by
opening angle and the size of double layer? In Figure 5.2 the definition of a solid
an-ule f) is shown. In our model the solid angle is the opening angle of the sphere
representing the eye (Figures 8.1 & 8.2). The remaining part of the sphere is then the
size of the double layer. It is not possible to exactly define the extension of the retinal
layer, however the dimension of the retina is roughly about 230 degrees (Figure 2.1).
The distributions of photoreceptor cell's is showrr in Figure 8.3. As it is seen fl'om the
Figure 8.3, the total spatial extension of rods on the retina is .--160 degrees. However
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the retinal double layer extends further to about 230 degrees (Figure 2.1). Therefore
morphologically the remaining realistic angle for the retina would be 230 degrees, i.e.
the total opening angle of the sphere representing the eye where the retinal double
layer source resides would be 130 degrees.
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FIGURE 8.3 Graph which shows the distribution densities of photoreceptors along
the horizontal meridian. Notice that the fovea is about few degries to the left of the
optical axis [Osterberg, 1935].
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9 ANALYTICAL . MATHEMATICAL
S OL U TION

Mathematical methods can be used as a reliable tool to examine the electric and the
magnetic fields in physiological systems if the constructed model is simple and also
mathematically possible to solve. Besides being simple the model should also be
based on reasonable assumptions that do not deviate too much from their biological
origin. The proposed eccentric spherical model for the eye and the head is
geometrically simple and resembles the anatomy of the head and eye quite well.
Analytical methods have some undisputable advantages over numerical methods. In
analytical method compared to the numerical method in spherical models it is easy to
include as many layers as desired in the model with a little effort. The analytical
method also makes it possible to manipulate the geometrical parameters to introduce
or eliminate any of the compartments and to vary the thickness of any of the layers
easily. For the case of numerical method, it would require a new discretization
procedure and careful convergence tests whenever geometrical variations are
introduced in the model.

So far we have developed an eccentric spherical model for the eye and head such that
an analytical solution would be possible. Based on this model the scalar potential
field will be solved analytically. Using the series expansion in Legendre polynomials
basic equations for the electric potentials, which describe the potential in different
regions of the volume conductor, will be derived. In order to make the derivation of
equations much simpler the geometry of the problem will be considered as being
axially symmetric.
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9.1 Analytic solution

To solve an electrostatic problem usually implies determining the electrostatic
potential <D at all points. Then the electric field intensity and all other quantities of
interest can be determined easily. There are several typical types of problems
concerned with known initial quantities, in which the distributions of free and
possible polarization charges at all points are known in advance. The procedure for
finding the potential in these cases are almost straightforward, but unfortunately few
practical problems are of this type. Some types of problems encountered in practice
are such that the potential of all conducting bodies are known. In this case the
solution reduces to determining the particular solution of Laplace's equation, which
satisfies the some boundary conditions. Except in some very simple cases solutions of
these, known as boundary value problems, are usually rather intricate mathematically.

In some other cases the general form of Laplace's equation, a partial differential
equation reduces to an ordinary differential equation, but unfortunaiely such cases are
few in number. In the majority of problems, as it the case in our modei, it is necessary
to find a solution to the general form of Laplace's equation, subject to the boundary
conditions. From mathematical point of view this is a very difficult class of problems.
Certain problems can be solved by using a special technique, known as the method of
separation of variables. According to this method, the potential function <D(r) is
assumed to be in the form of product of functions of one of (in general case) three
coordinates. It can be shown that, in eleven coordinate systems, this yields three
ordinary differential equations instead of Laplace's partial differential equation.
Solutions to most of these equations are known. We have to combine these solutions
so as to satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem at hand. If we succeed in
finding the solution, by virtue of the uniqueness theorem, the solution obtained in this
way is the right one. The separation of variables in Laplace's equation may be
performed easily in rectangular, cylindrical, and spherical coordinate systems. tn ttre
other eight coordinate systems, the mathematics involved is more difiicult, but the
ideas underlying the method are the same.

For each region of different conductivity where the volume charge density is zero,
and recognizing the axial symmetry, the general solution for Laplace's equation in
spherical coordinates (r,0,0) as a series ofspherical harmonics can be written as:

:+,,'rD)+-] -+15;11Biey r ,--l--5-+d+, - 0| (,r- r- ynA ('o OU r. Sin. d ?e. ed.
(e l)

9.1.1 Deriving general expressions for the potential field distribution

The potential at any point in a uniform medium of infinite extent due to a double
layer distribution on a surface is given by (7.10), where D(r') is the strength of the
double layer, n is the unit normal to the surface s, r'is a source point, and iis a field
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point. The operatorV'operates on sonrce coordinates only. For problerr.rs possessing

axial symmetry, as is the case for our model, the expression 1 can be written as

l',''l
series expansion in Legenclre polynomials fJackson, 1962):

1 t ,.i

.= = I *T P; (cos or) Pi (cosd) (e 2)
l/'- /', 1 I=01(l

for r< R,

and,

I +Ri D| - /_ - ,, (cos 0,1 Pi (cos 0 )

l,' - ,. 1 i-u r"

for r> R,

(e.3)

(e.4)

Where Rr; the radius of the first compartment has slightly (l nm) smaller radius than
Ro (source radius) and Pi is the Legendre polynomial of degree i. Note that, since R o

has almost the same value as R1, for simplicity instead of Ro the radius of the first
compartment will be used. Legendre polynomial of degree i can be calculated by
Rodrigue's formula as;

1 tli4(.r)= j -,tr'' l)'t 2t il d.r''

Difl'erentiating expressions (9.2 and 9.3) with respect to r./R,, (source raclir.rs),

v t,l.1.,, = f -(i r l\ ' ,P1cos d,t P(cos 0)-! (e.5)
l,-,1 a R R

for i' < R,

and,

v'(-_-!,t.,,=L,ry"'rP,{cos 0,t P,(cosd, t9.6)
1,. ,.I -1,, r.'''

for r> R,
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Substitr"rting equations 9.5 and 9.6 into equation 7.10, and taking advantage of
azit'uttthal syml.Iletry, the field can be exalnined without the effects of variable <D. tf
we proceecl, tbr a Lrnilbnn double layer of strength D can be written:

et lr,0) = o l,':" i -,, + t)+x p, (cos 0,) p,(cos d)
ro Ri -

x2r Rl sin d,,1d, - +- l,',,'" ro R,2 sir-r0,d0 (g.7)
RI- Jr)

for r< R,

and,

@ (r,o) = D fo i 0l # " 
P, (cos o,) Pi(cos d)

i=0r
x2r Rl sin0, d0, (e.8)

tbr r> R,

Equations 9.1 and 9.8 can be n-rade sirnpler by defining y. : cosO., y- cos0, ancl y,,:
cos0o It lbllows that sin0. d0,: - dy.. Substituting these in 9.7 and 9.8 gives;

o = -2rDZ_e+lrrf) , p,(yt Ie,g,1 Ay,
i tt ,.1 

to

x2rDl',ty. t9.9.yJt rt

for r< R,

and,

I

o = 2nD I tir 1) i*t p,O) I p,(y,) ttr, (9.t0)
i I ' .u

for r>R,

Observing that [Smythe 1968]:
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Irin'anap,]
[;1; + ty]

where dPi is the derivative of P1 and sinOe : a/Rs. The potential every where in an
infinite homogenous medium after modifying the equations for regions r<R6 may be
written as follows:

l

I Pi (r s) ,l y, =
To

Rn is the radius of the soulce. The reason for choosing other value than R1 is to
rentove the difficulty in calculating the boundary equations. Re will be given slightly
Iarger value than R1.

For regions r>R1y:

o =( 2n_q,2D )I ltlt,, dp,(yt pi(/l- 2nD(t-lolR; A, i 1{r

for r'< R,

@ = ( 
zn 

'tl.o ,i1?o' ,1''

for r>R,

The potential jump, i.e. cliscontinnity across the double layer is;

rD.,,, (r.. f/) rD, {r'. 0l l, n, , 'n:','' ,I ,lll,',R,i i, i1i t l\
x clP, (yn) P, (.y) + 2n D (1- yo)

(e.1 1)

1

,'.I
p

llio y,-rx clp, (/ol p, (y I
r

(e.r2)

(e.1 3)

9.1.2 Potential distribution at different compartments of the model

All the variables in the "eye" coordinate system will be primed (r',0'), while
unprimed variables (r, 0) will be used in the head coordinate system. Having in mind
the form of equations (9.11) and (9.12), and recognizing the general solution to
Laplace's equation in spherical coordinates [Jackson, 1962], we can write general
expressions for the potential in each of the regions of the spherical model which
permit matching boundary conditions. The potential in region (1) is given by:
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tD,{r. ot = ,4*2lI' R,i it
-2nD(l-yo)

for r'< R,

o,n(r. o) = -rza?rf,- Ro i-r
x clP; (/,,) p,(y')

for R, ( ,'( R:

,'( )'tlP,ty I
R

r'(-)'+
R.,

I
Ai;

I

For the small region between the radius of the first compartment and the radius of the
retinal double layer the equation has to be written in such.a form that the boundary
conditions could be applied. A linear combination of equations (9.11) and (g.li)
gives rise to:

x clpl (T,, ) p i(y 
,)

lor R,, ( /''( R,

In regions outside the eye rneasured
becornes:

(e r4)

(e.r5)

(e.16)

from the eye coordinate system, the equation

<D.,1t.^01 =- t2"n:D ); Is, L rlr,*c, I

-' Rj 7 L'i R,,' -'irl
x d P, (/ 

") 
pi(y') - 2r D (1 - yo)

for R, ( f '( R,,

For the regions between the double layer and the raclius of the second compartment,
which models the sclera regior.r, tl're ecluation can be written in the fbrrl:

.D..,(r. e \ =- r2n't-'D rt Ir I ta')i +D, ' ,4.,,,-]- R; 7l'iR,, 'i*l r'' l

R.l(-+)'- 
I

t"]

F,*,*,,.'l[o!
LI

(e.fi)

In the above equations, P1 is the Legendre polynomial of degree i, dP1 is its derivative,
Ai, Bi, ci, Di, Ei, Fi, and G i, a;te undetermined coefficients to be solved for. In
order to be able to apply the boundary conditions at the head-air interface (r:R3), we
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must translate the origin frorn the "eye-center" to the " head-center". The following
equations (A and B) [Morse and Feshbach 1953] shift the origin of the Legendre
polynorrials frol.n O' to O;

r'r{(coso')=,t'p,:*# r}r'a(cosd) (A)

and.

r." pi(cosd') =-l-i ., '' ..t41''p,(cosd) (Bt
,l "'?, i !(r-rl! r'

Where d is the distance of the eye-center frorn the head-cer.rter (Fig. 9.2). Using these
expressions, (D: can be written in the regions inside the head and outside the eye as a

fr-rnction of the variables of tlre head center as:

rD.{r.. ot = - 2tr.o: D> I o rn':''!r,!"'t rl?,1 '' i+l 
I

I .a .sl d,( 
- 

)) _(-)'-rl,tcosd)
tl ''' i-,i!(s I)l r

, F,'lP'(,/:'\ (tr )',.; I r rr'-'r r]-t'p t.o.Bll (9.r8)' iR,','- -, 1.'l(1-s)! d l

forRr<r<R:

By exchanging the order of the summation, we get the lollowing equation for the
regions outside the eye but measured with respect to the head coordinate system:

q),t t.. o t = - 21r,,' Df 
[,+," 

o,,,L:fl), #]
,[( .. '' . ,+tlr'-lIo,'l:',r;'(/),(;l)' :!: /,,(cosd)
['it1.s-il! 'd')" iR',' s!(i-s)!
, t tnr^, t 

-l

*I le,Yllrir-rr/l le le)7 I iR,""' 
I

forRr<r<Rr
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Equation 9.19 is in the tbrm ol a double summation. It is again a series expansion in
Legendre polynornials, br.rt this time each coefficient is itself a summation. By using
the transtbrmatiou, the eccentricity value d is introduced into the expression of
potential distribution in the region of consideration.

In the eye region where the coorclinate center is O', the potential does not depend on
d, however their dependency is introduced via the unknor.vn expansion coefficients (F;
,G;)' So the coelficients to be calculated rvill carry the infonnation related to c1

through the detenninatior.r of those coefficients using the bounclary conclitions. But the
potential at tlre regions outside tl.re eye and inside the head, as u,ell as the poteltials
outside the head will depend on d.

Equation 9.19 rvill be rvritten in the following fbrm in order to simplify the n-ratrix
solution of the ecluations:

O. (r, 0) = (2t q2 D>, H,p, (cos d)

+ (2n u'D);
l-t

fbr R, <r<R,

(e.20)

where,

H,-to,Rt 
tPr(/) 

l, '' -rJ_-t,"t t*l ,lt l ll(i _ t)'.'',1 '

,iu,P''f .l .,lt(-r)1 I--ll-
?, tR' - ' it\t -i)l

9.2 Boundary conditions

In general, boundary conditions are specified for the solution to a set of differential
equations. Boundary cor-rclitions are imposed on the solutions of orclinary ancl partial
diff'erential ecluations to fit the solLrtions to the actual problem. In the problerni nrost
freqr.rently considerecl, only one of the infinitely nrany solutions of the differential
equation satisfles tlte bounclary conclitions.

There are rnany kinds of possible condition, clepending on the lbrrnulation of the
problem, nutlber ol variables involved, and crucially the mathematical nature of the
equation. Conditions in problems with a physiological science origin usually rnatch
what is expected to determine a unique, well-definecl physical situation.

G ,'lP(!!l ((/ )1(- l)/' 1R,",*'
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The constructed eccentric spherical model describes a conducting region consisting of
four sub regions, each with constant conductivity of different value. In general, any
inhomogeneous region can be subdivided and approximated in this way. Because the
conductivity of aqueous humor and vitreous body is quite close to each other, they
can be considered as one region. Since there is very little effect assuming the lens as a

part of the vitreous body [Doslak and Plonsey 1980] the lens and vitreous will be
assumed as a single compartment. The sclera and cornea will also be considered as

one region, because of their similar conductivities. Based on these assumptions the
eye can be considered as made up of two main regions, and each region could be
treated as approximately of constant conductivity. The presence of these
discontinuities in conductivity must, obviously, be taken into account in evaluating
the field from a primary trans-retinal DC source.

At all passive interfaces between regions of different conductivity the normal
component of the current density is continuous and the continuity of potential is also
required. Since the discontinuity is an intrinsic property of a double layer,
independent of medium, the discontinuity across the double layer source in the model
is equal to the discontinuity it would have, if placed in an infinite homogenous
medium. For this double layer source, the normal component of current density is
continuous, but the potential as described is discontinuous across it by a value, equal
to the double layer strength expressed in volts. This means that Ohm's law must be
satisfied at this boundary as well.

A consequence of discontinuities in conductivity is the imposition of boundary
conditions. The normal component of current density must be continuous from
regions I to 2 to satisfy the requirement of conservation of charge. Also, since the
tangential electrical field must be continuous from region I to 2, the potential must
also be continuous [Plonsey and Heppner 1967].

By noticing that, the term "boundary conditions" refers to relations between normal
and tangential components of the field vectors of the two sides of an interface
between two different media and based on above discussion, the following boundary
conditions are to be satisfied for our eccentric spherical model.

In the following sections using the boundary conditions, a total of seven equations
will be formed to solve for seven unknown coefficients.

9.2.1 Boundary values at double layer

The two equations will be derived by using the boundary condition for the retinal
double layer. Remembering that at the source, the normal component of current
density is continuous, but the potential is discontinuous by a value equal to the dc
potential strength expressed in volts, so at the double layer discontinuity of the
potential is:
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The discontinuity of potential across the double layer in an inlinite homogenous
rnedium is given by ecluation 9.13. Despite the cliscontinuity of poteltial across the
double layer the normal derivative of the potential is continuous:

ItD , r'(D r, I

Cr'' it ' l' R'

= tUi?lZ [(p,-o,+B,-c ,yp,,(r,,)piU,)]= oR,i 7u'

(i)

+ [tE;-Di*Bi-ci)]: o

9.2.2Boundary values at the surface of the first sphere

(II)

Next equations can be written, using equations 9.14, g.t5 and boundary values at the
surface of the surface of the vitreous body, where r, : R1. At this boundary the
potential is continuous as well as the normal component of current:
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In order to apply the boundary condition for the continuity of nortnal conrponent of
current (partial derivative of tD1 tirnes the conductivity of region one has to be equal
to the partial derivatit,e of Ct21 times the conductivily of region between region one
and double layer') eqr-ration for the norrlal component of current has to be calculatecl.
This region will be chosen to be extremely thin, so that it has the actual dirnension as

the retina, rvhich has the satne radius as R1. Therefore:

r'O, lO ,,
", #=',i,'' l,-n,

I

,'- 1

Iu, 
.,,?,',. 

]

1o,,$, ' 'lP,'(y,,t P,(y'\
R.,

tu, (+)'-'l * c, tf)'.' lP,' (y,,) P, (.y')

= o,A; = oz (IV )

9.2.3 Boundary values at the surface of the second sphere

Assuming a resistive membrane for the sclera, whose radius is R2, (i.e. the surface of
the eyeball) fifth and sixth equations will be formed. At this boundary, the continuity
of normal component of current (partial derivative of (D2o times the conductivity of
region between double layer and extra-ocular region has to be equal to the partial
derivative of O3 times the conductivity of extra-ocular region) has to be satisfied.
Since we have assumed a resistive membrane for the sclera, Ohm's law should be
satisfied at this boundary as well. Therefore we have the following boundary
conditions at (r': R2) for continuity of normal component of current:
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Applying ohms law, next boundary condition betrveen inner of the third ancl outer of
the second colnpartrrent, sixth ecluation rvill be derived:

oj - o 2,t = 62p,n Tfl,,=r,

-,)n't: 
ttt lf itG,-E,,1,*,'*l *l(Fi-D, l.!r4,.y,, lp,, (y,,1 pi (y lR,, A, i R,, R,,', " r ''irt'r,',
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9.2.4Botndary condition at the surface of the outermost sphere

The last equation, seventh, will be formed using the boundary condition for the
surface of the head. The surface of the head is represented by the outermost sphere
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where r: R-r. Since the conductivity of the air is assumed to be zero, the potential
given by eqnation 9.20 should fulfill the fbllowing bounclary condition:

aO. r

^- : o l,=n,al'rJ

For partial derivative of iD3 to be equal to zero ?Hql?r and )Hil)r has to be equal to
zero. It is noticed that?Hsl0r=0 (Hs is the last term in equation 9.20, where i = 0). So

?Hrl0r has to be calculated. Even though we choose the conductivity of the air to be
zero in this equation, it can be set equal to any other value. But in that case the right
side of the equation will have a different value then zero.It becomes from the fact
that resistivity is not any more infinite. The last equation with the infinite resistivity
(zero conductivity) for the air becomes as follows:
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9.3 Solution of the equations

Due to the orthogonality property of Legendre polynomials, two series expansions are
equal if and only if the coefficients are equal. The standard technique of solving the
boundary value problems is the substitution of the potential equations into the
boundary conditions, which gives us a set of algebraic equations for the coefficients.
There are six equations with six unknowns, which mean that there has to be a unique
solution if the right-hand side of the equations is not all zero. From al1 of these six
equations only the right-hand side of the first equation is different from zero. It
directly follows that there has to be a unique solution.

Seven equations are obtained in terms of the coefficients Ai, Bi, Ci, Di, E1, F1 and G 1

in a general form, which is independent of 0 but depends on i. Here i is the order of
the respective Legendre polynomial, therefore it can be calculated for each term of
the series expansion.
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For the boundary condition of the head surface (equation VII), summations over
infinite number of terms appear in front of the coefiicients F, , and G i. That is why,in matrix calculations_ the seventh equation will be defined separately to avoid
complexity of the matrix form.
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t0 ANALYTICAL AND COMPUTBR
S OL UTI ON

Vast number of problems in physics, bioelectromagnetism, bioelectromagnetics,
mechanics, and technology are modeled through linear and nonlinear partial
differential equations, i.e. equations of mathematical physics. As number of variables
in linear equations increases calculation of equations becomes more difficult
accordingly.

Computational power of computers has increased enormously in recent years. This has
made it possible to build more complex and accurate mathematical models, set of
equations and even model the head and body and other objects of interest to study
either bioelectric phenomenon in the body through simulation or solve the large
matrix of equations. Computational power of computers has increased so much that
nowadays instead of simple models even realistic head or body models constructed
using computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are used in
computational dosimetry.

10.1 Derived set of boundary value equations

Due to the orthogonality property of Legendre polynomials, two series expansions are
equal if and only if the coefficients are equal. The standard technique of solving the
boundary value problems is the substitution of the potential equations into the
boundary conditions, which gives us a set of algebraic equations for the coefficients.
There are six equations with six unknowns, which mean that there has to be a unique
solution if the right-hand side of the equations is not all zero. From all of these six
equations only the right-hand side of the first equation is different from zero. It
directly follows that there has to be a unique solution.
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Seven equations are obtained in terms of the coefficients Ai, Bi, Ci, Dt, E1, F1 and G 1

in a general form, which is independent of 0 but depends on i. Here i is the order of
the respective Legendre polynomial, therefore it can be calculated for each term of
the series expansion.

In the equation for the boundary condition of the head surface (equation VII),
summations over infinite number of terms appear in front of the coefficients F1 , and
G 1. That is why, in matrix calculations the seventh equation will be defined
separately to avoid complexity of the matrix form.

10.2 Computer solution

For computational tasks such as large set of equations, which include iterative
numbers, it is almost impossible to solve the equations without the aid of the
computer. To solve the set of equations derived in previous chapter commercial
software Mathcadl2 is used.

The units of the variables used in the model are as follows; the conductivities are in
S/cm, resistivities in Ocm2, distances and radius in cm, the dipole layer strength D, in
mV/cm2. All constants, functions and binomial coefficients that will be used in the
main functions are defined first. Then a matrix with variable entries, m(i), will be
formed. Using the standard formula for matrix solution the set of equations will be
solved. Only 15x15 value of the main matrix will be presented here. The rest of the
matrix values are presented in Appendix I. In the following the details of the
computer solution is presented.

I0.2.1 Constants, Functions and Binomial coefficients

Binomial coefficients and functions that were used in the main functions were as
follows:

B (n, i): B (n, m ): (u-rn )!rn !

The derivative of Legendre function was defined in MathCad as:

n!n!
t(r-1f
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floor(f)12
P'(x.i.y- 

- L (i-2.it(-t.)l ?

' .i=0
) 
jB (i,j)B (2 i-2j,i)xi-2i-l

The constants used in the computer solution are presented in Table l.

Tnnlo I Constants and the description of the corresponding organ used in the
compuler solution

Instead of capital letters, which were used in deriving the equations, small letters
were used in computer solution.

I0.2.2 Construction of variable matrix and analytical equations

In section 9 using boundary conditions, 7 independent equations with 7 unknown
coefficients were derived. Using those equations a 7x7 variable matrix m(i) was
constructed. The first equation (first row) includes coefficients A, B and C. The
equations in the first, second and third row, in order to decrease the number of
coefficients (hence to simplify the equation), we may use proper combination of
equations. Combination of equations I and II can be used to eliminate coefficient C
from equation IL By the same method equations III & IV can be modified to get an

Constant used in
the model

Value
&

Dimension

Description of the
Parameter in the

model

Description of the
corresponding organ

r0 l 09999 crn radius ol- the double layer Radir.rs of the surlace o1'the
Retina

rl 1.10000 cm radrus of the first
cor.ilpartment

Radius ol-the depth o1 the
Retin a

t2 1.20000 cnr radius of the second
compartment

Radius o1'the sclera

ol 0 017 S conductivitl of tlre first
corrpa rtment

vitreous body. lcns and
aqueous

62 0.00017 s conductivity of the second
co rrp artn.r e n t

sclera and cornea

o3 0.000087 s conductivity of the third
co rrpartlnelrt

cxtr:r ocular rcgion anrl heatl

6t 0.000000 s cor.rductivity of the air in
liont

Region surrounding the
heacl

d -5.79999 crr (eccentricity) thc distance between eye-
center and head-center

e0 65 degrees the opening angle of the
double laver (source)

'l lie extension ol'retina in
the eye

a sin(06) rg distancc Lletu,een the
opcning ot the doublc

layer and Z-axis

liadial distance lron.r
pignrcnl epitheliuur to tlre

optical aris of the eye
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equation in terms of B and E for the third row and in terms of only C and D for the
fourth row. Because summations over infinite number of terms appear in front of the
coefficients of the last equation, for simplicity this equation will be defined
separately. Following the 7x7 matrix sector with variable i:

,(i) =

I

ol i+ 1

62 i

0

0

0

.- , 2.it I

-i ir0i
_l

i+ l lr'li t'

2'it I--,--. 0
-l

1

0

0

1

0

I

0

0

).;, I03 ro -" '

_.i_
o 2\,'21

r r 2i+ l-i roi

ir I r2r

0

0

0

CIr
-)

o2

-1

0

r r2.i+l
/t o\

\../
i .i , 2i+l'i or'Pp'rg
ilt t 12 rrf2r

0

I

l, 
o2'PP'i

r2

0
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Following table shows the combination of equations used to derive the constants used
in the matrix for each row.

MArRrx r\,r(r) ROw NUN4BER CoNaerNerroN oF EeUATIoNS To
REDUCE NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS

1 I
2 I&II
J III&IV
4 III&IV
5 V
6 VI
7 VII

For the interested reader it is recommended that he acquaints with the MathCad
software platform to be able to easily follow the equations and definitions used to
solve the matrix. Note that definitions and equations in MathCad platform has some
specific signs which should not be confused with previous equations. Also
coefficients A, B, C, D, E, F and G are defined with double small letters in MathCad
equations.

The complete matrix M is the matrix, which includes all the elements calculated for
all values of i. For a maximum value of i being equal to 35, matrix M becomes to be a

245x245 matrix. The complete matrix is formed by first defining the initiating values:

n:35 u:1..n r: 1 ..7 n M ,,r:0 j: | ..7 k: I ..7 i:1..n

By def-ining equation 7, whole rnatrix in the MathCad solution was fortned as:

M, (,- l) -F J.7.(i- I ) -r-k :: nr ( i);,r.

K(i,u) ,= -B(i r l,u +

,K(i,u),0).P'lle,ul

L(i,u) = (-l)u-'.B(u - l.i

Mr,,7.u,= if(u >i,L(i,Lr),0) P' iI g.u

' u+2/ a \'-' /r o \1).1- I .t- 
I\r ? / \r r /\ -/ \ '/

d u-i.i1o\'-'
- l).t-l .l-l

\r 1/ \r r /\ -/ \ "/
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L(x,i) 1

2i

flooritj
',2 i

I (-r)je(i,j) B(2 i

j:0

P:=0
1'

tr.(t-r)+3:: I tr.(t-l.y +4:= I

Calculated matrix M is a 245x245 matrix. The first 10x10 entries are as follows and
the rest could be found from appendix I.

.::1. 4; lltiliiiift*=
1 I .0,5

0 0 0 0

Z 102 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 -0 11 1 0.386 t,501 0 0

6 0 0 0 0.351 1,044 -0,385 .1 0 0

0 0 0 t.8B 1o'3 1 0 0

ii 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 "0,667

0 0 0 0 0 101 5 -2.5
0

1n
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

10.2.3 Matrix solution

Now the tnatrix is reacly to be solved. Applying stanclard forrnula, which uses the
inverse value of the rr.ratrix M, it can be solvecl. Using lollowing clefinition for rnatrix
X and valr.re D, the MathCad solution is as fbllows:

_lD:
4tt

X:NI 'P

4 5 : ::-b.r:=- I
I 0.01 0.411 -0,798 1.798 0.589 2334 0.208 0.021 0.862 1 )F

wT

Xr is the complete solution of the set of the
is given in appendix IL Using small double
letters used previously, in MathCad platform

equations. The complete solution matrix
letters for coefficients instead of capital
we have:
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uoi ': xz 
1i ly* r

bbr'= xz.1i ry*z xr.1i r1*: tldi'= xz.1i-ry*a

r'e. := X- - ll. := X- su.. :- X- -I /(l l){-\ r /.(r l)rh "-l /.(r l)+/

The expression lbr (r, rvas simplifiecl by redefining a new expression fbr H, in
MathCad as:

, r.i+t r i ,,.,It-l F.(t.,,,tq] l rr |,r=,,,' ,,,, [aeo.r {4;., ri }: }:_r 0., 
-l

H ,= lj | \- ln'. l+ l- | \- | - ,l''i-lr''-' ''' 
I

' 1.,-..J 
,,=,, l'' !:+l 

,.,I'.+1 
l:l r'i-l:'rt.] ',d,r I:I r,,,,],*l il t1.-itl_]

The poterrtial distribr-rtion on the largest circnlar slrell representing the surface of the
head can be calculated by the following lbrmula follor'vs:

15 15 tt', ro,(() =2ru'ri [, ,lr,tE,i)+ 2rr'oi gs*tl$p).,/^ (-t)'
, r 7t lR,:

The potential distribution tor the regions betrveen the double layer and the radius of
the second compartment, which models the sclera region around tl.re surface of 1he eye

where r - Rz is given by equation Oro r'vhele the equaticln represents potential

distribr-rtion for the r larger then ro:

2fla)D, " tt \i il

e,n(q): - r i.. L[ ll*rr, -Ll ll f p'(€,].i) r-(E.i)-o -' (rn)t '?, 'i(rn ) ' ill(r' ) '

The potential distribution tol the small region between the radius of the first
conlpal'tlrent and the raclius of the retinal doubie layer around the sr.rrface of the eye is
given by equation Or1 where the equation represents potential distributiorr for r larger

then ro:

I

@ r'(€):
-2xa)D

, .2(ro,

t P'(€ o )

lcci

-6 u ) l

l* bb Ll ril
l?, 'i[',, )

L(8, i)-l-2nD(l

1(
iil I,

l',, I I

0.7qq9qrq I 
]
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The potential for region I in MathCad rvas deflned as:

e,((,: 1:'i,'IZ rr,L[ ' 'l p,(€,,.i)L((.it-z,rD(r €.,-](r',,)' l?, 'i(ro ) \-r'"'-\)!' 
I
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11 METHODS USED IN STUDYING
CONDUCTIVITYAND HEAD SIZE
EFFECT ON EOG AND THE EOG
ASSYMETRY

Knowledge of the conductivity/resistivity of various tissues is very important in
studying the bioelectric phenomena. Indeed, many studies have already been
published concerning the conductivity and permittivity of tissues in different
frequency ranges. Geddes and Baker [Geddes & Beker 1967] reviewed a large number
of early studies and since then, the 'Geddes and- Baker'tabulation has been updated,
revised and expanded in a number of publications [Stuchly and Stuchly 1980, Geddes

and Baker 1989, Duck 1990, Gabriel et al 1996a). A careful comparison of these

reviews demonstrates the presence of considerable differences between resistivities
reported for the same kind of tissue. These differences reflect a lack of consensus in
the literature about the value of the tissue conductivityiresistivity. Given this lack of
consensus, our present knowledge about the resistivities of biological tissues might be

afflicted with uncertainties, possibly large. Also the reported conductivity data of the

eye region show variations of two orders of magnitude regarding the electrical
conductivity of the individual tissue layers (Lindenblatt & Silny,2001).

In general, the property of the tissue to conduct electric current is characterized by
the resistivity and permittivity. The resistivity is defined as the real part of the

complex valued impedance per unit length and per cross-sectional area. At low
frequencies, the resistivity of biological tissues is frequency dependent [Gabriel et al
l996al.

It is also known that total body water content (TBW) between different individuals,
gender and age may differ and tissues with larger TBW are more conductive (Altman
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1974). Newborn infants have larger water content than older infants and children.
This is partially because the newborn has less fat and a greater proportion of body
mass composed of the visceral organs. The Extra Cellular Fluid (ECF) compartment
comprises over half of the total body water at birth and contains a greater relative
content of extra cellular sodium and chloride. Most of this neo-natal "excess" ECF is
lost during the first l0 days of life through insensible perspiration, which can amount
fuom 5o/o to l}Yo of the infant's birth weight. Until about 2 years of age, the infant
maintains a larger ECF than the adult in terms of overall percentage of body water.
There is a very good correlation between the age changes in TBW and the
conductivity in physiological organs [Altman 1974]. Usually conductive properties of
tissues also depend on factors, such as temperature, variable chemical or structural
content and frequency [Rush et al 1963, Geddes and Baker 1967, Stuchly and Stuchly
1 9 801.

The human body could be considered as a resistive, piecewise homogeneous and
linear volume conductor. Most of the tissue is isotropic. The muscle is, however,
strongly anisotropic, and the brain tissue is anisotropic as well. Depending on
different factors such as tissue water content, age and gender the
resistivity/conductivity value of the same tissue may be different from each other.
Table I summarizes the tissue resistivity values of a number of components of the
human body. More comprehensive lists of tissue resistivities are given in [Geddes and
Baker 1967,Barber and Brown 1984, Stuchly and Stuchly 1984]. In addition, tissue
conductivity differs between the in vivo and in vitro measurements [Foster and
Schwan 19891.

As far as the author knows, the effect of tissue conductivity change and the resulting
uncertainty effect on EOG have not been investigated before. The primary goal of this
part of the study was to determine quantitatively to what extent conductivity variation
of some of the structures of ocular system and head tissues affect the electric
potential on the head (EOG signals) and eye. Also the size of the volume conductor,
i.e. the size of the head may also have an effect on the EOG signals recorded from the
surface of the head. The effect of the head size on electric potentials on the head
(EoG) and in different regions of the head and eye will be studied too.

11.1 Head and eye as volume conductor

A model of the electro-oculogram must incorporate two independent parts, the signal
generator and the load. In other words, we need to characterize the bioelectric sources
and the volume conductor in which they are immersed. Head and eye tissues are
conductors of electricity. Hence the electromotive force of corneo-retinal source gives
rise to electric fields and currents throughout the eye and head, and therefoie to
electric potentials on the skin. The relationships between the source and the currents
and field which they produce are governed by well established laws of electricity and
constitute the volume conductor effect.

In general, tissues are made up of cells. The cells are immersed in a fluid matrix
which is an electric conductor. Hence tissues can be modeled as a suspension of cells
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in a conducting medium. The cells are surrounded by membranes which are leaky
insulators. At low frequencies the membrane impedance is very high, and current
introduced extra-cellularly will remain in extra-cellular space. The low frequency for
example EOG signals, the impedance of such tissue, is therefore that of a conductor
with holes [Geselowitz, 1989]. Since the extra-cellular medium is resistive, the low-
frequency impedance of tissue is resistive too. As frequency increases, the membrane
impedance drops, and a current pathway develops across the membrane and through
the resistive interior of the cells. Hence the impedance will start to include a

significant capacitive component, and will decrease in amplitude because of the
parallel pathway. At frequencies of interest for bioelectric phenomena, which for the
most part do not possess significant frequency components beyond several thousand
hertz, the capacitive effect is generally negligible [Schwan and Kay, 1957). Therefore
studying the variation of conductivity/resistivity alone would to reasonable extent be
sufficient to find out how volume conductor of different individuals would affect the
value of EOG signals. The inclusion of skull as a separate layer should not effect the
results significantly, because the eye is surrounded by a lot of bone tissues, and the
front part of the eye (about one third of the eye) has boundaries with air. The model
where bone tissue was assigned for the extra-ocular region in the model gave accurate
results which were in good agreement with the measured EOG values.

11.2 Applied head and eye model

The eccentric spherical model representing the head and eye which proposed earlier in
this thesis was used to evaluate the electric potential fields in different parts of the
head and eye. The source field relationship was studied using classical
electromagnetic field theory, taking into consideration the electrical properties of the
active and passive regions and applicable physical laws. Each region of the passive
conducting medium was assumed to be linear, isotropic and homogenous. Laplace's
equation was utilized to study the source field relationship. The assumptions and
simplifications are based on fPlonsey and Heppner 1967, Jackson 1999). Although
each component region was considered to be homogenous, the whole volume
conductor can be considered as inhomogeneous.

The retina was modeled as a bioelectric source consisting of a symmetrical double
layer as was described in section 9.

11.3 Considered range of tissue variations

The conductivity values of tissues were increased by +10 to +100% in six steps,
+l\Yo, +20Yo, +30Yo, +50, +75o/o and +100%. The conductivity values of tissues were
also decreased by -10 to -50%o in four steps, -10o , -20oA, -30o/o, -40, -5004 (Table
11.1). In real cases the conductivity variation may not be as large as the variations
considered in this study, however in order to be able to figure out the way the
potential distribution changes if the conductivity was changed, conductivity variations
of up to +100% were considered.
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The effect of each tissue is considered separately. First the conductivity of all tissues
simultaneously were increased/decreased, by the percentages described in previous
paragraph, and then the effect on electric potential in different compartments was
studied. In the next case, the conductivity value of vitreous body alone was
increased/decreased, and the changes in electric potential of eye and head regions
were studied. In the last case, the conductivity value of extra-ocular tissues alone was
increased/decreased, and the changes in electric potential of eye and head regions
were studied. The electric potential for each changing conductivity value was
compared to the reference value, i.e. the case where the conductivity value was
unchanged.

TABLE 11.1 Considered range of tissue variations. The conductivity values are
increase or decreased in percentage ratio's compared to the unchanged conductivity
values denoted by 0%.

o1: Vitreous body

IS/cm]

o.2: Sclera

IS/cm]

03: Extra-ocular

IS/cm]

0% 0.017 544 0.00017 544 0.00008772

+ 1 0o/o 0.0192984 0.000 1 92984 0.000096492

+20% 0.0210528 0.0002 1 0528 0.0001 05264

+30% 0.0228072 0.000228072 0.0001 1 4036

+50% 0.026316 0.0002631 6 0.00013158

+7 5o/o 0.030702 0.00030702 0.00015351

+1 00% 0.035088 0.00035088 0 .00017 544

10o/o 0.0157B96 0.0001 57896 0.000078948

-20% 0.01 40352 0.000 1 40352 0.0000701 76

-30% 0.0122808 0.0001 22808 0.000061 404

-40% 0.01052 64 0.0001 05264 0.000052632

-50% 0.008772 0.00008772 0.00004386
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The changes in potential values are presented as the percentual, i.e. what percent the
potential value changes when the conductivity varies compared to the reference
potentials. For example -15% would mean that the value is decreased by 15 compared
to the reference potential of tissue conductivity or head size. Three different values of
the potential distribution curve are considered for comparison, variation of the
positive peak, negative peak and peak to peak values.

11.4 Computer solution and examined values of potential distribution

The analytic solution which was derived in the first part of the study in the form of a

double series expansion of Legendre polynomials was applied in this part of the

study. The same software (MathCad l2) was used to carry out the computations. All
computations were performed on DELL workstation, Pentium IV processor with 3.4
GHz and 4 GB of RAM memory. The average calculation time for each matrix
calculation was -12 s.

The potential distribution graph for head and eye region has three distinguishable
points, a positive peak value, a maximum negative constant voltage in the back region
of the head covering wide range and peak-peak value which is the difference between
maximum positive and maximum negative voltage. The same kind of distribution is
also observed for the inner tissues and ocular region. The comparison is made for all
three values, positive peak, negative peak and peak-peak values.

11.5 Considered range of head size variations

Head size variations from one individual to another compared to the variations of eye-
ball size are more significant, which is why in this study the size of the sphere
representing the eye is kept constant. For each head size change, the electric potential
on the head and in the eye region was calculated and compared to the potential values
of reference radius.

The radius of the largest sphere representing the head was chosen to be 7 cm, i.e.
diameter of 14 cm. The radius of the head was increased by +7, +14, +21 , +28 and
+43o/o and was also decreased by -7, -14, -21, -28 and -43oh to cover large range of
possible head sizes variations. The effect of each head size was considered separately.
First the head size was increased/decreased, by the percentages presented above, and
then the effect on electric potential in different compartments were studied. For each
case, the electric potential on the head and in the eye region was calculated. The
electric potential result for each changed radius was compared to the potential of the

unchanged radius.
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TABLE 11.2 Considered ranges of head size variations. The diameter of the largest
sphere (R3) representing the head is increased or decreased. The changed values are in
percentage ratio reference to the unchanged radius values denoted by a%.

Head radius increase in
percentaqe

Head radius R3

lcml
0Yo 7.00

+7 o/o 7.49
+14% 7.98
+21% 8.47
+2Bo/o 8.96
+43% 10.01

6.51

-140h 6.02
-21% 5.53

-28Yo 5.04

-43% 3.99

11.6 Asymmetry of EOG signals

11.6.1 Measurements

For this part of the study both the AC and DC recording of EOG signals together with
the simultaneous EOG and VOG recordings were analyzed. Three reiorded eye
movement types were considered: i) Center to left (CL), is the movement, when eye
moves from its zero optical angle to the left of the subject. ii) Center to right (C{),
the movement when eye moves from its zero optical angle to the right of the subject,
and finally, iii) Right to the left (RL) or left to the right (LR) is the movement oi the
eye, which covers half of the angle in the right hand side of the optic al zero angle and
the other half on the left side.

11.6.2 Human subject

For this part of the study the EOG and VOG results for the healthy 25 years old
female subject which was described in section 6 was used. The Eoc ana voc
settings were described in details in section 6. The subject was sitting in a chair with
the head fixed during the measurement in front of the screen marked with targets for
desired angles. Before starting the actual measurement, subject trained to perf6rm the
desired gaze directions *15o, *30oand +60o.
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1 1.6.3 Reconstruction of EOG and VOG signals

The measured results for each electrode rvere first imported into the MathCAD
software platform. Then l0 cycles of each type of the eye movement were averaged,
and finally a single signal representing the corresponding type of eye movement is

reconstructed. Both EOG and VOG signals were analyzed. More detailed procedure of
the signal analysis is explained in 6.6.

11.6.4 Post analysis

The original recorded data were ASCII (American Standard Code for Information
Interchange) format. An example of non-fi ltered imported data in ASCII format in
MathCad- l2 software platform is presented in Figure 6.10.

In order to get a representative EOG signal, the unwanted spectrum was fi ltered
according to the procedure explained in 6.6. The interval of the eye n.tovement cycles
in EOG and VOG signals were not identical. The area of interest in these signals was

the rising and descending parts of the signals. For this purpose the desired parts of
each cycle of EOG and VOG signals were averaged over l0 cycles. Then a single
cycle representing the rising and descending part of the signal was reconstructed
(Figure 6.12) ln order to be able to compare the rising part of the signal (eye rnoves
towards the electrode) to the descending part of the signal (eye moves away fiom the
electrode) the later signal was inverted and transformed to the same base line as rising
part of the signal. The inverted si-rnals are shown as dash lines, and non-inverted
signals are represented by solid lines (Figure 6. l2).
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t2 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS OF
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
AND VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

First the measurement results will be presented. Then the computational results
calculated for the eccentric spherical model will be presented for electric potential
distributions around the head, on the eye and inside the ocular region. In the end
computational results will be compared to measured EOG values.

12.1 EOG Measurement results

Measured EOG values presented in this section will be used to validate the calculated
electric potential results for the eccentric spherical model. The measurement results
are presented in Table 12.l for reference electrode I, and in Table 12.2 for reference
electrode II. To recal1, electrode positions, rotation angles and the reference
electrodes refer to Figure 6.1. The position ofthe recording electrodes are shown by
capital letters A and B. Small letters a,b, c and d refer to rotation angles 15, 30, 45

and 70 degrees, respectively. Position of reference electrodes are denoted by I and II.
Zero angle lies on Z-axis. The values are the average values from all subjects. The
error margin is calculated according to standard deviation (SD) formula:

SD(v) - t2.t

where v; is the measured EOG potential values, mean(v) is the average of all
measured values, and n is the number of subjects (n : 6).
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TABLE 12.1 Averaged electric potential values of 6 subjects referenced to electrodeI. Va and Vs are the signals recorded from electrode positions A and B shown in
Figure 6.1. sD is the standard deviation calculated u""ordirg to equation 12.1.

V4 (rnV) Vs (mV) Movement (deg) (SD)

,0.r8 0.19 l5 0.021

-0.37 0.3 9 30 0.02 0

-0.41 0.15 45 0.022

-0.53 0.5 5 10 0.020

TABLE 12.2 Averaged electric potential values of 6 subjects referenced to electrode
II. VA and Vs are the signals recorded from electrode positions A and B shown in
Figure 6.1. sD is the standard deviation calculated u"cording to equation 12.1.

Vn (rnV) Vs (tnV) Movement (deg) (SD)

-0.17 0.21 l5 0.022

-0.3 5 0.3 9 30 0.02 r

-0.43 0.47 45 0.0 t9

0.49 0.5 I '70 0.02 3

12.2 Computer solution results

In the following sections the potentials in different compartments of the head and eye
are presented. All two dimensional potentiat distribution results were plotted using
MathCad-12 software. The coefficients of the polynomials in the equations
representing the electric potentials have to reach convergence for accurate calculation
of the potential values. Table 12.3 shows the converged of the coefficients as the
number of summation terms increases.
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12.2.1 The electric potential generated by retinal dc layer around the

head

Voltage distribution on the outermost surface, i.e. head region rvas described b1

equation 9.20. The calculated electric potential plotted as the variable of rotation
angle 0 is presented in Figure 12.l. The equation *3 represents the potential

distribution for regions where R: < r < R3. Because of the symmetry, the variable Q
was not included as a variable. *3 depends only on the radius r and angle 0. If we
choose r - R: then equation Q3 represents the potential distribution over the spherical

shell around the head, where horizontal axis of the head is at. O, - 90o.
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FIG URE l2.l Electric potential distribution around the largest sphere representing
the head, as a variable of the rotation angle of the eye in horizontal direciion. Zero
angle starts from Z direction in clockwise direction. l g0" is the angle in +Z
direction, i.e. optical axis of the eye (Figure 8.1 and 8.2). The straight solicl-line is the
zero potential line.

Calculations show that the maximurn value of the electric potential, (assuming that
the Z-axis of the eye lies on the same Z-axis as of the head) is at 0 - 180'. There is a
sharp increase in the field intensity between (148 <e<180') and a sharp decrease
(180"<e<212'). Between 130'<e<148' and 212"<0<230", the field intensity
decreases very slowly. Between 0'<e<130' and 230'<e<360" the field is almost
constant, with no significant change in its value. The intensity of the field in this
region is alnrost constant with a value of about -0.1-5 mV.

Exarnining the curve shows also that the maxirrurn potential diff'erence between the
point in front of the eye and the back of rhe head is [0.42 mv-(-0.1g):0.60 mv] when
the total opening angle fbr the double layer is assumed to be 130 degrees.

12.2.2 The electric potential distribution over the surface of the eveball

O,o represents the potential distribution for regions where Rr < r < R2. This equation
has a simpler forrn than Q:. The reason is because of the concentricity of the origin
(Figure 8.1). Equation 62. includes coefficients E,i and D,. The calculated potentiaias
a variable of 0 is shown in Fisure 12.2.
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FIGURE 12.2 Potential distribution around the surface of the eyeball (the smaller
sphere in Figure 8.1 and 8.2). as a variable of the rotation angle of the eye in
horizontal direction. Zero angle starts fiom -Z direction in clockwise direction. 180"
is the angle in +Z direction. i.e. the coordinate passing through the middle of the eye
(F igure 8. I ).

12.2.3 The electric potential distribution inside the eye region

Q21 represents the potential distribution for regions where Ro < | < R1, and *1 the
potential field inside the eye region, i.e. r < Ro. The calculated potentials are drawn as

a variable of 0 and shown in Figure 12.3. As expected the potential variation in this
region is very small.
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12.3 Validation of the model: Comparison of the calculated electric
potential with measured EOG signals on the head region

The only available method to measure experimentally the signals generated by dc
double layer of the eye, is EOG recording. That is why the uul.res predicted Uy tfre
model and its analytical solutions for the surface of the head region, will be valiiated
by comparing calculated results to measured EOG values.

Measured values presented in Tables l2.l and 12.2 are averaged EoG signals
measured for different rotation angles of the eye for two different reference
electrodes. Figure 12.4 represents the comparison of calculated potential electric field
and measured EoG signal for rotation angles: 15, 30, 45 and 70 degrees. In the model
two different values are assumed for the opening angle, 130 and 200 degrees. The
total circle angle of 360 degrees minus the opening angle is the extension of the
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FIGURE 12.4 Calculated potential electric field and measured EOG signal for
rotation angles: 15,30.45 and 70 degrees fbr total opening angle 130 and 200
degrees.

In F igure 12.4, the line through triangular points are the measured values with
respect to ref-erence point I, and the line through circle points are EOG signals
measured with respect to ref'erence point II.

The line through cross's are the calculated values when total opening angle is 130" (Q
in Figure 5.2). The potential distribution is calculated also for an opening angle which
differs fiom the morphology of the retina. This value for the opening angle is chosen
as 200" and the line through rectangular dots in Figure I2.4 shows the calculated
values for this opening angle.

Examining Figure [2.4 reveals that the value of measured potentials from reference
points I and II are very close to each other. This is in agreement with the findings of
the rnodel. As it is seen from the measured results (Figure 12.1), the model predicts
well the potential values recorded fbr ref-erence points, I and ll. So if the potential
values of the reference points are very close to each other, the only pararxeter which
may affect the value of the EOG signal would be the measurement uncertainty.

The potential difference between the two points on the surface of the larger sphere
(Figure 8.1) can be calculated frorn the results presented in Figure 12.1. Choosing two
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angles in Figure 12.l ,the potential difference between those angles correspond to the
EOG value recorded during bi-polar recordings, i.e. the potentiil difference recorded
between two electrodes instead of one recording electiode and a distant reference
electrode on the head.

The assumptions for the opening angle (O in Figure 5.2) of the sphere representing
the eye (Figure 8.2) results in different electric potentials on the head and eye. By
changing the opening angle i.e. increasing the extension of the double layer, the
calculated values would change significantly. This is understandable, because by
choosing smaller opening angle (O in Figure 5.2) we assume a larger retinal double
layer which in turn would result in a larger potential values. This is i.u" u, long as the
extension of retina reaches 180 degrees. When the retina exceeds this value the
intensity of the retinal layer starts to decrease because the direction of the electric
fields over 180 degrees are directed in the opposite direction. This shows how the
values of the calculated potentials are highly dependent on the value of the opening
angle ofthe double layer. The calculated values for opening angle of 130", decreases
by -50% if the opening angle of the double layer is inireased to 200'.

12.4 Conclusions and Discussions

Comparing calculated values around the outermost surface of the sphere with
measured EOG results for horizontal movements, it is noticed that calculated
potentials follow the similar slope as the measured EoG signals up to 45". The
graphical representation of Q3 (Figure 12.1) suggests that around the ientral axis of
the eye and head where 0 : 180'(Figures 12.l &, 12.2), about22" in both directions
the changes in potential values are linear. As expected for points on the surface of the
head where r: R:, e < 130" and 0 > 230",the maximum potential difference in this
region is very small -l pV.

For the case of *2o (potential on the eyeball). the value is directly dependent on the
value of the subtended angle over the surface of the sphere. Obviously the density of
the field is larger over the surface of the eye (62o) compared to the other regions of
the model. The positive maximum is at 0: 180o, and negative maximum at 0. for
both Q2o and S3 (Figures l2.l & 12.Z).

The calculated values for the linear region, predict a potential change of about
2UpY/deg if assumed tot-al opening angle of the double liyer is 130., ;d gpyld,eg
200'. Beside the value of the opening angle, the low conductivity values in region 3,
i.e. the extra-ocular region also has damping effect on the potential values.

EOG measurements do not reflect directly the exact position of the eye in the orbit.
However according to the calculated analytical results of this study, we can assume a
linear region for up to *28'around the central axis of the eye. Thus in this region it is
possible to relate the EOG directly to the eye position and the direction of ihe gaze.
This is important for example in developingthe gaze based user interfaces JSuikka
et al. 19881.
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12.4.1Reference point in EOG measurements

The EOG signals can be recorded either as a pair of electrodes placed on both sides of
the eye, or placing one of the electrodes in some distant point on the head as a

reference electrode. In measuring unipolar EOG signals, i.e. comparing the signals
around the eye to some reference point, it is advantageous to know the absolute value
and also the variation of the potential in distant points from the eye. One of the key
conclusions of this study is to provide a quantitative measure about the value of the
electric potentials on the parts of the head which could be considered as reference
points on the head when measuring EOG signals. Examining Figure 12.L, we see that
there is only two points where potential is zero, namely at 0:160"and 0:200'.
However this is due to the geometry of the source and it is obvious that there is no
stable and inactive zero potential on the head. The area with constant voltage could be
considered as good reference points. According to the calculated results the potential
difference of two electrodes between (0"< 0 < 130") and (230' < e < 360') with a

potential difference of less than 10pV would give quite a reasonable reference point.

12.4.2Inclusion of one eye in the model

The model is an idealization which excludes some compartments, considers the same
conductivity values for different compartments, and assumes axial symmetry which
causes difference between calculated and measured data. The proposed model
includes only one eye. How much this would affect the values of potential
distribution? Looking at figure 10 we notice that the eyes are geometrically placed in
the head in such an angle and distance that the field in each horizontal rotation would
not be affected significantly. The only possible effect could be the negative potential
(Figure 12.1) on the electrodes close to the other eye. For example when the eyes
move in horizontal direction to the right, because of the damping effect especially in
the air gap inside the nose significant amount of the negative potential of the right eye
would not be detected by the electrodes on the nose. The same applies for the
electrodes placed on the regions out side of the eye. Applying superposition principle
the largest possible effect would be a negative potential of few tenths of micro volts
which may effect but not has significant effect on the final calculated value. However
comparison of the results (Figure 9) shows that considering realistic opening angle for
the double layer, compared to measured values give satisfactory result.

12.4.3 Opening angle double layer

As expected, besides the density of the potential across the double layer, also its
geometrical dimension has significant effect on the calculated potential distribution.
The effect is not only on the absolute value, but also on the linear range of the
potential distribution. The smaller the opening angle, the larger would be the
dimension of the double layer which would lead to a larger radial electric filed
causing a larger potential value. The total opening angle of the double layer is equal
to the total circular angle, i.e.360 degree minus the extension of the retina in the eye
(Figures 2.1 & 8.3). This leads to a physiologically correct opening angle in the
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model i.e. 130 degrees. Using this value, the solution of the model led to good
approximation of the electric potential around the head. In the linear region the
difference between the calculated values and measured values was -25%o, *[ich ir a
good approximation for computational method. For the rotation angle of 15',
percentage difference between measured and calculated was as small as -5Yo. By
comparing the calculated and measured values for all angles, it could be concluded
that the proposed eccentric spherical model predicts the actual potential field
distribution of the corneo-retinal source with reasonable accuracy depending on the
value of the opening angle (Q in Figure 5.2).

12.4.4 The significance and practical applications of the proposed model
and its solutions

AC recording of EOG signals is the usual clinical method of recording eye
movements. However, neither eye position nor slow pursuit eye movements can be
recorded using alternating-current amplification. For quantitative studies, the
theoretical results of the proposed model in this study give valuable information
regarding the DC potential distribution on eye and head regions.

In some applications it is very important to get as strong signal as possible.
According to the theoretical results based on eccentric spherical model, using bipolar
measLlrements would give stronger potential values than unipolar measurements,
which is a better practical choice for the clinical applications.

Many investigators fKohlrausch 1931, Granit 1933, Einthoven and Jolly 1908, piper
1903], using simpler components of the retinal signals, have given explanations to the
complex retinal potential changes accompanied by interference phenomena between
potentials differing in sign, strength and time relations. During the rise of ERG
signals the field at any instant of time can be considered to be quasi-static. By this
assumption the Laplace's equation could also be applied to ERG signals. Therefore,
the use of the proposed eccentric spherical model, which was derived for the EOG
signals, is not restricted to EOG signals. The model can also be used to examine the
potential distribution of the ERG signals in all regions in the head and eye required
that proper source model is included in the model.

In the elderly population age-related macular degeneration (ARMD) is the leading
cause of legal blindness in the western nations [Ferris 1983, Gibson et al. 1986,
Hyman et al. 1983, Klein et al. 19921. Electrophysiological tests using focal
stimulation of the affected retinal area are one approach to analyse the type oiretinal
dysfunction [Hood et al, 1998, Horiguchi et al. 1986, sieple et al. l9g6]. In some
studies it was shown that ERG of the patient with macular degeneration could be
normal, whereas the EOG of the same patient could reveal the disease. For example
Vidmar in 2001 [Jarc-Vidmar et al.2001] in his study considering this case concluded
that in Best's distrophy, pattern ERG is getting abnormal with progression of the
disease, indicating relative preservation of neurosensory retina ln initlal stages of the
disease. In contrast EOG was abnormal in all the patients regardless of tne stage of
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disease and full field flash ERG which was normal in most of the patients. As
discussed 12.4.3, the size of the extension of the retina is directly reflected in the
results. This is why the model can be used for computational evaluations of the retinal
degenerations such as ARMD, where the EOG shows abnormality, where the decrease
of EOG intensity value can be evaluated.

The model has indispensable value in easy evaluation of the electric potentials and
will be very much appreciated in the eye movementos research field. Example of non-
clinical commercial applications of the model include, systems for assisted mobility
and EOG eye-controlled interfaces in general by providing quantitative data about the
electric potentials, linearity and sensitivity of the EOG method.

Last but not the least, is the inherent property of analytical solution which makes the
proposed model a powerful tool for parametrical analysis. For example using the
solution of the model, it is possible to investigate the effect of the important
parameters such as conductivity and head size variation on signals such as EOG and
ERG.
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13. THE EFFECT OF CONDUCTIVITY
VARIATION AND HEAD SIZE ON THE
BOG SIGNALS

The results of the electric potential variation on the outermost spherical (R3) and
regions inside the eye are presented in this chapter. Table f:.r presents the
conductivity values which are used to study the effect of conductivity changes on
potential values.

13.1 Conductivity variation results

13.1.1 Changing the conductivity of all tissues

When the conductivity values of all tissues were increased or decreased, the electric
potential in different regions of eye or head seem not to change significantly. If the
volume and thickness of the all regions were the same, changing ttie conductivity
would not change the potential values at all, but because the iegions differ in size
(volume and thickness) slight change in potential values are expected.

The potential variation on the head region when the conductivity values were
increased or decreased is presented in Figure 13.1. Figure 13.2 presenis the potential
variation in percentage in the eye region. The conductivity vilues were increased
from l0% to 100% and were decreased from l\oh to 5oyo ('iable ll.l), and then the
electric potential filed was calculated for each case.
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FIGURE l3.l The percentile variation of the electric potential in the head region (Y-
axis) when conductivity of all tissues were increased or decreased (X-axis). Variation
of the positive maximum. the negative maximum and the diffbrence between
maximum and minimum electric potentials are shown.

In the head region the potential does not seem to be aff'ected by increasing or
decreasing the conductivit.v of all tissues at the same time. The variation is for all
cases at most ..-l%" mostly less than 0.2% (Figure l3.l and 13.2). The variation of
positive peak and peak to peak value is even smaller, very close to 0%.

13.1.2 Changing the conductivity only vitreous body

As the case fbr all tissues change, when the conductivity values of only vitreous body
was increased or decreased. the electric potential in diff-erent regions of eye or head
did not change significantly.

The filed variation results when the conductivity values rvere increased or decreased
are shown in Figure 13.3 and 13.4. Figure 4.a represents the electric potential
variation on the head and 4.b represents the electric potential variation on the eye
when the conductivity value of only vitreous body (circle with radius Ro) was
changed.
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13.1.3 Changing the conductivity extra-ocular tisslres

When the conductivity values of extra-ocular tissues were increased or decreased, the
electric potential in ditterent regions of the eye change significantly. For the case of
the head there is significant change in electric potential value of its maximun.r
negative value when the conductivity is increased -50%o or more.

The electric potential variation results fbr the cases when the conductivity values
were increased or decreased are shown in F igure 13.5 and 13.6. The conductivitv
values rvere increased fiom l0% to 100% and were decreased from l00o to 509r. fh;
electric potential fi led was calculated using these changed conductivity values. The
results are compared to the electric potential values on the head or eye, r.vith not
changed condLrctivities and represented as percentage change.

Figure 13.-5 represents the electric potential variation on the head and 13.6 represent
the electric potential variation on the eye. The line passing through circles represent
the percentage variation of the positive peak value ol the electric potential. The line
passing through sqllares represents the percentage variation of negative pe.ak value.
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The variation of the peak to peak value is represented by the line passing through
tri angl es.
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minimum electric potentials are shown.
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The maximum variation of the elect potential on the head is -7o/o when the
conductivitf is increased by 100%. The rnaxirnum variation when conductivity is a
decrease of -4o/o for negative maxirrum decreased on the head. when the conductivitv
is decreased by 50%. Otherwise the electric potential on the head change less than Joi
fbr the other conductivity change cases, mostly less tlran 270.

Maximum variation of the electric potential is observed on the eye region when the
conductivity values of ertra-ocular region were increased or decreased. Increasing the
conductivity ol the region or-rtside the eye would mean that the resistivity of--that
region would decrease. This rvould mean that the relative voltage drop in the extra-
ocular region 

"vould 
decrease, leaving a larger voltage clrop in e1,e region. This fact is

quite clear fiorn Figure 5.b. The positive peak value of the electric potential increases
up to "- 1296 when the conductivity r'vas increased by 100%. It decreases -70lo when the
conductivity was decreased by 50%. The negative peak values change the most, r-rp to
-23% when the conductivity was increased by 100% and decreased up to -l2lo when
the conductivity was decreased by 500ui,.
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13.2 Results of head size variation effect

The results are plotted in a bar diagram where the positive and negative peak values
are presented. The difference between positive and negative peak which represents the
largest detectable EOG signal on the head is presented in the same diagram.

13.2.I The voltage variation in the eye region

As expected increasing the head size would not have that much effect on the electric
potential values in the eye region (Figures 13.7 and 13.8). For all cases of head radius
changes the variation of the potential is less than lYo. For example increasing the
head size, the positive peak of the potential decreases very little, only -0.5% for a

head radius increase of 43Yo. The negative peak changes even less, practically not at
all. There is slight increase in negative peak value of up to 0.9o/o, when the head
radius was decreasedby 43%.
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FIGURE 13.8 The percentage electric potential variation in the eye region as a
variable ofthe head radius decrease. R3 is the changed radius and R3o is the-reference
value of the head radius (Figure 8.1).

13.2.2 The electric potential variation on the head

There is significant change in electric potential values on the head when the head
radius was increased or decreased (Figures 13.9 and 13.10). Specifically the negative
peak value changes much. more compared to positive peak value changes."Also
compared to the changes in the peak to peak values negative peak valuJs change
more. The negative peak value of the potential increaser up to -8% almost linearly is
the head size increases. The value decreases up to -9%o as the head size decreases.
Increasing the head size does not show that much effect on the positive peak values
when the head size decreases. When the head size is increased, the positive peak
values of the electric potential values decreases up to -4Yo. The changes in the
difference between positive and negative peak valuei are negligible whenlncreasing
or decreasing the head size.
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13.3 Conclusions and Discussions

Comparing the computational results from solving the eccentric spherical model, to
the EP for baseline conductivity values, suggests that variatiotrs 

"un 
occur depending

upon which tissue conductivities are changed. The most significant effect found to be
for the variations of the tissues in extra-ocular region.

The results of this study contribute to quantitative understanding of the effect of
possible variations in tissue conductivities and head size o., .ecoided EOG signals.
The results provide valuable information to clinicians in quantitative meaning oiBOC
signals from different individuals, for example the EOG of young adults coipared to
that of children. The results also benefit scientists doing resear"h on application of
EOG in different eye movement control systems and other novel EOG appiications. In
such application areas the sensitivity analysis of EOG signals are important. The
results and proposed model and its solution could well be used and applied for
sensitivity analysis and define possible variation range of EoG signals.

The size of the differences as a result of the conductivity and head size variation
compared to clinically relevant variation of EOG are for most of the cases small.
However there are some cases where significant changes in EOG values could be
observed. Details of these changes are discussed in the following sections.

I 3.3. 1 Conductivity variation

The peak-to-peak values presented in this study corresponds to the EOG signals of
maximum horizontal eye movements. Based on the results of this study, changing the
conductivity of all tissues simultaneously, the EOG signals would not be affectea
significantly.

The volume of the eye is smaller part of the whole eccentric model. In ohmic terms it
means that the potential drop would be smaller in the eye compared to the rest of the
potential drop in the head region. By examining the results we notice that this is
actually the case and changing only the conductivity of the vitreous body would not
mean significant change in the electric potential distribution in the head oi 

"y" 
region

(Figures 13.3 and 13.4).

However unlike the previous case, changing the conductivity of extra-ocular region,
which comprises the large part of the model (head), causes bigger variatioris in
electric potential values. Also in the eye region, the potential changes significantly,
because the relative resistivity of ocular region compared to extra-ocular region
increases when the resistivity of the extra-ocular region decreases (conductirity
increases) compared to the case where the conductivity is not changed. I.nit would
mean a relatively larger potential drop in eye region when the resistivity of the extra-
ocular region is decreased (conductivity increased). This is clearly obseived in Figure
13.5. By examining Figure 13.6, we notice that the variation is directly proportiinal
to the distance of the potential distribution point to the double layer source, i.e. points
such as back side of the head where the distance between the source and measurement
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point (electrode) is larger varies more compared to the points around the eye. It is
also clear fro the Figure 13.5 and 13.6 that positive peak values which represents
points measured from electrodes close to the eye do not change significantly. This is
because the distance between the source and the measurement point and the source is
smaller compared to the back side of the sphere representing the back side of the
head.

13.3.2 Comparison of natural tissue conductivity variation and estimated

electric potentials variations

Natural variation of the tissue conductivity is significant when very young children,
<2 years old, and adults are compared. The variation of brain tissues, skull and
muscles comparing very young and adults can be as large as 60oh fPeyman et al
20011. Also conductivity of tissue may noticeably change due to variation in body
water and electrolyte balance e.g. due to many diseases, however compared to the
previous case the variation is smaller. Reported variation of tissue conductivities and
their inter- and intra-patient alterations is high specifically for some tissues in the
head. For example Faes et al, fFaes et al. 1991] reported that the latge 95o/o

confidence intervals reflected large uncertainties of resistivities of human tissues.
They recommend that applications based on these resistivities in bioimpedance
methods, EEG and ECG, should be developed and evaluated with these uncertainties
in mind. According to the results of our study this is not the case for EOG signals,
which are significantly less sensitive to tissue conductivity variations.

13.3.3 Head size variation

Natural variation of head circumference size from birth (-33 cm) to an adult age (-60
cm) is about 80%. The considered variation in this study was 86%. The natural
variation of head size compared to the variations estimated for the potential change
on the head and eye, are relatively large, i.e. the same amount of change in head
sizelhead radius is not expected for potential changes (EOG signals).

Increasing or decreasing the head size means that the total resistivity (conductivity)
of the extra-ocular region changes as well. Also relative resistivity, the ratio of the
resistivity of ocular region to extra-ocular region would change.

In the eye region as expected the potential change would not be significant, because
the radius of the sphere representing the eye remains the same. This is confirmed by
the results in Figure 13.7 and 13.8, where no significant electric potential variation is
observed in eye region.

In the head region the negative peak of the potential distribution changes most. The
negative peak is the voltage distribution in regions outside the opening of the double
layer and the positive peak values are points calculated in front of the opening of the
double layer. As expected the negative peak potential variation on the back side of the

double layer (back of the head), would be larger, because by increasing the head size,
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there is bigger total resistivity change. Also the negatively charged surface of the
double layer is oriented outward, which is observed as the negative potential in the
region outside the opening of the double layer (Figures 8.1 and 8.2).

Generally speaking the electric potential variation, i.e. EOG signal variation, when
the head size changes, is directly proportional to the distance where the potential
distribution is measured to the double layer source. This is why in the head region,
increasing the distance of the point where potential is examined to the double iayer
source, accordingly the variation will be larger. From EOG signals point of view the
effect of head size variation would depend on the way EOG signals are recorded. In
other words, the selected reference point on the head would lead to different value
compared to the reference head size for any head size change. If the head size
increases, keeping the corneo-retinal potential and the eye size the same, the positive
peak will increase and the negative peak will decrease. In practice it would mean a
change of up to +7Yo for head size increase of 43%" if EOG is measured in mono-polar
way. However for bipolar recordings if one of the electrodes is placed more than 5
centimeters away from eye, EoG signals correspond to peak-to-peak value of the
potential in the model, the change in EOG signal value would not be significant. For
example for such a case the model predicts a maximum of -3Yo change in the value of
EOG signals if the head radius is increased by 43%. However for the cases where both
electrodes are close to the eye, as usually is the case for bipolar recordings, the
potential change is doubled. This is because each eye contribute the same amount of
change but with opposite signs. Therefore for a maximum head radius increase of 43yo
the EOG signal intensity change is estimated tobe -14%o.

The overall conclusion is that EOG signal variation caused by the head size change is
reference electrode dependent, and a maximum increase of up to +43o/o in head radius,
would cause less than l4Yo change in EOG signal magnitudes both for bipolar and
unipolar recordings.
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14. ASYMMETRY OF EOG SIGNALS

14.1 Results

The comparison of the opposite EOG horizontal saccades included the few hundred
ms of the rising and descending part of each signal. The descending part of the signals
were inverted and put in the same base line for comparison purpose.

14.l 1AC recordings of EOG

In the following section AC recording results will be presented. The signals in Figure
14.1 represent the EOG recorded from electrode position B for left and right eyes on
canthai with respect to reference electrode I (Figure 6.1). The averaged signals are
reconstructed from l0 cycles by filtering components over 300 Hz. Horizontal
saccades 15, 30 degrees are presented. 150 ms of each EOG corresponding to opposite
saccades were compared. The top graph represents EOG for saccadic movements
when eye moves from center to left (CL), the middle graph center to right (CR) and
bottom graph left to right (LR). Figure 14.2 represents the same comparison as 14.1
but for a 60 degrees saccade when eye moves back and forth from left to right. The
solid lines correspond to the movements when eye moves towards the electrode, i.e.
horizontal temporal movements, and dashed lines correspond to nasal saccades.
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FIGURE 14.2 Averaged and filtered signals AC recorded EOG signal of horizontal
saccade from electrode position B (Figure 6.1), when eye moves 60 degrees back and
forth from left to right (LR). The dashed line is the inverted signal when eye moves
away from electrode and the solid line the signal when the eye moves towards the
electrode. The straight solid line is zero line.

14.1.2 DC recordings of EOG

The measurement results of the DC recordings are presented in Figure 14.3. The
signals are low pass filtered, and then the signal is reconstructed by averaging 10
cycle of each signal. It represents the EOG of saccadic of l5 degrees. The -150 ms of
each EOG corresponding to opposite saccades are compared. The top graph represents
EOG for saccadic movements when eye moves from center to left (CL), the middle
graph center to right (CR) and bottom graph left to right (LR). From 14.3 it is clear
that in DC recordings the asymmetry is more emphasized in center to left or center to
right saccades. Figure 14.4 represents the same thing as in Figure 14.3 but for 30
degrees saccade. The results for EOG signals recorded from the electrodes on the nose
for the saccadic movements of l5 degrees in 14.5 and for 30 degrees in 14.6.
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FIGURE 14.3 Averaged and filtered signals of DC recorded EOG signals for
horizontal saccadic eye movements from electrodes on cantai, when eye moves l5
degrees back and forth, top: from centre to left (cL), middte: centre to right (cR) and
bottom: left to right (LR). The dashed line is the inverted signal when eye moves
away from electrode and the solid line the signal when the eye moves towards the
electrode.
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FIGURE 14.4 Averaged and filtered signals of DC recorded EOG signal for
horizontal saccadic eye movements from electrodes on cantai, when eye moves 30
degrees back and forth, top: from centre to left (CL), middle: centre to right (CR) and
bottom: left to right (LR). The dashed line is the inverted signal when eye moves
away from electrode and the solid line the signal when the eye moves towards the
electrode. The solid line is zero line.
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FIGURE 14.5 Averaged and filtered DC recorded EOG signals for horizontal
saccadic eye movements from electrodes on nose, when eye moves l5 degrees back
and forth, top: centre to left (CL), middle: centre to right (CR) and bottom: left to
right (LR). The dashed line is the inverted signal when eye moves away from
electrode (temporal saccade) and the solid line the signal when the eye moves towards
the electrode (nasal saccade).
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FIGURE 14.6 Averaged and filtered DC recorded EOG signals for horizontal
saccadic eye movements from electrodes on nose, when eye moves 30 degrees back
and forth, top: centre to left (CL), middle: centre to right (CR) and bottom: left to
right (LR). The dashed line is the inverted signal when eye moves away from
electrode (temporal) and the solid line the signal when the eye moves towards the
electrode (nasal).
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14.1.3 VOG recording results

The VOG recoded results are presented in Figure 14.7. The top graph represents the
VOG for saccadic eye movelnent when eye moves from center to left (CL), the middle
graph, center to right (CR) and the bottom graph left to right (LR). The horizontal
axes is time in ms and the vertical line is the k multiple of rotation angle, which is
scaled in VOG measurement equipment. The solid line in the graphs representing CL
and cR movements are the lines where eye moves away from the voG .u*".a
detector (temporal), and the dash line is the signal when eye moves towards the
camera detector (nasal).

Left eye

Center to Left {CL)

Center to riglrt (CR)

Left to right (LR)

FIGURE 14.7 Averaged and filtered signals of recorded VOG signals for horizontal
saccadic eye movements when eye moves 30 degrees from left to right (RL), from
center to right (CR) and from center to left (CL). The dashed line is the inverted
signal when eye moves in the opposite direction of the solid line. Brown line is zero
line. The vertical line is a constant k multiple rotation angle in degrees. K is a scaling
factor in VOG measurement instrumentation.
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14.2 Conclusions and discussions

The results of this part of the study would contribute to understanding the asymmetry
reports regarding EOG signals and interpretation of the EOG signals both in clinical
and eye movement control applications. Because the EOG has its origin in the corneo-
retinal potential of the eye, some may link the observed asymmetry to the corneo-
retinal potential activity of the eye. However the explanations provided in this section
rules out the possibility that the origin of asymmetry is the constant potential electric
source of the eye. In the EOG eye movement control applications, the result of this
study should benefit the designers in taking into account the asymmetries reported
and described in this study, specifically for the temporal eye movements that starts
from left to center or center to right.

14.2.I Asymmetry of the horizontal EOG saccades

The horizontal saccades at opposite directions of different angles for three kinds of
saccades, CL, CR, and LR were compared. The results suggested the presence of
asymmetry in the horizontal saccadic eye movements when the saccade of the same

angle in opposite directions was compared. In most of the horizontal temporal
saccades overshoot was observed and seemed to be the main source of asymmetry.
Overshoot generally means that the eye jumps to a larger value than the target angle,
i.e. the subjects look beyond the fixation target and then return to a stable position.
Monopolar AC recording results of EOG signals which were recorded from electrode
position B (Figures 14.1 & 14.2) shows a clear asymmetry when the few hundred ms

in rising part of the EOG signals were compared. This overshoot seems to exist for all
three types of horizontal saccadic eye movements carried out in our measurements.

The asymmetry of horizontal saccades seen in EOG signals are also confirmed by DC
recording of EOG signals (Figure 7). The results of DC recordings suggest that the
asymmetry is larger for the saccades that the eye starts its movement from centre, i.e.
from the position when eye looks straight ahead. This is clearly seen from Figures
14.3 and 14.4, where the asymmetry is more dominant in EOG of the CR and CL
saccades compared to LR saccade.

From all EOG signals recorded from electrodes on cantai it is seen that EOG of the
movements towards the electrode include an overshoot in the beginning of the signal
and are slightly higher in magnitude. However looking in Figures 9 and 10 it is
noticed that unlike the recordings from cantai electrodes, the EOG signals recorded
from electrodes on the nose shows much larger asymmetry. When eye moves away
from electrode, there is a clear overshoot with larger amplitude compared to nasal
movements. So in general we can conclude that EOG of temporal saccades have
overshoot with slightly larger amplitude compared to nasal saccades. Also the time
constant is very different, which is discussed next.
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14.2.2 Rising time and duration of overshoots for nasal and temporal
saccades

It was earlier reported by Robinson in 1964 that nasal saccades for the same angle last
longer when compared to the temporal saccades. In average, nasal saccades lasts
about 5 ms longer than temporal saccades (Figure 12), i.e. temporal saccades are
faster than nasal saccades. The results of this study show that there is difference in
time constants for the saccades of the same angle but opposite directions, i.e. nasal
and temporal saccades. Examining Figures 14.1, 14.2, 14.3, 14.4 and 14.7, it is
noticed that the duration of overshoots are different for different angles of horizontal
eye movements. Overshoots last between 25 and 50 ms depending on the angle of the
eye movement.

5S

Time (msec)

FIGURE 14.8 Superimposed tracings of a nasal and a temporal saccade of the same
magnitude on the same subject [Robinson, 1964].
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In general the larger the movement angle, the larger is the duration of the over shoots,
however the relationship does not seem to be linear. It is proportional to eye
movement velocity, which increases nonlinearly with saccade angle. The difference in
time constants of the EOG's for nasal and temporal saccades are more clearly
identified in signals recorded from the electrodes on the nose. Figures 14.5 and 114.6
show that the time constant is in average about 2 times larger for temporal saccades

compared to nasal saccades. This shorter time constants for temporal eye movements
means that the temporal saccades at the beginning of the saccade are faster than nasal
saccades, i.e. the eye moves faster in temporal saccades.

14.2.3 Asymmetry of the amplitude of the EOG signals

Examining the DC and AC recording results reveals that the amplitude of the opposite
movements is not asymmetrical either. In general temporal eye movements show
larger amplitude compared to nasal movements.

The VOG recordings do not reveal the overshoot asymmetry (Figure 14.7). This is
most probably because of the low sampling rate of VOG recording equipment. The
VOG recordings show some the amplitude asymmetry for the saccades in opposite
directions. If the opposite saccadic VOG signals are compared it is noticed that there
is no difference in time constant. This amplitude asymmetry without any signs of time
constant difference, most probably is a result of mis-calibration.

14.2.4 Possible origin of the observed asymmetry in horizontal EOG

recordings

While moving the eyes from one location to another by saccadic movement, the same

innervation signal is sent to both eyes during saccade. In 1954 Westheimer proposed
that the eye moved in a saccade way by the application of a step function of net
muscular force such that a proper modeling and combination of a pulse plus step input
could describe the horizontal eye movements. He also proposed that the saccades are

slightly under-damped. However the results of this part of the study demonstrate that
the ocular movement is heavily over-damped. The eye does not execute a saccade on

the application of a step function of force. This is clearly shown in 8Robinson, 19641
Figure 14.9.
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FIGURE 14.9 Superimposed tracings of tension recorded from an isometric rod
which restrains the eye from moving for various saccadic movements of the eye.
Ordinate shows net muscle force at the moment arm of the radius of the eyeball
[Robinson, 1964].

The motion seems to be the sum of at least two exponentials, one with a short, the
other with a long time constant and is probably made up of a distribution of time
constants. One possible explanation to the asymmetry phenomenon of horizontal EOG
signals is that eyeball has different velocity profiles in temporal and nasal eye
movements. In horizontal eye movements medial and lateral rectus muscles are
responsible to perform such movement. The muscle, either medial or lateral rectus
towards which the eye moves undergoes contraction, while the muscle from which the
eye moves away undergoes relaxation. On the other hand because the eye is not a
rigid and perfect spheres a non-symmetrical movement type is anticipaied. At the
same time translational eye movements may also contribute to the 4symmetry
phenomenon.

The overshoot asymmetry is seen for small and large angles. The reason for that could
be described by the fact that the initial phase of the saccadic eye movement is
independent of amplitude, however the duration of the saccade increases as the angle
of saccade increases. In Figure 14.9 the acceleration versus time for saccades of
various extents is shown.

In most practical EOG applications the asymmetry is not clearly seen, because the
signal is usually recorded as the potential difference between the two electrodes
locating on both eye canthai. Asymmetry of horizontal eye movements can be better
detected if unipolar recording is performed.
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The pure velocity profiles of saccadic eye movements have been studied by various
groups [Baloh et al. 1974, Boghen et al. 1975]. The problem of saccade control from a

perspective similar to other movements of the body: from this perspective, movement
of any body part is viewed as resulting from a pulse of force applied for a certain time
by opposing groups of agonist and antagonist muscles. The magnitude and duration of
the force pulses are assumed to vary systematically as a function of the desired
movement amplitude and speed (e.g., movements that have short durations and
traverse long distances would require brief large forces). Furthermore, assuming that
the motor system is "noisy," repeated attempts to produce identical movements are

assumed to have variability in the amplitude and duration of the associated force
pulses.

The overall conclusion is that the asymmetry of EOG signals attributed to eye
velocity profiles is seen not only in the opposite movements of the same degree for
the same eye, but also the same saccade shows different velocities in right and left
eyes. For example according to Baloh et al, the right eye makes 12 percent faster
saccades to the right. Therefore the asymmetry and differences in the EOG signals
recorded for horizontal eye movements most probably have their origin in different
velocity profiles. The saccades of the abducting eye show in general a larger size, a
higher peak, a shorter duration and were more skewed than the adducting saccades.
Further research such as investigating simultaneous EOG and velocity recordings is
needed to quantitatively define the relationship between the EOG asymmetry and
velocity profiles of saccadic eye movements.
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15. SUMMARY

There were three main goals in the study:

I) fne first objective was for the first time to propose an eccentric-spherical model
and apply an analytical-mathematical solution to predict the potential distribution in
the all regions of eye and head as well as in the inner tissues. The model was
composed of two eccentric systems of concentric spheres, which contained all the
important eyeball compartments. Laplace's equation was applied to solve the forward
problem for an idealized eccentric spherical model. An analytic solution was found in
the form of a double series expansion in Legendre polynomials. A very demanding set
of equations with unknowns representing fields in different compartments were
derived. The boundary conditions at the boundary of different layers are used to solve
for the unknown coefficients. Commercial software was applied to solve the complex
matrix and equations. The model was validated by comparing the calculated resulis to
measured EOG signals.

Key results and applications I:

The solution of the model provides quantitative information about the potential
distributions not only on the entire head and eye surface, but also inside the iread and
ocular region, which otherwise is almost impossible to measure. The proposed model
has a sound theoretical foundation and its accuracy depends on the 

-linlar 
range of

EOG signals and also the parameters of the model, specifically the dimensions of the
double layer. For a morphologically correct retinal double layer size the deviation of
the computational results from measured EOG values were relatively small. The
computational results gave an overestimation of only 25oh in worst case and 5Yo in
best case.
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Providing two parametrical analyses in this thesis, namely the effect of tissue
conductivity and head size on EOG signals, proves how effectively the model can be

applied to study the effect whatever parameter in the model.

Calculated electric potentials on the surface of the outermost sphere which represents
the head are validated by comparing it with measured EOG signals. The validation of
the calculated electric potentials values were carried out for rotation angles: 15, 30,
45 and 70 degrees. Two opening angles of the retinal double layer, namely 135 and
200 degrees for two different reference points on canthai were included.

Significance: There is a demand among the clinicians to have quantitative information
about the points on the head which can be used as a reference point for unipolar EOG
recordings. The Conclusions of the first part of the study gives a quantitative measure
about the value of the electric potentials on the parts of the head which could be

considered as reference points. According to the results the potential difference of
two electrodes between (0"< e < 130") and (230'< e < 360") which has a potential
difference of less than 10pV could be considered as reference-point.

Information about the retinal layer is important for clinicians in determining the
functional status of the retina prior to a possible vitrectomy. Because the opening
angle in the proposed model is proportional to the assumed dimensions of the retinal
double layer, the model can be used to investigate retinal injuries such as ARMD. A
reduced or altered EOG can be related to preclude vitrectomy or retinal injuries in
general.

Because the quasi-static assumption is valid also for ERG signals, the proposed model
could also be applied to examine the potential distribution of the ERG signals around
the head and other regions of interest required that appropriate source model is
included in the model.

Besides the clinical applications, the model can be used in commercial application of
EOG such as eye-tracking and eye-control applications where the quantitative
theoretical evaluation tool is very much appreciated. Also the simplicity of the model
and short calculation time makes it easy to apply for quantitative evaluation of EOG

signals in the field of eye movement research.

II) Second purpose of the thesis was to study the effect of the head size and tissue
conductivity variation on EOG signals. Variations in head size and head

conductivities can be observed in different individuals, depending on gender, age and

health status of the individual.

Key results and applications II:

The study of the head size and tissue conductivity effect on EOG signals presented in
this study was not investigated before. The result of this part of the study is in
agreement with the study of Doslak and Plonsey regarding ERG signals. Increasing or
decreasing conductivity of all tissues in the head region at the same time did not
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change significantly the potential distribution if the source intensity is kept constant.
However, changing the conductivity of extra-ocular region, which comprises the large
part of the model (head), causes bigger variations in electric potential values. The
variation is directly proportional to the distance of the source to point where potential
is calculated. This means that the values which represents points measured from
electrodes close to the eye, do not change significanily, as the distance between the
source and the measurement point and the source is smaller compared to the back
sides of the model (head).

In general, electric potential variations caused by tissue conductivity change or head
size changes in general compared to the natural variations of the considered
parameters, are smaller, i.e. the same amount of variation in tissue conductivities are
not expected for electric potentials, i.e. EOG signals. Specifically the variations of
EOG signals caused by changes of conductivity of ocular medium are negligible.
Among all tissues in the head, the variation of the conductivity of the extra-ocular
tissues (head tissues) has the largest effect on the signals recorded from different
points on the surface of the head and eye region. Theref,ore, an accurate modeling of
electric potential distribution requires accurate knowledge of tissue resistivities of
extra-ocular tissues, while for source localization procedures this knowledge might
not be a necessary. This is because in accurate modeling of electric potentials, we are
looking for exact potential values, while in source localization the location of the
source is determined.

Significance: The results of this study contribute to quantitative understanding of the
effect of possible variations in tissue conductivities and head size on recorded EOG
signals. The results provide required information to clinicians and EOG application
researchers in understanding the quantitative meaning of EOG signals from different
individuals such as the EOG of adults compared to children. The results of this part
of the study can also be used for sensitivity analysis and define possible natural
variation range of EOG signals among individuals. This can easily find application
doing research on application of EOG in different eye movement control systems and
other novel EOG applications. In such application areas the sensitivity analysis of
EOG signals are important.

III) Last objective of the thesis was to investigate the presence and structure of the
asymmetry in horizontal EoG signals by performing systematic EoG and voG
measurements and signal analysis.

Key results and applications III:

The results of this part of the study show that the horizontal eye movements are
asymmetrical in many respects. In most of the opposite horizontal saccadic eye
movements overshoot is observed in temporal direction and is the main source of
asymmetry. There is a clear overshoot in the EOG signal when the eye moves towards
the cantai electrodes. This is observed both in AC and DC recordings of EOG. The
duration of overshoots is different for different angles of horizontal eye movements.
overshoots last between 25 and 50 ms depending on the angle of eye movement. In
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general the larger the movement angle, the larger is the duration of the overshoots,
however the relationship does not seem to be linear. The asymmetry is more
predominant in saccades which start from center towards canthai. In these EOG's the
electrodes on the canthai recode a larger overshoot compared to EOG of left-right-left
saccades. EOG asymmetry is pronounced most when the EOG signals recorded from
electrodes placed on the nose are compared with each other.

The VOG recordings, because of the low sampling rate did not contribute much in
seeking supplementary inputs to study the horizontal eye-movement asymmetry. This
was found to be most probably because of the low sampling rate of the VOG
measurement instrumentation compared to that of EOG systems which can be as high
as 20 kHz.

In summary it can be concluded that the asymmetry and differences in the EOG
signals recorded for horizontal eye movements have their origin in different velocity
profiles, which are modified by the sensitivity function. The saccades of the
abducting eye show in general a larger size, a higher peak, a shorter duration and are
more skewed than the adducting saccades.

Significance: The results of this part of the study contribute mostly to the sensitivity
analysis of the EOG signals both in clinical research and novel other EOG
applications. Because the asymmetry observed in EOG signals, have their origin in
velocity profile of ocular movements, in eye movement control applications,
specifically for the temporal saccades a circuit should be applied to remove the
overshoots.
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APPENDIX
C OMPLE TE

II: TRANSPOSE OF THE
MATRIX SOLUTION
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